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U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Section 4 Government Affairs



Accreditation Overview 

Welcome 

Welcome to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce Accreditation application program. We are excited that you are 

interested in standing out from the crowd and moving ahead. We want to help your through the Accreditation 

process by explaining our procedures, walking you through the steps to complete the materials, and clarifying 

what you can expect from us.      

The Accreditation Application is divided into nine sections with a complete set of instructions at the beginning 

of each one. If you have already completed a section and you are familiar with the instructions, click on the 

Governance Overview icon in the Bookmark Section to the left of your screen. Otherwise, the background and 

instructions should be reviewed in detail starting with the Accreditation Overview, below. 

Accreditation History 

In 1964, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce began offering its Accreditation Program to state and local chambers 

of commerce nationwide. The program was designed to provide a continuous self-analysis of an organization’s 

growth and development, with an opportunity for the organization to reassess its objectives and resources, 

program of work, procedures, and achievements. Since the Accreditation program’s launch, more than 750 

chambers have met the required organizational standards and have earned the title “Accredited.” 

Accreditation means that a local or state chamber of commerce has been recognized by the U.S. Chamber of 

Commerce for having sound programs and organizational procedures and for continually creating and 

maintaining positive change in the community.  

The U.S. Chamber Accreditation program establishes criteria for judging the quality of performance for state 

and local chambers of commerce, determines the extent to which organizations meet these criteria, and issues 

a public announcement that organizations are found to be of superior quality.  

The U.S. Chamber understands that state and local chambers are diverse and have unique programs of work, 

operations, merit, dues structure, and program policies. As a result, the Accreditation program has separated 

the state chamber Accreditation process from the local chamber Accreditation process. Distinct applications 

have been created to recognize these differences. 

Accreditation does not mean that an organization is perfect in every respect. Competent examiners 

acknowledge the quality of an organization and make recommendations where there are areas of deficiency 

and recognize chambers for areas of special distinction. 

Effective chambers of commerce operate above and beyond minimum standards. As each chamber prepares 

its Accreditation application, it seeks ways of improving its performance in the community. These criteria or 

standards become a tool for management control and self-discipline.   



Mission  

The mission of the Accreditation program is to establish a standard of organizational competency and an 

objective set of criteria for assessment. The achievement of standards by state and local chambers as 

determined by an examining committee will be recognized with Accreditation by the U.S. Chamber of 

Commerce. 

Procedures to Apply  

Make Sure Your Chamber is Entered into the Accreditation Database 

We want to make sure you are properly entered in our database. If you have not yet entered your contact 

information, click here http://www.uschamber.com/chambers/accreditation/intent.htm and follow the steps. 

Upon receipt, U.S. Chamber staff will enter the information into a database, allowing the applicant chamber to 

receive updates about the Accreditation process and invitations to conference calls discussing the application 

process. Do not send the program fee at this time. 

If clicking the link doesn’t work, make sure your computer is set up to access the Internet and try again. If you still 

experience difficulty, call Mathew Wasserburger at (202) 463-5821. 



Access the Application Documents 

There are nine sections of the Accreditation application: 

1. Governance 
2. Finance 
3. Human Resources and Staff 
4. Government Affairs 
5. Program Development 
6. Technology 
7. Communication 
8. Facilities 
9. Benchmarking 
 

Copies of all nine sections of the Accreditation application can be found on our Web site at 

http://www.uschamber.com/chambers/accreditation/app.htm   

These files can be completed by one person at the chamber or distributed to other chamber staff or volunteers 

to assist in the ultimate completion of the application.      

To assist in distributing the files, chamber staff or volunteers may go directly to the web site to download the 

sections of interest to them. 

No matter how many staff members or volunteers are working on the application, the chamber’s designated 

staff contact person should be the only one to communicate with the U.S. Chamber staff.  

Review the Application 

Review the application in its entirety — all nine sections — to determine whether the chamber is prepared to 

begin the Accreditation process. Use the glossary at the end of the each file to familiarize yourself with the 

language of the application. Glossary items can also be accessed by clicking on highlighted text. In the 

glossary a link is provided to return to the highlighted text. 

Complete the Application Documents 

Each applicant chamber is required to complete all nine sections of the Accreditation application.   

Each of the application’s nine sections is a self-contained document including: 

• Application instructions and overview  
• Section’s standards as defined by the U.S. Chamber  
• A list of minimum qualifications to achieve Accreditation for that section 
• A checklist of attachments 
• A digital application from  
 
The digital application form is divided into two categories; the minimum requirements which must be met for 
the chamber to be Accredited, and the additional criteria which will be evaluated to determine the star ranking 
of an Accredited chamber. 
 



Complete the Conclusion and Signature Page 

The Conclusion and Signature Page can be found on our Web site 

http://www.uschamber.com/chambers/accreditation/app.htm.  The U.S. Chamber requires that these pages 

be completed digitally, then printed and signed by the Chief Paid Executive and Chief Elected Officer. 

Prepare the Application Materials for Delivery  

Copy the nine pdf files and the conclusion page and signature page to a CD or USB drive.  Print and sign the 

completed Conclusion and Signature Pages, and enclose the payment form with a signed check or credit card 

information for $699 for U.S. Chamber members; $1,199 for non members.  

Mail the Application Materials to the U.S. Chamber  

The application materials should be put into an envelope with the completed Conclusion and Signature Pages 

and the payment and mailed to: 

U.S. Chamber of Commerce 

c/o Political Affairs and Federation Relations, Accreditation 

1615 H Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20062-2000 



U.S. Chamber of Commerce Review Process 

Review 

Once the completed application and program fee have been received, U.S. Chamber staff will review the 

chamber’s submission for minimum requirements. Due to the volume of applications received, we ask that you 

please do not contact the U.S. Chamber to inquire about the status of the chamber’s application. In the event 

that minimum requirements have not been met or there are missing materials, U.S. Chamber staff will contact 

you. 

An experienced Accreditation consultant will review the application and make recommendations. The 

consultant may contact the applicant to ask questions that might arise during the review. Based on the 

findings, a confidential report with recommendations will be prepared and sent to the Accrediting board, the 

governing body of the Accreditation program made up of business and chamber executives. The Accrediting 

board will review the recommendations and approve or disapprove the chamber’s Accreditation status.  

Recommendations will be presented to the Accrediting board at the February, June, and November board 

meetings. The day following the Accrediting board meeting, the applicant will be notified about the chamber’s 

Accreditation status. 

Awards 

All Accredited chambers must meet the minimum requirements for each section of the application. If the 

applicant completed the additional criteria sections of the application, the Accreditation consultant will review 

the additional material and designate the chamber as Accredited, Accredited with 3-Stars, Accredited with 4-

Stars, or Accredited with 5-Stars based on the number of additional criteria points scored in each sections of 

the application. A chamber earning at least 70% of the total number of points will be awarded Accredited with 

3-Stars; 80%, Accredited with 4-Stars; 90% or more, Accredited with 5-Stars. 

Post Accreditation Materials  

Upon receiving Accreditation, the chamber will receive a marketing kit with the following: 

• Letter of congratulations from Tom Donohue, U.S. Chamber President and CEO 

• Press release  

• Certificate of achievement  
• Recommendations for improvement 

• Sample newsletter articles and Web page blurbs 
• Camera-ready logos 

• U.S. Chamber of Commerce resource guide 

Each chamber receiving Accreditation will be acknowledged on the U.S. Chamber’s Web site. 

Maintaining Accreditation 

To maintain Accreditation, a chamber must submit an Accreditation application every five years. Chambers will 

receive an email from U.S. Chamber staff during the fourth year of Accreditation. It will remind them of the 

need to renew and provide links to the materials required for the renewal. 



Confidentiality 

The U.S. Chamber agrees to maintain the confidentiality of information received throughout this application 

except in cases where (1) the information is or becomes publicly known from sources other than the 

application itself (2) the information is received by the U.S. Chamber without restriction from a third party (3) 

the information is independently developed by the U.S. Chamber, or (4) the information is disclosed by the 

U.S. Chamber pursuant to judicial action. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tech Support  

Navigation 

The Accreditation application uses bookmark navigation to assist the applicant in navigating the application. 

Please note that the pages of this file are divided in two. The left-hand side presents “bookmarks” that can be 

used to take you directly to specific pages in the document. Clicking on the triangle beside the bookmarks will 

“open them up” and provide you with a more detailed set of bookmarks for the section. 

If you have had no experience with this type of navigation, give it a try and become comfortable with it before 

going on. 

Completing Each Section 

 “Yes/No” Radio Buttons 

Radio buttons —  — are used for “yes/no” questions. If you inadvertently click a “yes” button, you can 

change your answer by clicking on the “no” button, and vice-versa. Radio buttons are also used to “check off” 

items on a list. If you inadvertently click a “check off” button, you can change your answer by clicking it a 

second time. 

Short Answers 

Space is provided to enter short answers. For example, the question, “In which government jurisdiction is the 

chamber’s incorporation or charter filed?” should be answered like this: 

 

Washington, D.C. 

 
In some cases, the answer may exist in another file. It can be copied and pasted into the text box.  

 

Where the answer is best provided by entering the entire file, the file can be attached, see below. 
  

Attachments 

In each section you are required to provide Attachments to support the application. Instructions for making 

the Attachments follow. Note that you can terminate the process before it is complete by pressing the escape 

key (ESC). 

Digital files 

If the attachment is a digital file in a common format (Microsoft Word, Excel, Powerpoint; Adobe Acrobat pdf, 

etc.), the file can attached electronically. Each attachment has an “attachment area” that looks like this: 

Attachment:  ______ 

A reminder of the instructions to attach a file can be accessed by clicking the ? icon. 



Steps for Making Attachments 

1. Go to the menu at the top of the screen. It looks like this: 

 

2. Click on “Tools” and a drop-down menu will appear. It looks like this: 

 

3. Drag the cursor over the words “Comment & Markup” to show the next drop-down menu. It looks like 

this: 

4. Click on the line “Attach a File as a Comment.” The arrow points to it. Click anywhere in the “Attachment 

Area” to trigger your computer’s operating system to open.  

5. Find the file you want to attach and click on it. 



6. Click on the “Select” button at the bottom of the window in your operating system and a new window will 

appear that looks like this: 

 

7. Click on the “Paperclip” icon, and click the “OK” button. 

A “Paperclip” will appear in the “Attachment Area.” Clicking on this icon will open the file you have attached. If 

you want to unattach the file, select the icon with your cursor and hit the delete key. 

Printed Files 

If your document is in printed form and no digital copy is available, it can be converted to a pdf file by having 

it scanned. Converting printed files to digital format is the best way to deal with these attachments. 

If you cannot have the file scanned, you can send it to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce in its printed form. The 

U.S. Chamber will have it scanned at attached to your application document for a fee of $1.00 a page. 

Essays 

Space is provided to enter essays. They must be as thorough as possible and the space will expand to 

accommodate essays of up to 1,000 words. Each essay response must be as thorough as possible.  

The space can accommodate text only. If your essay already exists in a digital format, you can save time by 

including it as an attachment. If you would like to include tables, charts, or graphs in this section as a way to 

better clarify or enhance the essays, you can put them into a digital format and attach the file. 

 



Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 

Q We have documents that we think the U.S. Chamber of Commerce should review but there is no place for 

them to be attached in any of the sections. 

A An area has been provided at the end of Section Nine — Benchmarking — where additional attachments 

can be made. Please note that the U.S. Chamber of Commerce will review these items but may not 

include them in the basic scoring of the application.  However, if the material is noteworthy or exemplifies 

an industry best practice, it may be eligible to receive discretionary points that may affect the chamber’s 

star rating. 

 

Q There are places where we would like to add a comment but there is no text box available.  

A Generally speaking, text boxes are made available where additional information is needed to determine 

the chamber’s level of compliance.  However, if an applicant would like to insert more information, the 

applicants can always use Adobe Acrobat Reader’s “Sticky Note” feature to insert a comment anywhere in 

the application forms. To access this feature click on the Tools menu at the top of your screen and slide 

the cursor down to “Comment and Markup.” A list of features will appear with “Sticky Note” at the top. 

Click on the “Sticky Note” icon then move your cursor to the place in the document where you would like 

to make a comment. Click again and the “Sticky Note” will appear. Write your comment in the space 

provided then click anywhere in the document to continue. 

 

Q Completing the forms is time-consuming. Will we have to redo everything when it is time to renew our 

accreditation? 

A The set of nine pdf files should be kept in a safe place, with backup copies available elsewhere. At 

renewal, use the original set of pdf files, make changes only and save them under a new name, e.g. 

Section One – Governance 20??.  This new set of files is then sent to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce for 

review. No need to completely redo the forms. 

 

Q We have very large files on separate media and cannot attach them to a pdf file. 

A These files can be submitted on separate media (CDs, DVDs, USB drives, etc.) and enclosed in the same 

envelope used to send the nine sections to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the Accreditation fee. A 

note should be included to indicate what the files are and the section of the application forms to which 

they apply. 

 

 

 



Q Can more than one person be involved in completing the forms? How would this be done? 

A While it is best for one person to coordinate the process and serve as the communicator with the U.S. 

Chamber of Commerce, many chambers will want to involve more than one person. Chambers will often 

distribute the pdf file for certain sections to specialists who are responsible for completing them. For 

example, Section Two – Finance may be given to the CFO who completes it and sends it back to the 

person coordinating the application for the chamber.  

 

 



4. Government Affairs 

Standard 

An Accredited chamber has a systematic procedure to develop public policy positions and participates in 
public policy decision making affecting economic and business issues.  A grassroots network is one of 

the chamber’s most effective advocacy tools.  

 

Minimum Qualifications 

• Has a systematic procedure in place to identify government affairs issues critical to the business 

community 

• Compiles the chamber’s policy positions and course of action in a legislative agenda published 
annually.   

• Shares the chamber’s legislative agenda with members 

• Communicates positions on priority issues to elected officials 
• Actively monitors and shares local, regional, state, and U.S. Chamber legislative and political 

affairs with membership 

• Has established a grassroots network 

 

Minimum Requirements Attachments Checklist 

 

 A 4.1 Legislative or public policy agenda  

 A 4.2  Communications samples with elected officials 

Additional Criteria Attachments Checklist 

 

 A 4.3   Documentation of the chamber’s involvement in local, state, or federal elections 

 A 4.4  Political action committee (PAC) disclosure report 



Section 4. Government Affairs Minimum Requirements 

A.   Governmental Issues 

1. Which of the following does the chamber use to develop its legislative or public policy issues agenda? 

(Check all that apply)   

  Government affairs committee   Executive committee or board    

  Task forces    Grassroots network 

  Focus groups  Member surveys   

  Forums  Round tables   

  Other        

2. To whom does the chamber distribute the legislative or public policy issues agenda? (Check all that 

apply) 

  Board members  Elected officials 

  Government Affairs committee   Media 

  General membership  Other        

 A 4.1 Attach a copy of the chamber’s legislative or public policy agendai.    

 Attachment : __________ 

Essay Question #1  

Describe the systematic process that the chamber uses to determine and develop its legislative or public 
policy agenda? If helpful, include a flow chart. Does the chamber have a system to quickly address high 

priority issues that are not mentioned in the legislative or public policy issues agenda? 

      

 

 If the essay already exists in a file, you can attach the file in the space provided and check the box to the 

left. 

 Attachment : __________ 


2009 Legislative Agenda


Collectively, the 54 Chambers of Commerce throughout Northeast Wisconsin represent over 18,000 businesses that employ over 450,000 Wisconsin taxpayers.  While we extend our thanks to the legislative bodies for their recent efforts in controlling spending and avoiding new taxes, many of the items listed have been long standing priorities that have yet to be addressed by the legislature.  Since the Chambers first joined together in 2003, good progress has been made on a number of our top concerns, but we are asking that all of these matters receive Legislative attention in the current session.


Employee Relations

· Oppose any erosion of the Qualified Economic Offer (QEO), which has helped school districts live within the revenue caps and reduce their share of homeowners’ overall property tax bill.  In fact, it should be extended to all public employees to help all units of government better manage the cost of wages and benefits.


· Bring public sector benefits in line with the private sector through a plan similar to NEWCC’s “Benefit Equity” proposal which would provide new employees in the public sector with lower pension contributions, less expensive health coverage and more reasonable leave practices.


· Provide relief within current law allowing local units of government the flexibility to bargain for lower cost benefits by expanding what the arbitrator may consider to include local economic factors and conditions. 


· Federalize treatment of minimum wage and as many benefits as possible, including the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA).


· Support a statewide workplace smoking ban.


Health Care: Creating a Long Term, Economically Responsible Plan 


· Offer Wisconsin tax deductibility for health savings accounts (HSA), in line with federal tax treatment.  


· Oppose “Healthy Wisconsin,” “BadgerChoice” or any other proposal that calls for the replacement of a free market healthcare system with a state mandated system.


· Withdraw our opposition to a hospital assessment which may allow the public sector to live up to its responsibilities with respect to Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement in order to minimize cost shifting.


· Support consumer driven health plans and the transparency of cost and quality data that is needed to support wise consumer choices.


· Support incentives for employers that provide employee wellness programs.


Economic Development 


· Encourage bipartisan compromise on a state economic development program which expands the Manufacturing Extension Partnership, consolidates existing tax credit programs, increases investment in R&D, expands technology grant and loan programs, and creates incentives for reinvestment of capital gains and for investors to provide venture capital to start-up companies.


· Support "Next Generation" agriculture initiatives, which increase investment in equipment and encourage state of the art nutrient management systems.


Taxation and Spending: Truth and Fairness  


· Oppose any attempt to transfer funds from traditionally segregated accounts to artificially balance the budget.   


· Oppose any further unfunded mandates and support a limited exemption from the property tax freeze to address certain unfunded mandates from the past.


· Oppose any expansion or increase of the sales tax or any elimination of existing exemptions.


· Oppose expansion or increase of the personal or corporate income tax.


Air Quality


· Refrain from enacting new state standards on air quality while supporting Governor Doyle’s efforts to keep NEW counties in compliance with air standards, without further interference from Washington.


Transportation:


· Work to achieve Interstate Status for U. S. Highway 41.  


· Work to secure Northeast Wisconsin’s fair share of federal infrastructure funding and any special economic stimulus funding. 


2008 Legislative Agenda


Collectively, the 54 Chambers of Commerce throughout Northeast Wisconsin represents over 18,000 businesses that employ over 450,000 Wisconsin taxpayers.  As leaders of the Northeast Wisconsin Chamber Coalition, the Chambers from Fond du Lac, Fox Cities, Oshkosh and the Green Bay area have constructed a priority listing of the issues at the top of our Legislative Agenda for 2008.  While we extend our thanks to the legislative bodies for their recent efforts in controlling spending and avoiding new taxes, many of the items listed have been long standing priorities that have yet to be addressed by the legislature.  Since the Chambers first joined together in 2003, good progress has been made on a number of our top concerns, but we are asking that all of these matters receive Legislative action in the current session.


We fully recognize that in some cases we are actually supporting new spending, specifically within the Grow Wisconsin programs. Our united opinion is that these areas should not be looked upon as new spending as much as they are opportunities to invest in our future with a high expectation for a significant return on the investment. 


QEO: Standing Firm

· Extend the concept of the QEO, at least for benefit purposes, to all public sector employers.  


· Oppose any erosion of the Qualified Economic Offer (QEO), which has helped school districts live within the revenue caps and reduce their share of homeowners’ overall property tax bill.  


· Bring public sector benefits in line with the private sector through a plan similar to NEWCC’s “Benefit Equity” proposal which would provide new employees in the public sector with lower pension contributions, less expensive health coverage and more reasonable leave practices.


· Provide relief within current law allowing local units of government the flexibility to bargain for lower cost benefits by expanding what the arbitrator may consider to include local economic factors and conditions. 


· Retain existing revenue caps for school districts


Health Care: Creating a Long Term, Economically Responsible Plan 

· Offer Wisconsin tax deductibility for health savings accounts, (HSA), in line with federal tax treatment.  


· Oppose “Healthy Wisconsin”, or any other proposal that calls for the replacement of a Free Market healthcare system with a State mandated healthcare system 


· Ensure that the public sector lives up to its responsibilities with respect to Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement with an eye toward minimizing cost shifting.


· Support consumer driven health plans and the transparency of cost and quality data that is needed to support wise consumer choices.


Legal Reform: Creating a Positive Economic Climate


· Work with the governor to find a way to restore proof of causation in liability suits on Wisconsin manufacturers.  


· Apply joint and several liability to product liability cases.  


· Restore the 1995 punitive damage standard in response to the Mitsubishi decision.  


· Establish a standard for frivolous lawsuits and provide damages for frivolous claims, in                                                                                                                                                                                  a response to Supreme Court Order 03-06.


Economic Development through “Grow Wisconsin”


· Encourage bipartisan compromise on a State economic development program which expands the Manufacturing Extension Partnership, consolidates existing tax credit programs, increases investment in R&D, expands technology grant and loan programs, and creates incentives for reinvestment of capital gains and for investors to provide venture capital to start-up companies.


· Support "Next Generation" agriculture initiatives, which increase investment in equipment and encourage "state of the art" nutrient management systems.


· Oppose proposed increase in minimum wage and indexing of future increases.


Taxation and Spending: Truth and Fairness  


· Oppose any attempt to transfer funds from traditionally segregated accounts to artificially balance the budget.   


· Oppose any further unfunded mandates and support a limited exemption from the property tax freeze to address certain unfunded mandates from the past.


Air Quality: Steady Progress Without Job Losses


· Don’t allow Wisconsin regulators to enter into a multi-state (LADCO) ozone compliance agreement that would go beyond the federal CAIR rule; it would put us at a competitive disadvantage nationwide and internationally.


· Question the assumptions of the LADCO air model to ensure that they are based on sound science and the best modeling available.


· Hold on imposing new particulate and ozone standards until the effects of the new federal CAIR rule are measured and known.


Transportation:


· Work to achieve Interstate Status for U. S. Highway 41.  Northeast Wisconsin communities remain a powerful economic force in Wisconsin’s overall economic resurgence.  The region has enormous resources for growth including: a more educated population; a transportation and communication network; numerous education facilities; and larger cities, which are attractive to many people moving in from the outside. It is U.S. Highway 41 that supplies the impetus for growth today in the same way that the Fox River fostered economic opportunities as far back as 1673. 


Cable Franchising: Better Access To technology, Improved service, And Competitive Pricing 


· Competition in the cable TV industry makes sense as it does in almost every industry.


· Promote the establishment of a uniform statewide standard that would encourage competition.


· Address consumer demand for an alternative to cable.

· Reverse a national trend that over the last 11 years has seen cable rates nearly double while cell phone and long distance rates have plummeted. 


· Oppose SB 343 relating to: arbitration in situations involving cable and satellite television system operators and creators of video programming.


Additional items within the NEWCC 2008 Legislative Agenda:


· Support referendum eliminating the “Frankenstein Veto”


· Support legislation requiring photo ID for voting        


2007 Legislative Agenda


Collectively, the 54 Chambers of Commerce throughout Northeast Wisconsin represents over 18,000 businesses that employ over 450,000 Wisconsin taxpayers.  As leaders of the Northeast Wisconsin Chamber Coalition, the Chambers from Fond du Lac, Fox Cities, Oshkosh and the Green Bay area have constructed a priority listing of the issues at the top of our Legislative Agenda for 2007.  Some of these concerns are currently in progress or well on the way to final passage while others have been long standing priorities that have yet to be addressed by the legislature.  Since the Chambers first joined together in 2003, good progress has been made on a number of our top concerns, and we are asking that these matters receive Legislative action soon.


QEO: Standing Firm

· Oppose any erosion of the Qualified Economic Offer (QEO), which has helped school districts live within the revenue caps and reduce their share of homeowners’ overall property tax bill.  


· Extend the concept of the QEO, at least for benefit purposes, to all public sector employers.  


· Bring public sector benefits in line with the private sector through a plan similar to NEWCC’s “Benefit Equity” proposal which would provide new employees in the public sector with lower pension contributions, less expensive health coverage and more reasonable leave practices.


Health Care: Creating a Long Term, Economically Responsible Plan 

· Ensure that the public sector lives up to its responsibilities with respect to Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement with an eye toward minimizing cost shifting.


· Oppose AB1140; the Wisconsin Health Plan - Gielow/Richards Plan 


· Oppose SB698 the Wisconsin Health Care Partnership Plan - Decker/Musser Plan


· Oppose SB388/AB807 the Wisconsin Health Security Act - Miller/Benedict Plan


· Offer Wisconsin tax deductibility for health savings accounts, (HSA), in line with federal tax treatment.  


· Support consumer driven health plans and the transparency of cost and quality data that is needed to support wise consumer choices.


Legal Reform: Creating a Positive Economic Climate


· Work with the governor to find a way to restore proof of causation in liability suits on Wisconsin manufacturers.  


· Apply joint and several liability to product liability cases.  


· Restore the 1995 punitive damage standard in response to the Mitsubishi decision.  


· Establish a standard for frivolous lawsuits and provide damages for frivolous claims, in a response to Supreme Court Order 03-06.


Economic Development through Quality Education


· Support the UW System Growth Agenda for the universities in the New North.


Taxation and Spending: Truth and Fairness  


· Limit state spending in this biennium to inflation plus growth in population.  Likewise, limit all other units of government to inflation plus a growth factor (e.g., construction, enrollment, etc.) 


· Oppose any attempt to transfer funds from traditionally segregated accounts to artificially balance the budget.   


· Oppose any further unfunded mandates and support a limited exemption from the property tax freeze to address certain unfunded mandates from the past.


· Oppose any real estate transfer fee increase.


Air Quality: Steady Progress without Job Losses


· Don’t allow Wisconsin regulators to enter into a multi-state (LADCO) ozone compliance agreement that would go beyond the federal CAIR rule; it would put us at a competitive disadvantage nationwide and internationally.


· Question the assumptions of the LADCO air model to ensure that they are based on sound science and the best modeling available.


· Hold on imposing new particulate and ozone standards until the effects of the new federal CAIR rule are measured and known.


2006 Legislative Agenda


Collectively, the four Chambers represent over 10,000 businesses in Northeast Wisconsin.  These companies currently employ over 350,000 Wisconsin taxpayers.  Below are the issues at the top of our Legislative Agenda for 2006, some of them currently in progress or well on the way to final passage.  Since the Chambers first joined together in 2003, good progress has been made on a number of our top concerns, and we are asking that these receive Legislative action soon.


Air Quality: steady progress without job losses


· Turn down AB-15, the ethanol mandate.  It will result in an increase in nitrous oxide, and the Sierra Club substitute amendment will unfairly require businesses to clean up any pollution created by burning ethanol.  That would guarantee that job losses will be felt across the state, including Northeast Wisconsin.  Cleanup costs borne by utilities will result in a rate hike of 7 percent and could result in the loss of up to 4,000 jobs statewide.


· Don’t allow Wisconsin regulators to enter into a multi-state (LADCO) ozone compliance agreement that would go beyond the federal CAIR rule; it would put us at a competitive disadvantage nationwide and internationally.


· Question the assumptions of the LADCO air model to ensure that they are based on sound science and the best modeling available.


· Hold on imposing new particulate and ozone standards until the effects of the new federal CAIR rule are measured and known.


Health Insurance:  possible answers to the dilemma


· Enact AB-926 and companion bill SB-517 making technical but important corrections to the Co-op Care health insurance law so that health care cooperatives for small employers and the self-employed can get off the ground. 


· Enact AB-862 authorizing the creation of up to 5 self-funded employer groups for the purpose of establishing and administering small business health insurance programs.


Legal Reform: address our ugly new national image as a haven for lawsuits


· Pass a new bill imposing medical malpractice caps on non-economic damages at a level that the Governor will sign.


· Respond to the Supreme Court’s ruling in the Thomas case by overriding the governor’s veto of the Wisconsin Jobs Preservation Act.  If this is not possible, work with the governor to find another way to restore proof of causation in liability suits on Wisconsin manufacturers.


· Override the veto of SB-58, applying joint and several liability to product liability cases.


· Override any veto of AB-843 restoring 1995 punitive damage standard in response to the Mitsubishi decision.


· Pass AB-855, a bill establishing a standard for frivolous lawsuits and providing damages for frivolous claims, which is a response to Supreme Court Order 03-06 adopted last year.


Spending Limits: only the right kind of caps with tools to make them work


· Spending or revenue limits must take account of growth, limit the burden of debt placed on future generations, prevent cost shifting and un-funded mandates, and appropriately exempt bonding (including TIF).


· We support fully financing the state budget stabilization fund and then returning surplus revenue to the taxpayers.  


· Any attempt at spending or revenue caps must institute municipal employment law changes that give municipalities the collective bargaining tools they need to hold down spending such as: a “benefits only” QEO that would cover all public employees at 1.2% increase in total fringe benefit cost, and/or roll back of new public employee benefits to levels offered in the private sector.


· We also support reform of the system of state aids and shared revenues so as to promote regional tax base sharing and encourage government efficiency through cooperative service delivery.


· Any spending or revenue caps must preserve funding for education at levels that will ensure needed workforce development for our growing Northeast Wisconsin business sector.  Likewise, we support greater equity in the distribution of school aids across the state.
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N.E.W. CHAMBERS COALITION


The Chambers of Commerce representing the communities from throughout the Northeast Wisconsin area, and specifically the cities of Fond du Lac, the Fox Cities, Green Bay and Oshkosh, are united in their commitment to the following positions. Collectively these organizations represent over 10,000 businesses within the Northeast Wisconsin area. These companies currently employ over 350,000 Wisconsin taxpayers.


Economic Development Stimulus


The North East Wisconsin Chambers Coalition has united the forces of over 10,000 member companies to a single outline dealing with critical issues associated with economic development. It is our belief that these issues will affect not only the companies in the Northeast section of the State, but through out all of Wisconsin and are considered crucial for the future economic viability of the state.


The following contains an overview of the highlights of the N.E.W. Economic Stimulus Plan along with the stated position of the North East Wisconsin Chambers Coalition. The initiatives covered here are consistent with the key public policy topics the NEW Chambers Coalition have presented to the Governor and the Legislature in May of 2003 and again in January 2004. These items primarily dealt with Taxation, Health Care and Government Efficiency. 


· No Tax Increases: Supported by the Coalition


· Unfunded Mandates: Oppose any mandates to any other unit of government that is not fully funded

· Tax Shifts: Oppose any shift of expense to any other unit of government if it is designed to balance the state’s budget but provides no other benefit

· Creation of a new energy policy

· Support Streamlining the site selection process of Transmission lines and power plants


· Support/Develop a long-term energy plan


· Control of Health Care Costs


· Support Pharmaceutical Purchasing pool for both business and government use


· Support Reform of the state employee heath care plan 


· This should be followed by reform in all public sector heath care plans


· Support the expansion of the QEO to all public employees and/or allow for the development of a “benefits only” QEO


· Build a Comprehensive Transportation System


· Support Additional funding for highway rehabilitation and construction


· Support Increased funding for airport improvements


· Oppose any action which removes or diverts dollars from the Transportation fund for any other purpose


· Reform the System of Taxation

· Support reforming the taxation system to encourage more economic growth


· Support the idea to have the Department of Revenue conduct a study on the impact the states tax system has on economic growth and development


· Training and Education


· Support the creation of a $10 million dollar training fund for new hires and for the introduction of new technologies to retain workers


· Oppose the raising of the Minimum Wage


· Support increased investment in Youth Apprenticeship


· Support improvements in transfers between Technical Colleges and UW System


· Development of Capital Pools


· Support the development of a Venture Capital Fund


· Oppose the suggested method of funding by using the money from the Patients Compensation fund


· Support additional investment over the suggested $300 million over 10 years


· Support the creation of the Technology Commercialization Program


· Support the idea of more Federal Grants being awarded to the University System for research but NEW Chambers are equally committed to seeing more research money being distributed to system schools outside of the Madison area


· Support the enhancement of Technology Zone Tax Credits


· Lower regulatory burdens on Wisconsin Business

Public Sector Health Insurance


Public Sector Health plans are typically richer than the private sector and part of the reason for this is binding arbitration which generally forces a quid pro quo every time an employer attempts to modify health insurance benefits.  Public employers need legislative relief from this constraint in the form of better direction to arbitrators, clearer definition of management rights and the extension of the Qualified Economic Offer (QEO) concept to all public entities.


NEWCC supports, at least, the following initiatives:


· In an arbitration, the arbitrator must give greatest weight to:


“The economic conditions in the jurisdiction of the municipal employer, and its financial ability to meet the costs of any proposed settlement…  In considering the factor specified in this subdivision, the arbitrator or arbitration panel shall specifically consider the revenues available to the municipal employer, including state shared revenue and any state law or directive issued by the state legislature which places limitations on expenditures that may be made or revenues that may be collected.  The arbitrator or arbitration panel shall concede that an increase in property tax levy to support a final offer shall be the single greatest argument against acceptance of such offer.”


· Add a provision to allow employers the right to unilaterally convert health insurance to the “state plan” or to a “substantially similar” plan, as defined by the Commissioner of Insurance.

Benefit Equity


In the past four decades public sector benefits in Wisconsin have grown through an evolutionary process that includes at least seven major stimuli.  They are, in no particular order:


1. Effectiveness and clout of Labor Unions


2. Politics (i.e., elected officials fulfilling promises or simply ratifying better contracts during good economies)


3. Mistakes made by labor negotiators


4. Federal legislation (e.g. Family and Medical Leave)


5. State legislation (e.g. Insurance mandates and pension enhancements)


6. Judicial decisions (e.g. the Garcia decision which extended the Fair Labor Standards Act to government)


7. Arbitration awards


The last item cannot be blamed directly for significant benefit growth but it is the spectre of arbitration and the very narrow flexibility afforded management by arbitrators that prevents units of government from ever reversing that growth pattern.  More specifically, if a local government attempts, through collective bargaining, to “take back” a benefit it will almost always lead to an arbitration, in which case the arbitrator is loathe to find for the employer unless there is a clear dollar-for-dollar quid pro quo offered.  Therefore, if you want to eliminate a benefit that costs you $10,000 a year all you have to do is offer a new benefit that has a value of $10,000 a year.


Proposal


With this background of evolution and an acknowledgement of the futility of seeking concessions under the current Municipal Employment Relations Act, the NEWCC proposes the following: 


· All employees hired in the public sector after January 1, 2006 will be covered by a benefit package consistent with the private sector as determined by an appropriate survey of employers.


· New schedule of benefits would include one vacation and holiday plan, one pension contribution figure, an insurance package which is consistent with what each employer currently offers but with specific parameters for co pay, coinsurance and deductibles, and limits on other benefits such as sick leave, sick leave payout, life insurance, etc.


· No impact on employees hired before January 1, 2006.  They would be grandfathered under their existing contracts or administrative policies.  The procedure for altering these plans would be no different than today.


· New benefit package would not be static.  In other words, all employers would have the right to improve on this schedule for these specific employees over time but any amendments to the schedule would require an extraordinary ratification process which would include at least a public hearing and a statement of accountability listing when, by whom and for what reasons, the benefit package was altered.


The savings from this legislation as our workforce turns over would be extraordinary and the only constituency that is negatively impacted would be future government employees who, of course, would have the opportunity to make career choices with this in mind. 


Qualified Economic Offer


Because public sector employers are unable to control health insurance costs under the current Municipal Employment Relations Act it is recommended that the Qualified Economic Offer (QEO) concept be applied to all public negotiations on a “benefits-only” basis.  Employers would not be required to arbitrate any fringe benefit issues if they make a final offer which generates at least a 1.2% increase in total fringe benefit costs to the employers from one year to the next.  Wages could still be arbitrated.


Enhanced Equity in State School Aids


Despite a significant commitment on the part of the State of Wisconsin to fund local primary & secondary schools in the State, the formula utilized to distribute aid dollars has only served to increase disparities amongst the various local districts.  Due to significant differences in the value of local property within these districts the amount of money available to educate children is still largely a function of geography.   The legislature needs to act to provide greater equity in the distribution of school aids.  The NEWCC supports the following approach to rectify this problem:


· Replace the 426 separate school levies with a single statewide levy collected by the Wisconsin Department of Revenue.  


· Provide a basic educational grant to each school district for each child enrolled in a public school.


· Provide for revenue increases on an annual basis that would match increases in the CPI.


· Introduce weighting factors for students with special needs—making it possible for districts to receive additional funding over and above the basic grant to meet their needs.


· Authorize local school boards to establish a separate local levy for supplemental spending beyond the basic grant.  This optional levy would be subject to local taxpayer review through a reverse referendum.


· Establish a new commission to review all school facility proposals to ensure that new school facilities supported by the state are built according to need.


NEWCC Position Briefs


Card Check/EFCA


The Employee Free Choice essentially scraps a process that is currently fair, balanced


and working, in favor of a system that is heavily weighted in favor of the employee and


labor unions.


Unions win slightly more than half of all of all organizing elections now, based on


qualifying through card signing.


In addition, if the employer and the newly formed union can’t come to terms within 120


days, Card Check also allows the new union the ability to get what it wants without


striking via a federally appointed arbitrator who would have the power to set the terms


of a private sector labor-management agreement.


With the extraordinary number of critical issues facing the President and Congress at


this time in our nation’s history, attempting to fix a process that has served employers


and employees well for 62 years may be counter-productive.


Health Care


In 2003, the number of uninsured Americans increased to 45 million, up from 43.6


million in 2002. Of the 45 million nearly 60% of those were employed by small


businesses. Between 2000 and 2003, the percentage of non-elderly Americans with


workplace health coverage decreased from 67.1% to 63%. In the eight-year period from


1998 to 2006, small business health premiums have increased by 229% compared to the


CPI, which rose by 22.7% over the same period of time.


If health care costs are too high, the resulting added costs of goods and services may


result in those goods and services being non-competitive in our world market, thus
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business will be lost, meaning jobs will be lost.


The single best way to control health care costs is to unleash the tremendous power of consumerism via


Medical Savings Accounts, Association Health Plans, allowing above-the-line deductions for individuals who


pay their own health insurance premiums, national equity in the federal reimbursement of Medicare and


Medicaid programs, etc. This can only be accomplished by making the cost of services transparent and by


limiting the benefit plan payments to reasonable levels.


Cap & Trade


The debate over U.S. climate policy comes amid lingering doubts about whether climate change should be a


priority. And new studies questioning the effects of climate change, such as a recent study that estimates the


West Antarctic ice sheet will melt in thousands and not hundred of years, help reinforce those doubts.


In the midst of that doubt comes Cap and Trade, a system that threatens the nation's economy and its citizens'


financial well-being. A cap on energy production amounts to a tax on all goods and services. Multiple studies


have found that a modest cap-and-trade system to limit carbon emissions according to Kyoto Protocol


measures (7 percent below 1990 levels) would reduce domestic economic growth by almost 2 percent per
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year, increase gasoline prices by 53 percent, and raise other energy prices by 86 percent.


If the electric industry were required to bid for 40 percent of the CO2 allowances, it would result in a sizeable


spike in the cost of delivered power. What's more, the huge demand for permits from this one economic sector


would push up the price of permits for other industries.


A better approach would be to initially allocate allowances to the power sector proportional to its level of CO2


emissions while gradually shifting to an auction process. This would ease the transition to a carbon-constrained


economy as all technology options — including renewables, advanced nuclear generation and carbon sequestration


— become available and as compliance costs are stabilized. It would also cushion the impact on electricity


customers, particularly low-income families and energy-intensive businesses. Permit allocations have been used


successfully for many years under the federal Acid Rain Program, a cap-and-trade program that has significantly


reduced sulfur dioxide emissions, and at a much lower cost than initially projected.


Cap-and-trade can produce tremendous benefits over time, but it comes with a substantial price tag. By initially


allocating allowances, and not auctioning them off to the highest bidders, we can lessen the burden on consumers


while still achieving the goal of substantially reduced CO2 emissions in the years ahead.


Lastly, to achieve the cleaner air goal that we are all striving for without the support of other industrialized


countries around the world only serves to further erode America’s manufacturing base by driving jobs overseas,


and drive up the cost of energy by adding the cost of carbon credits.


This can not be a unilateral decision by the United States. Our carbon emission reductions accomplish nothing


environmentally if our industrializing neighbors around the world ignore their responsibility to do the same.


Taxes/Deficit Spending


Before the recession, federal spending totaled $24,000 per U.S. household. President Obama’s proposed budget


would raise it to $32,000 per household by 2019. Even the steep tax increases planned for all taxpayers would not


finance all of this spending: The President's budget would add trillions of dollars in new debt.


It proposes destructive income tax increases and a new cap-and-trade energy tax that could devastate the


manufacturing sector. Yet, somehow, the budget assumes much faster economic growth than forecast by the


Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and the Blue Chip Consensus.


Overall, the President's budget represents a dramatic departure from the policies that created the most prosperous


25-year period in American economic history, and proposes putting politicians in charge of an increasing portion


of the economy.


The 2009 federal spending surge is nothing short of historic. The 25 percent spending increase represents the


largest non-war government expansion since the New Deal. Domestic discretionary spending (including stimulus


funds) has been increased 80 percent over 2008 levels. As a result, Washington will run a budget deficit of 12.3


percent of GDP, the largest since World War II.


Over the next decade, Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid costs are projected to increase automatically by


nearly 7 percent annually. Much of the $800 billion of "stimulus" spending will likely be made permanent.


Financial bailouts will also likely continue. With all those costs already in place, President Obama would add $1


trillion over the decade in additional spending for; new domestic discretionary spending; new or expanded tax


credits, such as the Make Work Pay credits, a down payment on universal health care; the conversion of Pell


Grants into an entitlement.


Congress needs to replace these requests for more taxes and spending with; reductions in tax rates for families and
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Email Communications

This was an email message sent to Rep. Owens and Hintz and Senator Roessler


I understand that on Thursday, February 7, the Committee on Jobs and the Economy and Senate Economic Development Committee will be taking up Assembly Bill 741 and its companion Senate Bill 434. As you know, these bills relate to cleanup and consolidation of Department of Commerce economic development programs, establishing a comprehensive annual reporting requirement, requiring the development of programmatic goals and accountability measures for economic development grants and loans, requiring the exercise of rule-making authority, and making an appropriation. 


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce supports this piece of legislation. This is much needed legislation that will streamline the economic development process and provide contemporary incentives for job creation, machinery and equipment investment, and attracting and retaining corporate headquarters. 


As a legislative co-sponsor of this bill, I know we can count on your support when it comes to a vote in the Assembly.  


John Casper


President & CEO


This was an email message sent to State Senators Roessler & Ellis, with copies to State Representatives Owens & Underheim

From: John Casper
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2006 4:14 PM
To: Roessler, Carol; Ellis, Michael
Cc: Underheim, Gregg; Owens, Carol
Subject: 10% Ethanol Mandate


I understand that that the State Senate will be taking up legislation mandating a 10% blend of ethanol in all gasoline sold in Wisconsin. As you know, this proposed legislation has been met with concern from a number of organizations, including the Department of Natural Resources. The DNR released a report stating that burning ethanol will increase nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions by up to 13 tons per day, or the equivalent of a 350 Megawatt coal-fired power plant.  As a result, the ethanol mandate will make our existing ozone pollution problem even worse. Because of this additional pollution, the DNR pledged to require statewide pollution controls on manufacturers and utilities if the legislature passes the ethanol mandate.  The pain would be felt throughout Wisconsin - including increased electric rates and lost jobs statewide.


The Oshkosh Chamber opposes the 10% ethanol mandate because of its costly and unfair impact on businesses.  We further believe that the market should determine the use of products sold in the State, not the Legislature.

We believe this mandate is bad policy for the following reasons:


· The State of Wisconsin should not legislate and mandate the use of any product that is sold on the open market. The sale of all products should be determined by market forces. In the case of the proposed mandated 10% ethanol blended gasoline, the quality of the product should determine sales consumption. If this product provides improved mileage efficiency and a cost-effective price, without negative environmental impact or negative effect on a vehicles engine, consumers will purchase the product. 

· Wisconsin already has an ozone pollution problem that results in costly mandates on businesses, and the DNR says an ethanol mandate will make this situation worse for industry. 


· The DNR stated in writing they would require businesses throughout the state to offset pollution caused from ethanol. 


· Wisconsin businesses cannot afford to pay the considerable cost to cleanup ethanol pollution or the costly pollution controls. It's not fair to force industry to pay the cost of cleaning pollution they didn't create.  


· The ethanol legislation is a government mandate that will artificially increase the cost of doing business in Wisconsin, which makes us less competitive in the global economy.  When we are less competitive, we lose jobs.  It's that simple. 


I ask that you consider our position when the State Senate considers this bill. 

Direct Mail


February 20, 2004


Rep. Gregg  MERGEFIELD "Con_Initial"  Underheim

Wisconsin State Assembly

P.O. Box 8953

 MERGEFIELD "Con_Address2" 

Madison, WI  53708-8953

Dear Rep. Underheim:


On behalf of the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, I am writing to share our support for AB 598 and SB 286, legislation creating greater budget flexibility for local governments.  These bills modify the Municipal Employment Relations Act, which sets procedures for local government contract negotiations.  We understand that the bills have been approved by committees in both houses of the Legislature, and are ready for scheduling for debate by the full Assembly and Senate. 


This legislation would allow local officials to consider alternative service delivery options or service consolidation, without the requirement to negotiate that decision or its impacts.  Current law makes it extremely difficult for local governments to pursue these alternatives unless they negotiate the decision to do so, as well as the effects.  This restriction creates a barrier for public employers who want to consider new methods of service delivery.  AB 598 and SB 286 would restore responsibility for service delivery decisions to local government officials.


Another problem with current law is that it prevents community volunteers from helping save taxpayer dollars or perform civic projects. Public employees have filed grievances against the practice.  Other officials indicated they would like to keep public facilities open longer using volunteer help, but are prevented from doing so and instead must limit the public’s accessibility.  It’s time to change this law to remove the barriers that prevent people from pitching in and being an active part of their community.    


In these tight fiscal times, we all need to work together to keep property taxes in check.  Local elected officials need the tools and flexibility provided by AB 598 and SB 286 to control costs and pursue alternatives.  The Municipal Employment Relations Act was created in the 1970’s and has seen little change since that time.  Given the significant changes that have occurred in Wisconsin over the last thirty years, this law no longer meets communities’ needs.  Please take advantage of this opportunity to provide your local officials with the tools they need to control budgets and keep property taxes in line.


I hope you will encourage the Senate and Assembly leadership to schedule AB 598 and SB 286 for a vote in each house, and vote to support passage of this important legislation.


Sincerely,


John A. Casper


President/CEO


Cc: Mayor Steve Hintz


      City Manager Richard Wollangk


      County Executive Jane Vande Hey


      County Board Chairman Joe Maehl


      Board of Education President Dennis McHugh


      OASD Superintendent Ron Heilman 


August 22, 2008


Mark Bradley, Regent President


University of Wisconsin System


P. O. Box 1497


Madison. WI 53701-1497


Dear President Walsh:


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce has more than 100 years of service to businesses and the broader Oshkosh community.  With more than 1,100 members, we are the state’s fifth largest chamber, providing services to a highly diverse mixture of retail, service and manufacturing firms.


Today’s highly competitive marketplace has placed a premium on our ability to perceive, respond and adapt to global conditions.  While we pride ourselves in the competitive strength of the American entrepreneurial spirit, we also know that we face serious issues and challenges in maintaining our executive, administrative, and managerial talent.  Wisconsin’s impending labor shortage poses issues and challenges for all businesses and organizations.


Recognizing these considerations, we cannot possibly overstate the importance of the state’s continued investment in higher education and training for our workforce.  We are very pleased with the strong working relationship that we have established with UW Oshkosh and other educational partners and allies.  We see state investment in higher education as being an investment in the future health of our local, regional and state-wide markets.


Phase II of the Growth Agenda for UW Oshkosh and northeast Wisconsin means a great deal to the people, the businesses and the organizations in the Fox River Valley Region. 


· Expanded enrollment in high-demand areas such as health care & nursing, biology/microbiology, and environmental studies. 


· New program development, including such areas of focus as:  innovation and creativity, rural education, and applied studies.


We see these efforts as continuing to build upon the $2.53 million invested in Phase I.  We commend the Board of Regents for past leadership and support.  We also encourage additional efforts to build upon that track record of progress.


Individuals and families within our community derive many benefits – direct and indirect – from the presence of UW Oshkosh as an educational and cultural resource.  We urge the Regents to work in active partnership with the Governor and both houses of the State Legislature to ensure that we continue to make progress in ensuring a future of opportunity for our children, and for our children’s children.  This means making investments now that will help to ensure that all have access to affordable high quality educational opportunity.  We look forward to working in partnership with UW Oshkosh and all of the other parties and participants to ensure that we have the right programs to maximize the potential of all of the residents that live and work within this part of the state.


Sincerely,


John A. Casper


President & CEO

January 20, 2006


Scott Jensen

Wisconsin State Assembly

Room 321 East, State Capitol

P.O. Box 8952

Madison, WI  53708

RE: Senate Bill 136

Dear Rep. Jensen:


On behalf of the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, I would like to provide the following comment in support of SB 136. The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce is a business association that represents over 1100 business members in the Oshkosh area from the industrial, service, and retail sectors of the economy. 


SB 136 offers three qualifying Wisconsin airports the opportunity to create an airport development zone program which awards income and franchise tax credits to certain businesses that locate in areas designated as airport development zones. The legislation would also create an airport development zone loan program which awards loans to finance the construction and expansion of airports in the zones. That means jobs and tax revenues to the region, overall a potentially huge increase in the airport’s already substantial economic impact.


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce fully supports this proposed legislation to create an Airport Development Zone pilot program. In this challenging and competitive business environment, the most important thing that government can do to promote economic growth is to create the fertile atmosphere for private-sector activity and investment. SB 136 will cause this to occur. It creates the conditions for government to spur development and enables government, both state and local, to realize a return on the investment it has made in infrastructure, such as runways.


Communities are beginning to realize the value of airports. Traditionally, the general public thought of airports as facilities to service commercial air traffic and the air-traveling public, along with supporting general aviation. While this remains to be an important role of airports, communities are recognizing airports as valuable pieces of infrastructure as a means to generate jobs and tax base. Airports, in essence, are business parks and need to be promoted and marketed as such. Airport Development Zones will be additional tool to spur economic growth and be a catalyst to assist our community as we try to attract aviation-related business and industry to Oshkosh. 


In Oshkosh, we have been extremely fortunate and have Wittman Regional Airport to attract businesses, like the Experimental Aircraft Association, Sonex Aviation and Basler Turbo Conversions. Based on a December 2003 economic impact study conducted by the UW-Extension, businesses on the Wittman Regional Airport employ 505 (FTE) people. This accounts for $31.6 million dollars in annual wages and non-wage income, a 38% increase since 1998. These businesses, in 2002, directly generated $799,000 of real estate and personal property taxes that support municipal and county government, along with our local public school district. This represents a 24% increase since 1998.


The airport development zone program will be an extremely valuable economic development tool for communities. The tax credits that will be provided will provide incentives for business to create and retain jobs. We ask for your support of SB 136 when the Joint Finance Committee considers this legislation. 


Sincerely,


John A. Casper


President/CEO


CC: State Senator Carol Roessler


      Representative Gregg Underheim


      Representative Carol Owens


      Winnebago County Executive Mark Harris


      Winnebago County Board Chairman David Albrecht


      County Board Supervisor Tom Pech


June 27, 2005


Congressman Thomas Petri


U.S. House of Representatives


2462 Rayburn Office Building


Washington, DC 20515


Dear Congressman Petri:


On behalf of the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, a member of the newly formed Midwest Business Coalition for Passenger Rail group consisting of almost 50 business organizations around the Midwest, I want to express concern of the House Appropriations Committee’s recent action to approve a budget of just $550 million for Amtrak.  This level of funding is not even sufficient to cover Amtrak’s current debt service.  The appropriation leaves no money to operate any trains anywhere in the United States.


Amtrak's directors, all appointed by President Bush, have requested a budget of $1.8 billion.  The DOT Inspector General has testified that a minimum of $1.4 to $1.5 billion is necessary to maintain the status quo, but even this would not be enough "to move the system to a state-of-good-repair."  Amtrak's proposed budget would permit the railroad to begin that move to a state of good repair.


Numerous proposals have been advanced concerning how to reform Amtrak and improve passenger rail.  These deserve careful scrutiny. We are hopeful that a new paradigm for fast, frequent, and dependable passenger rail service can emerge from this debate.  Passing a budget that requires a shut-down of Amtrak will render all efforts at reform and improvement moot.


Passenger rail provides an important link among Midwest cities and towns. We are eager to see it expanded and improved.  We therefore urge you to support full funding for Amtrak while discussions continue about long-term improvement of this vital transportation service.


Sincerely,


John A. Casper


President & CEO


May 30, 2007


Congressman Thomas Petri


Dear Congressman Petri:


On behalf of the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, I am writing you to voice our opposition to the user-fee funding mechanism proposed by the Federal Aviation Administration. 


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce joins with the Experimental Aircraft Association and other general aviation association in opposition to the implementation of the proposed user fee system. As we researched this issue, we found no justification for imposing a user fee system on U.S. general aviation. User fees have proven time and again to be expensive, inefficient, and damaging to general aviation in every country in which they have been tried. The longstanding system of funding our massive and complex air transportation system works well in this country. There is plenty of money to maintain this infrastructure and improve it through modernization and technological advancements, without having to unreasonably burden individual pilots and aircraft owners or introduce economic disincentives that could reduce safety. 


I thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,


John A. Casper 


President & CEO


February 3, 2004


Select Committee on Job Creation


State Capitol


P. O. Box 8953


Madison, WI 53708


RE: Senate Bill 384

Dear Members of the Select Committee on Job Creation:  


On behalf of the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, I am writing to express our support  and ask for your help in passing the “Wisconsin Advantage” bill, SB 384. The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce is a business association that represents over 1100 members in the Oshkosh area.


SB 384 would allow technical colleges to authorize revenue bonds to fund training for businesses, which is later repaid from a portion of new income taxes the state will collect from wage earners in new jobs.  Appropriate safeguards, such as a limit of $3500 per employee unless the Joint Finance Committee authorizes a higher limit, have been built into the bill.


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce sees the need for worker training every day and understands its role in a business being able to expand.  If companies could take advantage of the training SB 384 would provide at no cost to them, our state would have an important incentive to help them create and sustain jobs here. We cannot afford to lose more businesses to other states.  


I strongly urge you to support SB 384. It presents a creative approach that has worked in other states and moves Wisconsin in the right direction. 


Sincerely,


John A. Casper


President/CEO


CC: Area Legislators


October 17, 2007


Sandra J. Paske, Secretary to the Commission


Public Service Commission


P. O. Box 7854


Madison, WI 53707-7854


RE: Docket # 05-TN-106 - Investigation of Area Code Relief for the 920 Area Code


Dear Public Service Commissioners:


On behalf of the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, I am submitting this comment relative to the area code relief investigation. 


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce is a business association of over 1100 business members in the greater Oshkosh area. Our membership consists of businesses from the industrial, retail and business service sectors.


Our organization has reviewed the options under consideration by the Public Service Commission. While the industry group is recommending the overlay option, the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce is urging the Commission to adopt the geographic split option. 


We would like to offer some suggestions for the Commission’s consideration:


1. The proposed geographic split alternative divides counties and in some cases broader regional communities. We would suggest that in all cases, the demarcation between the two geographic area code areas should be along county lines and should at a minimum keep area public school districts in tact under one area code. Furthermore, the Fox River Valley extending and consisting of the communities of Fond du Lac, Oshkosh, Fox Cites and Green Bay should remain in the same area code area. This region is the second largest marketplace in the State. As such, we need to maintain this area as a regional unit of communities.


2. The rapid growth in the telecommunications industry, specifically in the cellular phone industry, has led and contributed to the “exhaust” condition. Therefore, we would suggest that the Commission consider assigning all, including existing, cellular phone numbers a new and different area code as one of the methods to address this “exhaust” condition.


We ask that the Commission take into consideration these comments and suggestions in your investigation.


Sincerely,


John A. Casper


President & CEO 


January 11, 2007


David Albrecht


2356 Hamilton Street


Oshkosh, WI 54901


Dear County Board Chairman Albrecht:


Over the past several months, we have been observing and monitoring the debate and actions related to efforts to reduce the size of the Winnebago County Board of Supervisors. As you know, the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce has always taken an interest in this matter in regards to promoting government that is effective, efficient, and responsive.  

With the recent veto of new Winnebago County supervisory district map and pending litigation of the same, we believe that Committee that you formed to study the County Board, its Committee structure and governance model is the correct means to address this issue. As you know, the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce has supported the formation of this Committee from the start. To this end, we endorse and encourage the County Board to continue its efforts to analyze, evaluate and make recommendations to improve the governance and the committee structure of the Winnebago County Board of Supervisors. We believe that this Committee needs to complete its work as originally planned and use this result as a basis during the next County Board reapportionment process. 


David, we recognize and thank you for your leadership on this critical issue.


Sincerely,


John A. Casper


President & CEO


Cc: Members of the Winnebago County Board of Supervisors

September 12, 2005


Dear:


On behalf of the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, I want to communicate our opposition to County Executive Mark Harris’ proposal to impose a ½-cent county-wide sales tax. The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce is an 1100 member business association consisting of businesses from the retail, service/professional and manufacturing sectors in the Oshkosh area. 


As you know, Wisconsin statutes (s. 77.70, Wisconsin Statutes) give counties the option of instituting up to 1/2 percent sales tax to support their operations. The tax may be used “only for the purpose of directly reducing the property tax levy.” The County Executive’s proposal generates $4.6 million (a net $3 million due from the ½-cent sales tax and $1.6 million from property taxes on new construction within the County) of new tax collections in 2006. This reflects an 8.6% increase over the 2005 County Property tax levy (2006: $58,014,371 – 2005: $53,414,371). His proposal does not provide the property tax relief that the State Statute intended. If it did, it would provide a “zero-net gain” for the County, not the net $3 million county sales tax increase as proposed.  


As the County Board deliberates on this proposal, I ask that you consider the following facts:


· Winnebago County is in the top quartile for county property tax growth of the 72 Wisconsin Counties averaging an increase of 10.4 percent annually from 2000 – 2003 (Wisconsin Taxpayer Alliance, December 2003).


· In the ten year period from 1993 – 2002, Winnebago County’s property tax levy increased 98.4%, an annual average increase of 9.84% (Wisconsin Taxpayer Alliance, March 2003).


· In the five year period from 1999 – 2003, Winnebago County’s property tax levy increased 49.3%, an annual average increase of 9.86% (Wisconsin Taxpayer Alliance, March 2003).


· In the ten year period from 1993 – 2002, Winnebago County’s population increased 11.3% (Wisconsin Taxpayer Alliance, March 2003). From 2000 – 2004 the County’s population increased 3.2% (U. S. Census Bureau and Wisconsin Department of Administration).  


· In the period from 1993 – 2001, Winnebago County’s expenditures increased 58.0% per capita, 5.3% higher than the State capita average. (Wisconsin Taxpayer Alliance, March 2003).


· In the period from 1996 – 2005, the Winnebago County property tax levy increased 84% or $24,388,745, an 8.4% annual average. (1996: $29,025,626 – 2005: $53,414,371) {2005 Winnebago County Budget, page 38}.


· In the period from 1996 – 2005, the amount of the Winnebago County property tax levy used to support county operations increase 69.7%, a 6.97% annual average. During this same period, the County’s property tax levy used to support debt service increase by 217%. (2005 Winnebago County Budget, page 38).


· From 2004 – 2005, overall Winnebago County property tax levy increased 6.04% (2005 Winnebago County Budget, page 27).


· It is estimated that the new ½-cent sales tax would generate over $250 million in new tax revenue over the next 20 years.


· A study conducted by the Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance in March 2002 concluded that, while the ½-cent sales tax provides significant revenues to counties, the analysis indicates that, on average, less than 30% of the counties with the ½-cent sales tax use it for property tax relief. 


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce has routinely considered this matter and has always opposed the creation of a ½-cent county-wide sales tax. We feel that reduced spending at all levels of government is the priority, not increased or new taxes. We reject the notion of raising certain taxes to lower other taxes for one good reason: taxes never go down, they just go up. This proposal shifts the burden from taxes paid by homeowners to sales taxes paid by homeowners. This approach has failed in the past to reduce the overall property tax burden. 

We are also very concerned about the sheer volume of new revenues the proposed sales tax increase would generate. The tax would generate an estimated $12 million per year.  Allowing for sales growth and inflation, this means the tax would generate roughly $250 million over the next twenty years.  While there may be a small hole in this year's county budget, the case has not been made for this massive tax and spending increase. 

While it has been argued that increasing the sales tax would permit the county to reduce property taxes, we have strongly rejected this argument. Every major income and sales tax increase advanced by both state and local government over the past fifty years has been premised on the erroneous notion that increasing these taxes would reduce property taxes.  We don't think this is a credible argument. The ½-cent county sales tax is nothing but a quiet, invisible way for Winnebago County to raise millions of dollars, without a measure of accountability. 

Last week, the County’s Personnel and Finance Committee voted unanimously to oppose the creation of this new tax. We believe that was a very prudent decision. The County’s current budget dilemma was caused by the over-spending of the past county administration and needs to be addressed by expenditure reduction, not taxing your way out of it. Growth in all levels of government spending is beyond our ability to pay. This trend needs to stop. The bottom line is that the County needs to explore every aspect of the budget to find ways to reduce spending and provide services more efficiently. Instituting another tax should not even be an option. We urge you to reject this proposal.


I thank you for your consideration. Please feel free to call me directly at 303-2265 extension 18, if you have any questions or comments relative to our position.


Sincerely,


John A. Casper


President & CEO      


Group Meetings with several Elected Officials


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce


& 


the Northeast Wisconsin


Chambers Coalition


Invite you to participate in a


Legislative Dialogue


B r e a k f a s t

Monday, February 16, 2009 • 7:30 a.m.

Radisson Paper Valley Hotel, Downtown Appleton


Cost to attend: $15 per person

Featuring Todd Berry, Executive Director,


Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance

Learn about the state’s budget deficit, taxes and fees, and state health care proposals. Coalition members will present our legislative priorities and positions at this event.

Private Meetings with chamber staff, volunteers, and elected officials


August 6, 2007


Dear:


The next meeting of the Business Advisory Council (BAC) to Congressman Tom Petri is scheduled for Thursday, August 16 at 7:30 a.m. This meeting will be held at Robbins Restaurant located at 1810 Omro Road. Please note the new location. A continental breakfast will be served.


We will follow a similar agenda as we have in the past. Congressman Petri will provide our group with an update on issues and legislation pending in Washington. After this briefing, there will be an opportunity for members of the BAC to discuss and address issues with the Congressman. We hope to wrap up this meeting by no later than 9:00.


If you are unable to attend, please call me at 303-2265 extension 18.


Sincerely, 


John A. Casper


President/CEO


CC: Congressman Thomas Petri


Town Hall Meetings

**MEDIA ADVISORY**


 Wisconsin Town Hall Series With National Review Contributing Editor Comes to Oshkosh, Oct. 2nd

 


Event will discuss report released by Gov. Doyle’s Task Force on Global Warming

OSHKOSH, WI – The free-market grassroots group Americans for Prosperity (AFP) will bring its Wisconsin Town Hall series to Oshkosh on Thursday, October 2nd, to discuss the report recently released by Gov. Doyle’s Task Force on Global Warming, updates on Property Rights issues, and other important issues affecting Wisconsin.

 


A crowd of citizens will hear from National Review Contributing Editor and Americans for Prosperity National Policy Director Phil Kerpen, and the environmental policy director for Americans for Prosperity, Dr. Dawn Becher. Other speakers include AFP-Wisconsin Director Mark Block, Property Rights Advisors to AFP Jay Verhulst, as well as other invited Legislative candidates. 


WHO:  Americans for Prosperity



WHAT: Town Hall Meeting to discuss policy issues affecting Wisconsin citizens. The event is free and open to media and public. Lunch will be served. 

WHEN: Thursday, October 2nd.  6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

WHERE: Robbins Restaurant




1810 Omro Road



Oshkosh, WI 


This event is co-sponsored by Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce and the National Federation of Independent Business. 


Other: Action Alerts, Press Releases, Direct Testimony

Action Alert!

To:
Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce Members


From:
John A. Casper, President & CEO


Date:
June 3, 2009

Re:
Proposed ½-cent County-wide Sales Tax


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, in conjunction with the Fox Cities Chamber of Commerce, the Realtors Association of Northeast Wisconsin, the Winnebago Home Builders Association, the Westside Association, and the Forward Oshkosh PAC, formed a Coalition to oppose the imposition of a ½-cent county-wide sales tax in Winnebago County. As you are aware, this measure is being considered again by the Winnebago County Board of Supervisors during their budget deliberations beginning Monday, October 31. 


Our Coalition contracted with the Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance (WTA), a non-partisan, non-profit and independently funded organization. The WTA is the most respected private government-research organization in the State.  WTA was asked to provide an analysis of the proposed 2006 Winnebago County Budget. Through this analysis, WTA reviewed the past five Winnebago County budgets, along with the budgets of Brown and Outagamie Counties to provide a comparative analysis of tax and spending patterns. Below is an outline of the Coalition’s conclusions and arguments against the ½-cent county sales tax based on the WTA analysis.


Why the Winnebago County Board Should Reject


The County Executive’s Call for a Half-Percent Sales Tax


1. What the County Executive Is Proposing Violates State Statute, And Thus, Is Not A Permissible Course Of Action


· Wisconsin Statute 77.70 Adoption of County Ordinance Reads: “The county sales and use tax may be imposed only for the purpose of directly reducing the property tax levy and only in their entirety as provided in this subchapter.”


· The County Executive proposes to levy the new tax and utilize $7 million of the sales tax proceeds for Property Tax reduction, while using $2.7 million to fund other items, including 35.6 positions 

· Given the clear and unambiguous language in the statute, what Mr. Harris has proposed is definitely not permissible under the statute

2. It Is Highly Unlikely That The New Sales Tax Will Lead To Reduced Property Taxes

· A Significant Percentage Of The Counties That Have Instituted The Tax Have Failed To Use It For Tax Relief Over The Long Haul—Instead Using It To Increase Spending 


· What Begins As A Measure To Provide Substantial Property Tax Relief  Wanes Over Time; e.g. The Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance Reports That In The Sixth & Seventh Years Following Implementation Of The Sales Tax “…property tax relief averaged 22.5% and 18.7% respectively”—Leading Us To Conclude That Most of The Money Collected With The Tax Will Actually Be Utilized To Finance Additional County Spending


· The Taxpayers Alliance Was Forced To Conclude That For “21 counties there is little or no evidence of property tax relief”

3. Winnebago County Property Tax Revenues Have Shown Impressive Growth In Recent Years, In Fact, Outpacing Property Tax Growth In Other Northeast Wisconsin Counties In The Years Between 2001 & 2006


· Brown County Property Tax Collections Grew 21.6% Over This Period


· Outagamie County Property Tax Collection Grew 30.1% Over This Period


· Winnebago County Property Tax Collections Grew 42.1% Over This Period—Almost Twice As Fast As In Brown County


· Despite The Fact That Their Property Tax Revenues Are Growing Far Slower Than In Winnebago These Other NEW Counties Do Not Have Proposals Under Consideration To Institute The Half-Percent Sales Tax


4. Winnebago County Residents Already Pay More In Property Taxes Per Capita Than Residents In Adjoining Counties Do


· Winnebago County’s Property Tax Levy Is $346.42 Per Capita

· Outagamie County’s Levy Is $295.24 Per Capita 

· Brown County’s Levy Is $298.52 Per Capita

· Thus, Winnebago County’s Tax Is Already 16% Higher Than Brown & 17% Higher Than Outagamie County

· Same Services, Same Mandates, Similar Demographics, And Yet, Taxes Are Higher In Winnebago County

5. Adopting A Half-Percent Sales Tax Will Inevitably Lead To Tens Of Millions Of Dollars In Additional Spending


· With Inflation & Sales Growth The Tax Will Generate As Much As $250 Million In Additional Revenue Over The Next Twenty Years


· While There Is Some Property Tax Relief Proposed For 2006 There Is No Guarantee That This Will Be Anything But A Short-Lived Phenomena


· Like Most Other Counties That Have Instituted The Tax, Winnebago County Will Find It Easier To Utilize The Tax To Fund More Spending


· The County Executive Has Failed To Make The Case For A Massive Infusion Of Additional Tax Dollars—Even If One Grants That The County Has Legitimate Financial Issues The Sales Tax Would Generate Revenues Well In Excess Of Identified Needs


6. Other Counties Have Been More Aggressive In Reducing Staff & Less Inclined To Rely Upon Reserves To Meet Their Needs


· Since 2003 Brown County Cut 131 FTE Positions

· If Mr. Harris’ Most Recent Budget Is Adopted Winnebago County Will Have Cut 66 FTE Positions Over The Same Period

· If The Sales Tax Were Enacted Mr. Harris Proposes To Add Back 35.6 FTE Positions—Producing A Net Reduction Of Only 30 Positions Over The Period

· Rather Than Reducing Spending Winnebago County Has Chosen To Rely Extensively Upon Reserves To Balance It’s Budgets During The Past Two Years—Using $3.4 Million In Reserves In 04 and $1.7 Million In Reserves in 05 

· Other NEW Counties Haven’t Tapped Reserves, But Instead Have Made Cuts When They Thought They Were Needed

We urge you to contact your Supervisor before Monday, October 31, 2005, and let him or her know that you OPPOSE the proposed ½-cent county-wide sales tax. To contact your County Board Supervisor, please click on to the following link - http://www.co.winnebago.wi.us/CountyBoard/CountyBoardList.htm.  If you do not know who your Supervisor is, please click on the following link and follow the instructions - http://wcws2.co.winnebago.wi.us/winnco/voter/voter_init.html. When speaking to your County Board Supervisor, the message needs to be clear – NO MORE TAX INCREASES OR NEW TAXES! 


If you are able to attend the County Board meeting to speak to this issue, I would encourage you to do so. The meeting is Monday, October 31 at 6:00 p.m. on the 4th floor of the Courthouse. Should you have any questions pertaining to this Alert, please call me directly at 303-2265 extension 18. 

PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Group Formed To Oppose Winnebago County Sales Tax


Oshkosh- The Oshkosh and Fox Cities Chambers of Commerce in conjunction with the REALTORS® Association of Northeast Wisconsin, the Winnebago Home Builders Association, Westside Retail Association and the Forward Oshkosh PAC have joined together to oppose the imposition of a half-percent sales tax in Winnebago County.


The group rejects raising certain taxes to lower other taxes for one good reason: taxes never go down, they just go up. And the public agrees. RANW President and local business owner Jeff Jones said, “All this proposal does is shift the burden from taxes paid by homeowners to sales taxes paid by homeowners. This approach has failed in the past to reduce the overall property tax burden.”


Group members are also very concerned about the sheer volume of new revenues the proposed sales tax increase would generate. Bill Welch, President & CEO of the Fox Cities Chamber noted, "The tax would generate more than $11 million per year.  Allowing for sales growth and inflation, this means the tax would generate roughly $250 million over the next twenty years.  While there may be a small hole in this year's county budget, nobody has made the case for this massive tax and spending increase."


Some at the county have argued increasing the sales tax would permit the county to reduce property taxes.  This group has strongly rejected this argument.  Fox Cities Chamber President Welch said, "Every major income and sales tax increase advanced by both state and local government over the past fifty years has been premised on the erroneous notion that increasing these taxes would reduce property taxes.  We don't think this is a credible argument and suspect that taxpayers will reject it too."


Even under the new property tax limits, the county can increase tax revenue based on the percentage growth of new construction; and statewide, property values have risen 9.4% last year, the largest leap in 25 years. However, Winnebago County is looking for yet another revenue stream as opposed to making hard choices and cutting spending. “The bottom line is that the County needs to explore every aspect of the budget to find ways to reduce spending and provide services more efficiently. Instituting another tax should not even be an option,” said Oshkosh Chamber President & CEO John Casper.


Each organization is reaching out to all of its members and the general public encouraging them to express their concerns and opposition.

###

Testimony on Assembly Bill 228


To increase funding for youth apprenticeship grants


for programs that are targeted at health careers.

November 17, 2005


Overview


The health care industry is rapidly approaching a severe labor shortage due primarily to the retirement of baby boomers.  The impact of baby boomer retirement is two-fold.  First, the number of retirees is larger than the younger labor pool entering the work force. Second, the number of health care employment positions will increase, because as baby boomers age they will require more health services than when they were younger.


To fill its ranks, the health care industry is looking at providing transitional services to younger workers who are employed in non-health care jobs and to recent graduates of secondary and post-secondary schools.  Public school districts should play a role in assisting this industry with its employment needs.  As part of their mission, public high schools in Wisconsin should be preparing interested students to enter the health care field upon graduation and some others to continue their education at technical colleges and universities.


Comprehensive Program for Preparing Students for Health Careers


The State of Wisconsin should take the lead by developing a program model that can be used by school districts to prepare interested students for health careers.  Ideally this model should be developed jointly by representatives of DWD and the Department of Public Education (DPI).  In addition to providing program direction to school districts, a pamphlet should be developed for businesses that encourage them to work with their local school districts to develop a comprehensive program that they will support.  Too often private business people have a mind set that is counter productive to their goals.  Having been a teacher of high school students for 17 years, I still remember that:


· students are motivated by money, 


· many are willing to work in the types of jobs that will help them with their futures such as cooperative education and youth apprenticeship for the wrong reasons – that they don’t have to go to school in the afternoon.


· job shadowing is viewed as being able to take off of school for part of a day and has no lasting effect.  However, job shadowing is a good first step, particularly for eighth and ninth graders.


· students who did not have a clear direction toward a career area by the time they graduated from high school often dropped out of college, took a long time to complete their degrees, and/or received a degree in a major that had few if any prospects for employment.


· those students that have hands-on experience in an occupational field are much more likely to pursue post-secondary education and training in that field after they graduate from high school.


This model I propose should have the following components:


· Elementary Schools – Use books designed to help children learn to read that include various careers that the children may encounter when they complete high school, technical college, and/or university.  One day careers and guest speakers can also be used. These activities will be help children to become aware of the types of jobs they may encounter in early adult life.  At this level, reading about the way nurses and doctors care for people is appropriate. A small but significant number of young children will begin to build an interest in health careers and be open to learning more.


· Middle School – A repeat of career fairs and guest speakers can be coupled with job shadowing of various occupations to increase interest in a variety of careers.


· High School – Guest speakers, job shadowing, and career fairs work well for ninth and tenth grade students but most high schools must do more.  For example, Oshkosh North and Oshkosh West High Schools are beginning to implement “Career Academies” as one component of “Smaller Learning Communities.”   When fully implemented, the health career academy at Oshkosh West will likely include revised curricula in several academic courses in science, math, and possibly English to address the needs of the health care industry.  The Health Services Youth Apprenticeship will be an integral part of this career academy.

Proposed State Funding for Health Services Youth Apprenticeships


The Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development has an excellent Health Services Youth Apprenticeship program in place.  Two components of that program should be considered:


1.
Certified Nursing Assistant Training – Many school districts must contract for this training that is performed by registered nurses who do not have DPI certification.  In Oshkosh, this program is provided by a trainer at a local nursing home during the summer.  Even though this is a summer school course, the school district cannot collect state aid because the instructor is not DPI certified.  Where local health care providers are not able to provide this service, technical colleges can offer the training, usually with non-DPI certified nursing instructors.  School districts should be provided with funds to cover the cost of this training. 

2.
Additional Course or Courses during the school year – Health Services Youth Apprentices must complete at least one additional course per year, usually through a technical college under the Youth Options program.  Because of the additional expense, school districts should be provided with funds to cover the cost of these courses that is in excess of per student costs of courses taught by high school staff.


The legislature may be asked to fund coordinator positions to administer programs and supervise students on-the-job.  Before agreeing to fund additional positions, please conduct a thorough study to determine if positions funded by the state in the past were cost effective.

mark
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Direct Mail


February 20, 2004


Rep. Gregg  MERGEFIELD "Con_Initial"  Underheim

Wisconsin State Assembly

P.O. Box 8953

 MERGEFIELD "Con_Address2" 

Madison, WI  53708-8953

Dear Rep. Underheim:


On behalf of the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, I am writing to share our support for AB 598 and SB 286, legislation creating greater budget flexibility for local governments.  These bills modify the Municipal Employment Relations Act, which sets procedures for local government contract negotiations.  We understand that the bills have been approved by committees in both houses of the Legislature, and are ready for scheduling for debate by the full Assembly and Senate. 


This legislation would allow local officials to consider alternative service delivery options or service consolidation, without the requirement to negotiate that decision or its impacts.  Current law makes it extremely difficult for local governments to pursue these alternatives unless they negotiate the decision to do so, as well as the effects.  This restriction creates a barrier for public employers who want to consider new methods of service delivery.  AB 598 and SB 286 would restore responsibility for service delivery decisions to local government officials.


Another problem with current law is that it prevents community volunteers from helping save taxpayer dollars or perform civic projects. Public employees have filed grievances against the practice.  Other officials indicated they would like to keep public facilities open longer using volunteer help, but are prevented from doing so and instead must limit the public’s accessibility.  It’s time to change this law to remove the barriers that prevent people from pitching in and being an active part of their community.    


In these tight fiscal times, we all need to work together to keep property taxes in check.  Local elected officials need the tools and flexibility provided by AB 598 and SB 286 to control costs and pursue alternatives.  The Municipal Employment Relations Act was created in the 1970’s and has seen little change since that time.  Given the significant changes that have occurred in Wisconsin over the last thirty years, this law no longer meets communities’ needs.  Please take advantage of this opportunity to provide your local officials with the tools they need to control budgets and keep property taxes in line.


I hope you will encourage the Senate and Assembly leadership to schedule AB 598 and SB 286 for a vote in each house, and vote to support passage of this important legislation.


Sincerely,


John A. Casper


President/CEO


Cc: Mayor Steve Hintz


      City Manager Richard Wollangk


      County Executive Jane Vande Hey


      County Board Chairman Joe Maehl


      Board of Education President Dennis McHugh


      OASD Superintendent Ron Heilman 


August 22, 2008


Mark Bradley, Regent President


University of Wisconsin System


P. O. Box 1497


Madison. WI 53701-1497


Dear President Walsh:


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce has more than 100 years of service to businesses and the broader Oshkosh community.  With more than 1,100 members, we are the state’s fifth largest chamber, providing services to a highly diverse mixture of retail, service and manufacturing firms.


Today’s highly competitive marketplace has placed a premium on our ability to perceive, respond and adapt to global conditions.  While we pride ourselves in the competitive strength of the American entrepreneurial spirit, we also know that we face serious issues and challenges in maintaining our executive, administrative, and managerial talent.  Wisconsin’s impending labor shortage poses issues and challenges for all businesses and organizations.


Recognizing these considerations, we cannot possibly overstate the importance of the state’s continued investment in higher education and training for our workforce.  We are very pleased with the strong working relationship that we have established with UW Oshkosh and other educational partners and allies.  We see state investment in higher education as being an investment in the future health of our local, regional and state-wide markets.


Phase II of the Growth Agenda for UW Oshkosh and northeast Wisconsin means a great deal to the people, the businesses and the organizations in the Fox River Valley Region. 


· Expanded enrollment in high-demand areas such as health care & nursing, biology/microbiology, and environmental studies. 


· New program development, including such areas of focus as:  innovation and creativity, rural education, and applied studies.


We see these efforts as continuing to build upon the $2.53 million invested in Phase I.  We commend the Board of Regents for past leadership and support.  We also encourage additional efforts to build upon that track record of progress.


Individuals and families within our community derive many benefits – direct and indirect – from the presence of UW Oshkosh as an educational and cultural resource.  We urge the Regents to work in active partnership with the Governor and both houses of the State Legislature to ensure that we continue to make progress in ensuring a future of opportunity for our children, and for our children’s children.  This means making investments now that will help to ensure that all have access to affordable high quality educational opportunity.  We look forward to working in partnership with UW Oshkosh and all of the other parties and participants to ensure that we have the right programs to maximize the potential of all of the residents that live and work within this part of the state.


Sincerely,


John A. Casper


President & CEO

January 20, 2006


Scott Jensen

Wisconsin State Assembly

Room 321 East, State Capitol

P.O. Box 8952

Madison, WI  53708

RE: Senate Bill 136

Dear Rep. Jensen:


On behalf of the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, I would like to provide the following comment in support of SB 136. The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce is a business association that represents over 1100 business members in the Oshkosh area from the industrial, service, and retail sectors of the economy. 


SB 136 offers three qualifying Wisconsin airports the opportunity to create an airport development zone program which awards income and franchise tax credits to certain businesses that locate in areas designated as airport development zones. The legislation would also create an airport development zone loan program which awards loans to finance the construction and expansion of airports in the zones. That means jobs and tax revenues to the region, overall a potentially huge increase in the airport’s already substantial economic impact.


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce fully supports this proposed legislation to create an Airport Development Zone pilot program. In this challenging and competitive business environment, the most important thing that government can do to promote economic growth is to create the fertile atmosphere for private-sector activity and investment. SB 136 will cause this to occur. It creates the conditions for government to spur development and enables government, both state and local, to realize a return on the investment it has made in infrastructure, such as runways.


Communities are beginning to realize the value of airports. Traditionally, the general public thought of airports as facilities to service commercial air traffic and the air-traveling public, along with supporting general aviation. While this remains to be an important role of airports, communities are recognizing airports as valuable pieces of infrastructure as a means to generate jobs and tax base. Airports, in essence, are business parks and need to be promoted and marketed as such. Airport Development Zones will be additional tool to spur economic growth and be a catalyst to assist our community as we try to attract aviation-related business and industry to Oshkosh. 


In Oshkosh, we have been extremely fortunate and have Wittman Regional Airport to attract businesses, like the Experimental Aircraft Association, Sonex Aviation and Basler Turbo Conversions. Based on a December 2003 economic impact study conducted by the UW-Extension, businesses on the Wittman Regional Airport employ 505 (FTE) people. This accounts for $31.6 million dollars in annual wages and non-wage income, a 38% increase since 1998. These businesses, in 2002, directly generated $799,000 of real estate and personal property taxes that support municipal and county government, along with our local public school district. This represents a 24% increase since 1998.


The airport development zone program will be an extremely valuable economic development tool for communities. The tax credits that will be provided will provide incentives for business to create and retain jobs. We ask for your support of SB 136 when the Joint Finance Committee considers this legislation. 


Sincerely,


John A. Casper


President/CEO


CC: State Senator Carol Roessler


      Representative Gregg Underheim


      Representative Carol Owens


      Winnebago County Executive Mark Harris


      Winnebago County Board Chairman David Albrecht


      County Board Supervisor Tom Pech


June 27, 2005


Congressman Thomas Petri


U.S. House of Representatives


2462 Rayburn Office Building


Washington, DC 20515


Dear Congressman Petri:


On behalf of the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, a member of the newly formed Midwest Business Coalition for Passenger Rail group consisting of almost 50 business organizations around the Midwest, I want to express concern of the House Appropriations Committee’s recent action to approve a budget of just $550 million for Amtrak.  This level of funding is not even sufficient to cover Amtrak’s current debt service.  The appropriation leaves no money to operate any trains anywhere in the United States.


Amtrak's directors, all appointed by President Bush, have requested a budget of $1.8 billion.  The DOT Inspector General has testified that a minimum of $1.4 to $1.5 billion is necessary to maintain the status quo, but even this would not be enough "to move the system to a state-of-good-repair."  Amtrak's proposed budget would permit the railroad to begin that move to a state of good repair.


Numerous proposals have been advanced concerning how to reform Amtrak and improve passenger rail.  These deserve careful scrutiny. We are hopeful that a new paradigm for fast, frequent, and dependable passenger rail service can emerge from this debate.  Passing a budget that requires a shut-down of Amtrak will render all efforts at reform and improvement moot.


Passenger rail provides an important link among Midwest cities and towns. We are eager to see it expanded and improved.  We therefore urge you to support full funding for Amtrak while discussions continue about long-term improvement of this vital transportation service.


Sincerely,


John A. Casper


President & CEO


May 30, 2007


Congressman Thomas Petri


Dear Congressman Petri:


On behalf of the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, I am writing you to voice our opposition to the user-fee funding mechanism proposed by the Federal Aviation Administration. 


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce joins with the Experimental Aircraft Association and other general aviation association in opposition to the implementation of the proposed user fee system. As we researched this issue, we found no justification for imposing a user fee system on U.S. general aviation. User fees have proven time and again to be expensive, inefficient, and damaging to general aviation in every country in which they have been tried. The longstanding system of funding our massive and complex air transportation system works well in this country. There is plenty of money to maintain this infrastructure and improve it through modernization and technological advancements, without having to unreasonably burden individual pilots and aircraft owners or introduce economic disincentives that could reduce safety. 


I thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,


John A. Casper 


President & CEO


February 3, 2004


Select Committee on Job Creation


State Capitol


P. O. Box 8953


Madison, WI 53708


RE: Senate Bill 384

Dear Members of the Select Committee on Job Creation:  


On behalf of the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, I am writing to express our support  and ask for your help in passing the “Wisconsin Advantage” bill, SB 384. The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce is a business association that represents over 1100 members in the Oshkosh area.


SB 384 would allow technical colleges to authorize revenue bonds to fund training for businesses, which is later repaid from a portion of new income taxes the state will collect from wage earners in new jobs.  Appropriate safeguards, such as a limit of $3500 per employee unless the Joint Finance Committee authorizes a higher limit, have been built into the bill.


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce sees the need for worker training every day and understands its role in a business being able to expand.  If companies could take advantage of the training SB 384 would provide at no cost to them, our state would have an important incentive to help them create and sustain jobs here. We cannot afford to lose more businesses to other states.  


I strongly urge you to support SB 384. It presents a creative approach that has worked in other states and moves Wisconsin in the right direction. 


Sincerely,


John A. Casper


President/CEO


CC: Area Legislators


October 17, 2007


Sandra J. Paske, Secretary to the Commission


Public Service Commission


P. O. Box 7854


Madison, WI 53707-7854


RE: Docket # 05-TN-106 - Investigation of Area Code Relief for the 920 Area Code


Dear Public Service Commissioners:


On behalf of the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, I am submitting this comment relative to the area code relief investigation. 


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce is a business association of over 1100 business members in the greater Oshkosh area. Our membership consists of businesses from the industrial, retail and business service sectors.


Our organization has reviewed the options under consideration by the Public Service Commission. While the industry group is recommending the overlay option, the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce is urging the Commission to adopt the geographic split option. 


We would like to offer some suggestions for the Commission’s consideration:


1. The proposed geographic split alternative divides counties and in some cases broader regional communities. We would suggest that in all cases, the demarcation between the two geographic area code areas should be along county lines and should at a minimum keep area public school districts in tact under one area code. Furthermore, the Fox River Valley extending and consisting of the communities of Fond du Lac, Oshkosh, Fox Cites and Green Bay should remain in the same area code area. This region is the second largest marketplace in the State. As such, we need to maintain this area as a regional unit of communities.


2. The rapid growth in the telecommunications industry, specifically in the cellular phone industry, has led and contributed to the “exhaust” condition. Therefore, we would suggest that the Commission consider assigning all, including existing, cellular phone numbers a new and different area code as one of the methods to address this “exhaust” condition.


We ask that the Commission take into consideration these comments and suggestions in your investigation.


Sincerely,


John A. Casper


President & CEO 


January 11, 2007


David Albrecht


2356 Hamilton Street


Oshkosh, WI 54901


Dear County Board Chairman Albrecht:


Over the past several months, we have been observing and monitoring the debate and actions related to efforts to reduce the size of the Winnebago County Board of Supervisors. As you know, the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce has always taken an interest in this matter in regards to promoting government that is effective, efficient, and responsive.  

With the recent veto of new Winnebago County supervisory district map and pending litigation of the same, we believe that Committee that you formed to study the County Board, its Committee structure and governance model is the correct means to address this issue. As you know, the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce has supported the formation of this Committee from the start. To this end, we endorse and encourage the County Board to continue its efforts to analyze, evaluate and make recommendations to improve the governance and the committee structure of the Winnebago County Board of Supervisors. We believe that this Committee needs to complete its work as originally planned and use this result as a basis during the next County Board reapportionment process. 


David, we recognize and thank you for your leadership on this critical issue.


Sincerely,


John A. Casper


President & CEO


Cc: Members of the Winnebago County Board of Supervisors

September 12, 2005


Dear:


On behalf of the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, I want to communicate our opposition to County Executive Mark Harris’ proposal to impose a ½-cent county-wide sales tax. The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce is an 1100 member business association consisting of businesses from the retail, service/professional and manufacturing sectors in the Oshkosh area. 


As you know, Wisconsin statutes (s. 77.70, Wisconsin Statutes) give counties the option of instituting up to 1/2 percent sales tax to support their operations. The tax may be used “only for the purpose of directly reducing the property tax levy.” The County Executive’s proposal generates $4.6 million (a net $3 million due from the ½-cent sales tax and $1.6 million from property taxes on new construction within the County) of new tax collections in 2006. This reflects an 8.6% increase over the 2005 County Property tax levy (2006: $58,014,371 – 2005: $53,414,371). His proposal does not provide the property tax relief that the State Statute intended. If it did, it would provide a “zero-net gain” for the County, not the net $3 million county sales tax increase as proposed.  


As the County Board deliberates on this proposal, I ask that you consider the following facts:


· Winnebago County is in the top quartile for county property tax growth of the 72 Wisconsin Counties averaging an increase of 10.4 percent annually from 2000 – 2003 (Wisconsin Taxpayer Alliance, December 2003).


· In the ten year period from 1993 – 2002, Winnebago County’s property tax levy increased 98.4%, an annual average increase of 9.84% (Wisconsin Taxpayer Alliance, March 2003).


· In the five year period from 1999 – 2003, Winnebago County’s property tax levy increased 49.3%, an annual average increase of 9.86% (Wisconsin Taxpayer Alliance, March 2003).


· In the ten year period from 1993 – 2002, Winnebago County’s population increased 11.3% (Wisconsin Taxpayer Alliance, March 2003). From 2000 – 2004 the County’s population increased 3.2% (U. S. Census Bureau and Wisconsin Department of Administration).  


· In the period from 1993 – 2001, Winnebago County’s expenditures increased 58.0% per capita, 5.3% higher than the State capita average. (Wisconsin Taxpayer Alliance, March 2003).


· In the period from 1996 – 2005, the Winnebago County property tax levy increased 84% or $24,388,745, an 8.4% annual average. (1996: $29,025,626 – 2005: $53,414,371) {2005 Winnebago County Budget, page 38}.


· In the period from 1996 – 2005, the amount of the Winnebago County property tax levy used to support county operations increase 69.7%, a 6.97% annual average. During this same period, the County’s property tax levy used to support debt service increase by 217%. (2005 Winnebago County Budget, page 38).


· From 2004 – 2005, overall Winnebago County property tax levy increased 6.04% (2005 Winnebago County Budget, page 27).


· It is estimated that the new ½-cent sales tax would generate over $250 million in new tax revenue over the next 20 years.


· A study conducted by the Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance in March 2002 concluded that, while the ½-cent sales tax provides significant revenues to counties, the analysis indicates that, on average, less than 30% of the counties with the ½-cent sales tax use it for property tax relief. 


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce has routinely considered this matter and has always opposed the creation of a ½-cent county-wide sales tax. We feel that reduced spending at all levels of government is the priority, not increased or new taxes. We reject the notion of raising certain taxes to lower other taxes for one good reason: taxes never go down, they just go up. This proposal shifts the burden from taxes paid by homeowners to sales taxes paid by homeowners. This approach has failed in the past to reduce the overall property tax burden. 

We are also very concerned about the sheer volume of new revenues the proposed sales tax increase would generate. The tax would generate an estimated $12 million per year.  Allowing for sales growth and inflation, this means the tax would generate roughly $250 million over the next twenty years.  While there may be a small hole in this year's county budget, the case has not been made for this massive tax and spending increase. 

While it has been argued that increasing the sales tax would permit the county to reduce property taxes, we have strongly rejected this argument. Every major income and sales tax increase advanced by both state and local government over the past fifty years has been premised on the erroneous notion that increasing these taxes would reduce property taxes.  We don't think this is a credible argument. The ½-cent county sales tax is nothing but a quiet, invisible way for Winnebago County to raise millions of dollars, without a measure of accountability. 

Last week, the County’s Personnel and Finance Committee voted unanimously to oppose the creation of this new tax. We believe that was a very prudent decision. The County’s current budget dilemma was caused by the over-spending of the past county administration and needs to be addressed by expenditure reduction, not taxing your way out of it. Growth in all levels of government spending is beyond our ability to pay. This trend needs to stop. The bottom line is that the County needs to explore every aspect of the budget to find ways to reduce spending and provide services more efficiently. Instituting another tax should not even be an option. We urge you to reject this proposal.


I thank you for your consideration. Please feel free to call me directly at 303-2265 extension 18, if you have any questions or comments relative to our position.


Sincerely,


John A. Casper


President & CEO      
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Group Meetings with several Elected Officials


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce


& 


the Northeast Wisconsin


Chambers Coalition


Invite you to participate in a


Legislative Dialogue


B r e a k f a s t

Monday, February 16, 2009 • 7:30 a.m.

Radisson Paper Valley Hotel, Downtown Appleton


Cost to attend: $15 per person

Featuring Todd Berry, Executive Director,


Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance

Learn about the state’s budget deficit, taxes and fees, and state health care proposals. Coalition members will present our legislative priorities and positions at this event.
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Private Meetings with chamber staff, volunteers, and elected officials


August 6, 2007


Dear:


The next meeting of the Business Advisory Council (BAC) to Congressman Tom Petri is scheduled for Thursday, August 16 at 7:30 a.m. This meeting will be held at Robbins Restaurant located at 1810 Omro Road. Please note the new location. A continental breakfast will be served.


We will follow a similar agenda as we have in the past. Congressman Petri will provide our group with an update on issues and legislation pending in Washington. After this briefing, there will be an opportunity for members of the BAC to discuss and address issues with the Congressman. We hope to wrap up this meeting by no later than 9:00.


If you are unable to attend, please call me at 303-2265 extension 18.


Sincerely, 


John A. Casper


President/CEO


CC: Congressman Thomas Petri
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Town Hall Meetings

**MEDIA ADVISORY**


Wisconsin Town Hall Series With National Review Contributing Editor Comes to Oshkosh, Oct. 2nd

 


Event will discuss report released by Gov. Doyle’s Task Force on Global Warming

OSHKOSH, WI – The free-market grassroots group Americans for Prosperity (AFP) will bring its Wisconsin Town Hall series to Oshkosh on Thursday, October 2nd, to discuss the report recently released by Gov. Doyle’s Task Force on Global Warming, updates on Property Rights issues, and other important issues affecting Wisconsin.

 


A crowd of citizens will hear from National Review Contributing Editor and Americans for Prosperity National Policy Director Phil Kerpen, and the environmental policy director for Americans for Prosperity, Dr. Dawn Becher. Other speakers include AFP-Wisconsin Director Mark Block, Property Rights Advisors to AFP Jay Verhulst, as well as other invited Legislative candidates. 


WHO:  Americans for Prosperity



WHAT: Town Hall Meeting to discuss policy issues affecting Wisconsin citizens. The event is free and open to media and public. Lunch will be served. 

WHEN: Thursday, October 2nd.  6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

WHERE: Robbins Restaurant




1810 Omro Road



Oshkosh, WI 


This event is co-sponsored by Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce and the National Federation of Independent Business. 
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Other: Action Alerts, Press Releases, Direct Testimony


Action Alert!

To:
Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce Members


From:
John A. Casper, President & CEO


Date:
June 3, 2009

Re:
Proposed ½-cent County-wide Sales Tax


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, in conjunction with the Fox Cities Chamber of Commerce, the Realtors Association of Northeast Wisconsin, the Winnebago Home Builders Association, the Westside Association, and the Forward Oshkosh PAC, formed a Coalition to oppose the imposition of a ½-cent county-wide sales tax in Winnebago County. As you are aware, this measure is being considered again by the Winnebago County Board of Supervisors during their budget deliberations beginning Monday, October 31. 


Our Coalition contracted with the Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance (WTA), a non-partisan, non-profit and independently funded organization. The WTA is the most respected private government-research organization in the State.  WTA was asked to provide an analysis of the proposed 2006 Winnebago County Budget. Through this analysis, WTA reviewed the past five Winnebago County budgets, along with the budgets of Brown and Outagamie Counties to provide a comparative analysis of tax and spending patterns. Below is an outline of the Coalition’s conclusions and arguments against the ½-cent county sales tax based on the WTA analysis.


Why the Winnebago County Board Should Reject


The County Executive’s Call for a Half-Percent Sales Tax


1. What the County Executive Is Proposing Violates State Statute, And Thus, Is Not A Permissible Course Of Action


· Wisconsin Statute 77.70 Adoption of County Ordinance Reads: “The county sales and use tax may be imposed only for the purpose of directly reducing the property tax levy and only in their entirety as provided in this subchapter.”


· The County Executive proposes to levy the new tax and utilize $7 million of the sales tax proceeds for Property Tax reduction, while using $2.7 million to fund other items, including 35.6 positions 

· Given the clear and unambiguous language in the statute, what Mr. Harris has proposed is definitely not permissible under the statute

2. It Is Highly Unlikely That The New Sales Tax Will Lead To Reduced Property Taxes

· A Significant Percentage Of The Counties That Have Instituted The Tax Have Failed To Use It For Tax Relief Over The Long Haul—Instead Using It To Increase Spending 


· What Begins As A Measure To Provide Substantial Property Tax Relief  Wanes Over Time; e.g. The Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance Reports That In The Sixth & Seventh Years Following Implementation Of The Sales Tax “…property tax relief averaged 22.5% and 18.7% respectively”—Leading Us To Conclude That Most of The Money Collected With The Tax Will Actually Be Utilized To Finance Additional County Spending


· The Taxpayers Alliance Was Forced To Conclude That For “21 counties there is little or no evidence of property tax relief”

3. Winnebago County Property Tax Revenues Have Shown Impressive Growth In Recent Years, In Fact, Outpacing Property Tax Growth In Other Northeast Wisconsin Counties In The Years Between 2001 & 2006


· Brown County Property Tax Collections Grew 21.6% Over This Period


· Outagamie County Property Tax Collection Grew 30.1% Over This Period


· Winnebago County Property Tax Collections Grew 42.1% Over This Period—Almost Twice As Fast As In Brown County


· Despite The Fact That Their Property Tax Revenues Are Growing Far Slower Than In Winnebago These Other NEW Counties Do Not Have Proposals Under Consideration To Institute The Half-Percent Sales Tax


4. Winnebago County Residents Already Pay More In Property Taxes Per Capita Than Residents In Adjoining Counties Do


· Winnebago County’s Property Tax Levy Is $346.42 Per Capita

· Outagamie County’s Levy Is $295.24 Per Capita 

· Brown County’s Levy Is $298.52 Per Capita

· Thus, Winnebago County’s Tax Is Already 16% Higher Than Brown & 17% Higher Than Outagamie County

· Same Services, Same Mandates, Similar Demographics, And Yet, Taxes Are Higher In Winnebago County

5. Adopting A Half-Percent Sales Tax Will Inevitably Lead To Tens Of Millions Of Dollars In Additional Spending


· With Inflation & Sales Growth The Tax Will Generate As Much As $250 Million In Additional Revenue Over The Next Twenty Years


· While There Is Some Property Tax Relief Proposed For 2006 There Is No Guarantee That This Will Be Anything But A Short-Lived Phenomena


· Like Most Other Counties That Have Instituted The Tax, Winnebago County Will Find It Easier To Utilize The Tax To Fund More Spending


· The County Executive Has Failed To Make The Case For A Massive Infusion Of Additional Tax Dollars—Even If One Grants That The County Has Legitimate Financial Issues The Sales Tax Would Generate Revenues Well In Excess Of Identified Needs


6. Other Counties Have Been More Aggressive In Reducing Staff & Less Inclined To Rely Upon Reserves To Meet Their Needs


· Since 2003 Brown County Cut 131 FTE Positions

· If Mr. Harris’ Most Recent Budget Is Adopted Winnebago County Will Have Cut 66 FTE Positions Over The Same Period

· If The Sales Tax Were Enacted Mr. Harris Proposes To Add Back 35.6 FTE Positions—Producing A Net Reduction Of Only 30 Positions Over The Period

· Rather Than Reducing Spending Winnebago County Has Chosen To Rely Extensively Upon Reserves To Balance It’s Budgets During The Past Two Years—Using $3.4 Million In Reserves In 04 and $1.7 Million In Reserves in 05 

· Other NEW Counties Haven’t Tapped Reserves, But Instead Have Made Cuts When They Thought They Were Needed

We urge you to contact your Supervisor before Monday, October 31, 2005, and let him or her know that you OPPOSE the proposed ½-cent county-wide sales tax. To contact your County Board Supervisor, please click on to the following link - http://www.co.winnebago.wi.us/CountyBoard/CountyBoardList.htm.  If you do not know who your Supervisor is, please click on the following link and follow the instructions - http://wcws2.co.winnebago.wi.us/winnco/voter/voter_init.html. When speaking to your County Board Supervisor, the message needs to be clear – NO MORE TAX INCREASES OR NEW TAXES! 


If you are able to attend the County Board meeting to speak to this issue, I would encourage you to do so. The meeting is Monday, October 31 at 6:00 p.m. on the 4th floor of the Courthouse. Should you have any questions pertaining to this Alert, please call me directly at 303-2265 extension 18. 

PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Group Formed To Oppose Winnebago County Sales Tax


Oshkosh- The Oshkosh and Fox Cities Chambers of Commerce in conjunction with the REALTORS® Association of Northeast Wisconsin, the Winnebago Home Builders Association, Westside Retail Association and the Forward Oshkosh PAC have joined together to oppose the imposition of a half-percent sales tax in Winnebago County.


The group rejects raising certain taxes to lower other taxes for one good reason: taxes never go down, they just go up. And the public agrees. RANW President and local business owner Jeff Jones said, “All this proposal does is shift the burden from taxes paid by homeowners to sales taxes paid by homeowners. This approach has failed in the past to reduce the overall property tax burden.”


Group members are also very concerned about the sheer volume of new revenues the proposed sales tax increase would generate. Bill Welch, President & CEO of the Fox Cities Chamber noted, "The tax would generate more than $11 million per year.  Allowing for sales growth and inflation, this means the tax would generate roughly $250 million over the next twenty years.  While there may be a small hole in this year's county budget, nobody has made the case for this massive tax and spending increase."


Some at the county have argued increasing the sales tax would permit the county to reduce property taxes.  This group has strongly rejected this argument.  Fox Cities Chamber President Welch said, "Every major income and sales tax increase advanced by both state and local government over the past fifty years has been premised on the erroneous notion that increasing these taxes would reduce property taxes.  We don't think this is a credible argument and suspect that taxpayers will reject it too."


Even under the new property tax limits, the county can increase tax revenue based on the percentage growth of new construction; and statewide, property values have risen 9.4% last year, the largest leap in 25 years. However, Winnebago County is looking for yet another revenue stream as opposed to making hard choices and cutting spending. “The bottom line is that the County needs to explore every aspect of the budget to find ways to reduce spending and provide services more efficiently. Instituting another tax should not even be an option,” said Oshkosh Chamber President & CEO John Casper.


Each organization is reaching out to all of its members and the general public encouraging them to express their concerns and opposition.

###

Testimony on Assembly Bill 228


To increase funding for youth apprenticeship grants


for programs that are targeted at health careers.

November 17, 2005


Overview


The health care industry is rapidly approaching a severe labor shortage due primarily to the retirement of baby boomers.  The impact of baby boomer retirement is two-fold.  First, the number of retirees is larger than the younger labor pool entering the work force. Second, the number of health care employment positions will increase, because as baby boomers age they will require more health services than when they were younger.


To fill its ranks, the health care industry is looking at providing transitional services to younger workers who are employed in non-health care jobs and to recent graduates of secondary and post-secondary schools.  Public school districts should play a role in assisting this industry with its employment needs.  As part of their mission, public high schools in Wisconsin should be preparing interested students to enter the health care field upon graduation and some others to continue their education at technical colleges and universities.


Comprehensive Program for Preparing Students for Health Careers


The State of Wisconsin should take the lead by developing a program model that can be used by school districts to prepare interested students for health careers.  Ideally this model should be developed jointly by representatives of DWD and the Department of Public Education (DPI).  In addition to providing program direction to school districts, a pamphlet should be developed for businesses that encourage them to work with their local school districts to develop a comprehensive program that they will support.  Too often private business people have a mind set that is counter productive to their goals.  Having been a teacher of high school students for 17 years, I still remember that:


· students are motivated by money, 


· many are willing to work in the types of jobs that will help them with their futures such as cooperative education and youth apprenticeship for the wrong reasons – that they don’t have to go to school in the afternoon.


· job shadowing is viewed as being able to take off of school for part of a day and has no lasting effect.  However, job shadowing is a good first step, particularly for eighth and ninth graders.


· students who did not have a clear direction toward a career area by the time they graduated from high school often dropped out of college, took a long time to complete their degrees, and/or received a degree in a major that had few if any prospects for employment.


· those students that have hands-on experience in an occupational field are much more likely to pursue post-secondary education and training in that field after they graduate from high school.


This model I propose should have the following components:


· Elementary Schools – Use books designed to help children learn to read that include various careers that the children may encounter when they complete high school, technical college, and/or university.  One day careers and guest speakers can also be used. These activities will be help children to become aware of the types of jobs they may encounter in early adult life.  At this level, reading about the way nurses and doctors care for people is appropriate. A small but significant number of young children will begin to build an interest in health careers and be open to learning more.


· Middle School – A repeat of career fairs and guest speakers can be coupled with job shadowing of various occupations to increase interest in a variety of careers.


· High School – Guest speakers, job shadowing, and career fairs work well for ninth and tenth grade students but most high schools must do more.  For example, Oshkosh North and Oshkosh West High Schools are beginning to implement “Career Academies” as one component of “Smaller Learning Communities.”   When fully implemented, the health career academy at Oshkosh West will likely include revised curricula in several academic courses in science, math, and possibly English to address the needs of the health care industry.  The Health Services Youth Apprenticeship will be an integral part of this career academy.

Proposed State Funding for Health Services Youth Apprenticeships


The Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development has an excellent Health Services Youth Apprenticeship program in place.  Two components of that program should be considered:


1.
Certified Nursing Assistant Training – Many school districts must contract for this training that is performed by registered nurses who do not have DPI certification.  In Oshkosh, this program is provided by a trainer at a local nursing home during the summer.  Even though this is a summer school course, the school district cannot collect state aid because the instructor is not DPI certified.  Where local health care providers are not able to provide this service, technical colleges can offer the training, usually with non-DPI certified nursing instructors.  School districts should be provided with funds to cover the cost of this training. 

2.
Additional Course or Courses during the school year – Health Services Youth Apprentices must complete at least one additional course per year, usually through a technical college under the Youth Options program.  Because of the additional expense, school districts should be provided with funds to cover the cost of these courses that is in excess of per student costs of courses taught by high school staff.


The legislature may be asked to fund coordinator positions to administer programs and supervise students on-the-job.  Before agreeing to fund additional positions, please conduct a thorough study to determine if positions funded by the state in the past were cost effective.
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Email Communications

This was an email message sent to Rep. Owens and Hintz and Senator Roessler


I understand that on Thursday, February 7, the Committee on Jobs and the Economy and Senate Economic Development Committee will be taking up Assembly Bill 741 and its companion Senate Bill 434. As you know, these bills relate to cleanup and consolidation of Department of Commerce economic development programs, establishing a comprehensive annual reporting requirement, requiring the development of programmatic goals and accountability measures for economic development grants and loans, requiring the exercise of rule-making authority, and making an appropriation. 


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce supports this piece of legislation. This is much needed legislation that will streamline the economic development process and provide contemporary incentives for job creation, machinery and equipment investment, and attracting and retaining corporate headquarters. 


As a legislative co-sponsor of this bill, I know we can count on your support when it comes to a vote in the Assembly.  


John Casper


President & CEO


This was an email message sent to State Senators Roessler & Ellis, with copies to State Representatives Owens & Underheim

From: John Casper
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2006 4:14 PM
To: Roessler, Carol; Ellis, Michael
Cc: Underheim, Gregg; Owens, Carol
Subject: 10% Ethanol Mandate


I understand that that the State Senate will be taking up legislation mandating a 10% blend of ethanol in all gasoline sold in Wisconsin. As you know, this proposed legislation has been met with concern from a number of organizations, including the Department of Natural Resources. The DNR released a report stating that burning ethanol will increase nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions by up to 13 tons per day, or the equivalent of a 350 Megawatt coal-fired power plant.  As a result, the ethanol mandate will make our existing ozone pollution problem even worse. Because of this additional pollution, the DNR pledged to require statewide pollution controls on manufacturers and utilities if the legislature passes the ethanol mandate.  The pain would be felt throughout Wisconsin - including increased electric rates and lost jobs statewide.


The Oshkosh Chamber opposes the 10% ethanol mandate because of its costly and unfair impact on businesses.  We further believe that the market should determine the use of products sold in the State, not the Legislature.

We believe this mandate is bad policy for the following reasons:


· The State of Wisconsin should not legislate and mandate the use of any product that is sold on the open market. The sale of all products should be determined by market forces. In the case of the proposed mandated 10% ethanol blended gasoline, the quality of the product should determine sales consumption. If this product provides improved mileage efficiency and a cost-effective price, without negative environmental impact or negative effect on a vehicles engine, consumers will purchase the product. 

· Wisconsin already has an ozone pollution problem that results in costly mandates on businesses, and the DNR says an ethanol mandate will make this situation worse for industry. 


· The DNR stated in writing they would require businesses throughout the state to offset pollution caused from ethanol. 


· Wisconsin businesses cannot afford to pay the considerable cost to cleanup ethanol pollution or the costly pollution controls. It's not fair to force industry to pay the cost of cleaning pollution they didn't create.  


· The ethanol legislation is a government mandate that will artificially increase the cost of doing business in Wisconsin, which makes us less competitive in the global economy.  When we are less competitive, we lose jobs.  It's that simple. 


I ask that you consider our position when the State Senate considers this bill. 
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B.  Grassroots  

 

1. Does the chamber have a grassroots networkii? (A grassroots network is defined as 
the capability of a chamber to blast e-mail or fax the board, the legislative committee, 

or even the entire membership list prior to key action being taken by elected officials.) 

 Yes   No 

2. What percentage of the chamber’s total membership is part of the grassroots 

network?         % 

    

3.   How does the chamber primarily communicate priority issues with the general membership and with the 

grassroots network? (Check all that apply) 

 E-mail   Phone tree 

 Fax  Web site listing of priority positions 

 Direct mail   Web-based communication tool such as 
VoteForBusiness.com 

 Meetings or briefings   Newsletter 

 Telephone  Other chamber publications 

 

 Other       

How often has the chamber activated its grassroots network over the course of the past year?   4. 

 0 times per year  

 1-3 times time per year 

 4-6 times per year 

 More than 7 times per year 

 



Section 4. Government Affairs Additional Criteria 

A.  Governmental Issues  
 

1. Does the chamber have a Legislative or Government Affairs Committee that functions 
separately from the board? 

 Yes   No 

2. Does the chamber have additional subcommittees that focus on key issues (e.g. 
transportation, work force development)? 

 Yes   No 

3. Does the chamber have a dedicated government affairs staffiii?  Yes   No 

 (Note: The chamber president/CEO does not constitute a dedicated staff member for the purpose of 
determining compliance with this standard.) 

 a. If yes, please list their titles. 

       

 

4. Does the chamber have a designated government affairs budget?  Yes  No 

 a.  If yes, what percentage of the total budget is devoted to government affairs?       % 

5. Is there a chamber-sponsored trip with members to: 

  State Capitol   Yes   No 

  Washington, DC   Yes   No 

6. How often does the chamber sponsor a trip to:  

  State Capitol        

  Washington, DC        

7. Has the chamber ever been recognized for its involvement with government affairs?  Yes   No 

 a. If yes, what was this recognition?    

       

 

8. Have chamber staff or volunteers provided testimony to a legislative body at the 
local, state, or federal level in the past two years? 

 Yes   No 

 a. If yes, what was the outcome of the issue? 

       

 

9. Does the chamber use media advocacy to communicate policy positions (e.g. 
editorials, op-eds, issue advocacy advertising)?  

 Yes   No 



 

10. List the coalitions that the chamber has been a member of or has been active in during the past year. 

Describe the chamber’s role in each coalition (member or steering committee member or manager). 

       

 

11. If the chamber takes positions on ballot propositions and referendums, list the ballot issue, chamber 

position, and outcome. 

       

 

 

B.  Grassroots 

 

1.  Does the chamber have a grassroots database?    Yes   No 

2. Is the chamber’s grassroots database segmented by issue interestiv?   Yes   No 

3. Does the chamber have the ability to track the activities of the grassroots network 
via an online platform?  (e.g. VoteForBusiness.com) 

 Yes   No 

 a. If yes, what percentage of the network usually participates?       % 

Essay Question #2  

Provide two examples of how the chamber activated its grassroots network in the last two years and discuss 

the outcomes of these efforts. 

      

 

 If the essay already exists in a file, you can attach the file in the space provided and check the box to 

the left. 

Attachment : __________ 



C.  Elections and Political Affairs  

 

1. Does the chamber keep a legislative scorecard (voting record) of elected officials?    Yes   No 

 a. If yes, to whom is the scorecard distributed? (Check all that apply) 

   Board members  Elected officials  

   Legislative committee  Media  

   General membership  Other        

2. Does the chamber or its political action committee (PAC) endorse candidates for 

public office? 

 Yes   No 

If yes, please indicate at which levels (check all that apply):  a. 

 Federal  State  Local 

 b. If no, please explain discussions the board has had concerning the decision not to endorse 
candidates, possible state law requirements, and other potential restraints.     

       

 

 

3. In which ways does the chamber or political action committee (PAC) participate in the election 

process?  Check all that apply.  

 a.  Activates a Get Out The Vote program 

 b.  Provides updates on candidate races and positions to membership 

 c.  Hosts or co-sponsors candidate fundraisers prior to elections 

 d.  Uses PAC funds to donate to candidate campaigns  

 e.  Hosts speeches and candidate debates 

 f.  Promotes the U.S. Chamber’s endorsements among chamber members 

 g.  Promotes state chamber’s endorsements among chamber members 

 h.  Hosts a press conference for candidate endorsements 

 i.  Recommends candidates for appointment to public office or politically appointed committees  

 j.  Recruits (business) candidates to run for elective office 

 k.  Purchases radio or TV advertisements 

 l.  Hosts a candidate school or boot camp for endorsed candidates  

 m.  Participates in an online candidate informational tool such as VoteForBusiness.com 

 n.  Other        

 



 

 A 4.3 Provide one sample of the chamber’s involvement in the election process for each of the 

items checked in question 3.     

 Attachment (Activates a Get Out The Vote program) : __________ 

 Attachment (Provides updates on candidate races and positions to membership) : __________ 

 Attachment (Hosts or co-sponsors candidate fundraisers prior to elections) : __________ 

 Attachment (Uses PAC funds to donate to candidate campaigns) : __________ 

 Attachment (Hosts speeches and candidate debates) : __________ 

 Attachment (Promotes the U.S. Chamber’s endorsements among chamber members) : __________ 

 Attachment (Promotes state chamber’s endorsements among chamber members) : __________ 

 Attachment (Hosts a press conference for candidate endorsements) : __________ 

Attach (Rec. candidates for appointment to public office or politically appointed committees) : __________ 

 Attachment (Recruits (business) candidates to run for elective office) : __________ 

 Attachment (Purchases radio or TV advertisements) : __________ 

 Attachment (Hosts a candidate school or boot camp for endorsed candidates) : __________ 

Attach (Participates in an online candidate informational tool such as VoteForBusiness.com) : __________ 

 Attachment (Other) : __________ 

 A 4.4 If the chamber has a political action committee (PAC), include a copy of the latest 
disclosure report. 

 Attachment : __________ 
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businessbriefs
Oshkosh Chamber Board of Directors 
supports school referendum
      The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce Board of 
Directors has voted to support the Oshkosh Area School 
District’s referendum that will appear on the April 7 
ballot.
      The school district is asking voters to grant permis-
sion to issue $15 million in General Obligation Bonds to 
construct a new north-side school, to spend $1.3 million 
in excess of revenue limits for deferred maintenance, 
and to spend $500,000 in excess of revenue limits for 
small additions and renovations to existing schools. In 
making its decision, the Chamber’s Board of Directors 
said the plan is needs-based and is good for both students 
and business.
 In its position statement, the Board of Directors says 
that the school district has demonstrated the need for 
a north-side school and the need to tackle maintenance 
issues, such as replacing roofs, boilers and windows. 
The Board of Directors also noted that passage of the 
referendum will create a better learning environment 
for students and provide students in the former Sunset 
Elementary School attendance area with a neighborhood 
school.
 Consolidating Oaklawn and Lincoln elementary 
schools into one, four-section school—one that can 
house four sections of each grade level—will be more 
effi cient and cost-effective. The Board of Directors noted 
in its position statement that the district would save 
$200,000 to $250,000 per year in staffi ng alone, in 
addition to cost savings in maintenance and upkeep. 


Maintenance issues at Oaklawn 
and Lincoln will continue, the 
Board of Directors noted, and 
costs for repairs will continue to 
escalate.
 Finally, the Board of Direc-
tors believes that the current 
economy will help the school 
district take advantage of some of 
the best interest rates and con-
struction rates available. At the 
same time, taxpayers will see a 
tax increase for only one year due 
to the building projects, as debt from the Carl Traeger 
and Jefferson schools will be retired in 2012 and 2014, 
respectively.
 “Passage of this referendum is revenue neutral,” 
said Jim Janes, chairman of the Oshkosh Chamber’s 
Board of Directors. “The 52 cents that would be added 
to the mill rate with passage of the referendum will be 
offset when the Carl Traeger debt is retired the following 
year.”
      The Chamber’s Board of Directors also anticipates 
that the construction projects will stimulate jobs and 
spur residential growth on the city’s northwest side.
 “By passing this referendum, district residents 
will demonstrate that this community wants to move 
forward, is progressive and cares about maintaining its 
quality of life,” Janes said. 


Weston Imaging was awarded an ADDY during the Fox 
River Valley Advertising Association ADDY award cere-
monies. Weston provided photography for an announce-
ment designed and produced by Miron Construction Co. 
for their customer The Neuroscience Center of WI.


Kinseth Hospitality Companies, operator of the Park 
Plaza Hotel, announced that the hotel will change its 
name to City Center Hotel - Oshkosh.


Sonex Aircraft is now offering Sub-Kits for Sonex and 
Waiex airframes as an alternative option for building 
Sonex aircraft. 


Rick and Pat Miller, owners of Culver’s Restaurants on 
Koeller Street and co-owners of Culver’s on Westowne, 
were awarded the prestigious Commitment to Excel-
lence Award, which recognizes Culver’s owners and 
managers who consistently excel in leadership, 
operations and delighting guests.


Curtis Law Offi ce has relocated to 491 S. Washburn St., 
Oshkosh, just south of Wal*Mart.


Floor Coverings International, a division of K-tech 
Kleening Systems, Inc., received the Silver Growth 
Achievement Award for 2008 at the FCI Annual 
Convention.


Virchow, Krause & Co., LLP hired Betsy Baudhuin, Ben 
Deering and John Schaeve as staff accountants in its 
Appleton offi ce.


Consolidated Construction Company announced that 
three of its construction projects were awarded Proj-
ects of Distinction honors by Associated Builders and 
Contractors of Wisconsin. The projects included Beefeat-
ers Grille and Ale House in Appleton, Cambria Suites in 
Appleton and CompX in Illinois.


Woodward Communications purchased three FM 
translator stations for Horizon Christian Fellowship in 
California. 


Safe, professional roofers 
doing quality work


for industry & commerce


BORSCHE
ROOFING PROFESSIONALS, INC.
SINCE 1945


(866) 799-0530


VOTE 


YES


Dennis Schwab
dschwab@realtor.com


Gail Schwab
gail@northnet.net


Schwab Realty, Ltd.
601 Oregon Street, Suite B


Oshkosh, WI 54902
233-4184 • www.cbschwab.com


#1 In the Oshkosh Area Since 1984


Commercial • Residential
New Construction
Vacant Land • Waterfront


For ALL info on open
houses or other listings…
ColdwellHomes.com


Our Open House Listings 
Online by THURSDAY!
• See Multiple Photos  • Map Properties


• Directions  • Square Footage  • School Info
• Bedrooms/Bathrooms  • Additional Info


2220 Omro Rd., Oshkosh 
235-5757







Anderson Chiropractic
Wellness Center, S.C.


Dr. Brian L. Anderson


Located at 420 S. Koeller St.
Suite 345 in the AnchorBank Building


by 9th Ave. & Hwy. 41 near Golden Corral


(920) 235-7373


www.badc-afc.com
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Craft-e-Corner
Scrapbooking
Phone: (920) 420-4267
Contact: Dean Duehring


Eagle Graphics
Graphic Arts/Prepress
Phone: (920) 379-5297
Contact: Deb Heidl


Equitable Reserve 
Association
Insurance
Phone: (920) 722-1574
Contact: E. James 
Dreyer, Jr.


Jay Schroeder
Individual Member
Phone: (920) 450-7591
Contact: Jay Schroeder


Surf City LLC
Taverns/Nightclubs
Phone: (920) 230-7468
Contact: Michaell Schaff


The Golf Outlet
Sporting Goods - Retail
Phone: (920) 233-7373
Contact: Scott Deitz


Valley VNA Senior 
Services
Assisted Living
Phone: (920) 727-5555
Contact: Renee Neumeyer


Professional Development Seminar
“Going to Market in a Down Economy: Strategically 
Transform Your Capabilities into Growth”
Tuesday, April 7 • 8-9:30 a.m.
Oshkosh Chamber, 120 Jackson St.
Presenter: Kurt Schroeder, Virchow, Krause & Co., LLP
Cost: no charge
 Learn how concentrating on your capabilities versus 
your products will translate into growth. You will learn 
how to evaluate your capabilities, how to identify adja-
cent markets based on capabilities, and how to develop a 
launch plan into those adjacent markets.
 Register by calling 303-2266 or online at www.
oshkoshchamber.com.


Seventh Annual Northeast Wisconsin Global Trade 
Conference
“Taking Wisconsin to the World”
Tuesday, April 7 • 7:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
KI Convention Center in Green Bay
Cost: $80 for the fi rst person from a company to register 
and $75 after that
 This year’s conference offers an array of seminar 
sessions and presentations to further companies’ global 
competitiveness. The conference begins with registra-
tion and continental breakfast at 7:30 a.m., followed by 
the keynote address at 8:30 a.m. by Sarah Macdonald, 
vice president and general manager, international divi-
sion of Appleton Papers.
 Breakout sessions will be held throughout the day, 
and guests will have an opportunity to attend a Town Hall 
meeting with Congressmen Tom Petri and Steve Kagen.
 A luncheon and keynote presentation will run from 
noon to 1:30 p.m., featuring John Richter, senior vice 
president, small business, Export-Import Bank of the U.S.
 Register by contacting Fred Monique at (920) 
496-2118 or Monique@titletown.org. Or register online 
at www.titletown.org.


Excellence In Leadership
“Using Ancient Wisdom for Visionary Leadership: 
Making the Old New Again”
Thursday, April 9 • 11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Oshkosh Convention Center, 2 N. Main St.
Presenter: Laurie Beth Jones, Author and CEO Coach
Cost: $40 per person or $290 for a table of 8
 Laurie Beth Jones, international best selling author, 
will share the three main categories of leadership skills 
everyone can harness and use today—if they dare. How 
did a leader with no formal training take a group of cow-
ardly and contentious people and turn them into lean, 
clean marketing machines who were willing to work for 
free and die for Him? Jones will leave you inspired with a 
new perspective on how to turn donkeys into racehorses.
 Registration forms can be downloaded from the 
Chamber’s Web site at www.oshkoshchamber.com/
uploads/Excellence_in_Leadership_April_09.pdf. Or 
register by calling Bruce Dumann at 231-9360.


Remember to vote April 7


Chamber recognized businesses 
celebrating milestone anniversaries


Expo 2009 spanned the globe


 The Oshkosh Chamber is encouraging its members 
to get out and vote. In an effort to help members learn 
about the candidates running for offi ce and where they 
stand on pertinent issues, the Chamber has posted an 
election link on its Web site at www.oshkoshchamber.
com. The link provides a list of candidates running for 
various positions, as well as where they stand on issues. 
Log on to learn more.


 The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce at its Annual 
Meeting & Recognition Program in February recognized 
several members celebrating milestone anniversaries. 
Businesses recognized include: EAA AirVenture Museum 
—25 years; Curwood Inc.—A Bemis Company and 
Printco, Inc.—50 years; Canteen Vending Services—75 
years; G. Reinke & Company and Seefeld Funeral and 
Cremation Services—100 years; Grand Opera House and 
Wisconsin Public Service—125 years; and Bemis 
Companies—150 years.


 A fi eld of tulips, a cruise line and Irish Fest were 
among the highlights at this year’s “International” 
Business Expo, held February 26 at the newly-renovated 
Oshkosh Convention Center. People from around the 
Fox Valley and beyond turned out for the event, with was 
co-presented by Rhyme.
 Exhibitors put their best foot forward competing for 
the Most Exquisite Exhibit Award, which recognizes ex-
hibitors for booth effectiveness, creativity and best use of 
theme. This year’s award went to House of Flowers, with 
second and third place going to the Hilton Garden Inn/
Oshkosh Convention & Visitors Bureau and CitizensFirst 
Credit Union, respectively.
 Thanks to the media sponsors, The Business News, 
Cumulus Broadcasting, New North B2B, Insight Maga-
zine, Marketplace Magazine and WFRV CBS5.
 For the 11th year, a “Taste of Oshkosh” was the 
feature of Business After Hours, sponsored by Cellcom. 
Oshkosh’s fi nest restaurants and grocery stores served 
delicious hors d’oeuvres and desserts. Special thanks go 
to Becket’s, Domino’s, Fin & Feather, Fox Valley Bar & 
Grill, Fratello’s, Hilton Garden Inn, LaSure’s Inc., 
PepsiAmericas, Robbins, The Roxy and Wisconsin 
Distributors - Appleton.
 Expo 2009 exhibitors have the fi rst chance to 
register for next year’s event on January 28, 2010. The 
cost to register is $450 for Chamber members. Registra-
tion for other members will begin April 1.
 For more information on Business Expo 2010, 
contact Bruce Nelson at 303-2265, ext. 29 or 
bruce@oshkoshchambercom.


Thursday, April 23 • 5-7 p.m.
Bella Vista, 631 Hazel St.


(former Mercy Medical Center)
Sponsored by


Wednesday, May 20 • 5-7 p.m.
Boat Yard Bar & Grill, 102 5th Ave.


The cost is $5 pre-registered or $6 at the door.
Register by 1 p.m. the day of the event to take advantage 


of the $5 rate. Register by calling (920) 303-2266 or 
online at www.oshkoshchamber.com.


®®


Fluorescent Tube Recycling 
Day, April 22
 The Oshkosh Chamber will sponsor Fluorescent Tube 
Recycling Day from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Wednesday, April 
22, at the Sunnyview Material Recovery Facility.
 The program, which is held in partnership with Lamp 
Recyclers, Inc., recycles fl uorescent and incandescent 
bulbs, batteries, ballasts and computer components at dis-
counted rates. Special pickup is available for businesses 
with more than 500 bulbs.
 For information on Fluorescent Tube Recycling Day 
or a list of recycling prices, call Lamp Recyclers at 
1-800-558-1166 or the Oshkosh Chamber at 303-2266.  Hundreds of fresh tulips marked the fi rst signs of spring and earned 


House of Flowers the Most Exquisite Exhibit Award at the 2009 
“International” Business Expo.


Camera Case, 2285 Westowne Ave.


Take Care Clinic, 315 Murdock Ave.


Kelli Karpinski


Kelli Karpinski


Bruce Nelson





John
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Responses from Oshkosh City Council candidates 
 
1. What is your highest priority for economic development? What would you suggest the City do to 
achieve your priority? 
 
Steve Cummings 
My highest priority for economic development and growth is seeing that a comprehensive, long 
range marketing plan for the city be formulated.  This can not be done in a vacuum . . . every entity 
within the city must be involved.  From City Hall to the Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce to the 
Oshkosh Convention and Visitors Bureau to the Oshkosh Public Museum . . . all factions both 
public and private must come together as a whole to ensure a solid future for Oshkosh and its 
residents.  I believe Vision Oshkosh being initiated by a broad range of groups in the city is the first 
positive step in this direction.  Without an aggressive plan for economic growth and development 
we will stagnate . . . with a plan, our tax base will broaden and we will have the resources to 
upgrade our aging infrastructure,  develop our riverfront, revitalize our neighborhoods throughout 
the city, breathe new life into our central business district, provide our children with 
 excellent educational opportunities and give all of us a quality of life second-to-none in the entire 
state of Wisconsin. 
 
John Hinz 
Creating a climate that will not only bring new businesses to Oshkosh, but will keep existing 
businesses here. In order to accomplish that goal, we need to talk with the people who are in-the-
know. This means contacting both current and past owners to find out what we have done or are 
doing correctly, and most importantly, what we have done in the past correctly or incorrectly. By 
drawing upon the expertise of people who have the most interest and experience, we allow 
ourselves the opportunity to form a solid opinion based on the thoughts, feelings, and ideas our city 
staff can't replicate. 
 
Jessica King 
(no response) 
 
Richard O'Day 
(no repsonse) 
 
Tony Palmeri 
My highest priority of economic development is attracting living wage jobs to the city. To achieve 
this priority, the city should (a.) compose a new request for proposals for the Marion Road/Pearl 
Ave. redevelopment area, explicitly to recruit living wage employers not already in Oshkosh; (b.) 
develop a point system for the use of Tax Incremental Financing so that projects for developments 
that pay living wages will be given highest TIF priority; (c.) develop a “NO BRAIN DRAIN” 
partnership with UW Oshkosh designed to come up with incentives for keeping young 
entrepreneurs in Oshkosh after they graduate from the university. 
 
 
 
 







Bob Poeschl 
My highest priority is to bring development that will add to Oshkosh’s tax base and will provide 
living wage paying jobs. Any incentives that the City offers should be given with preference to 
proposals that will bring living wage jobs to Oshkosh. 
 
 
 
2. Issue has been raised with the manner in which the City’s Inspection Department interprets the 
State Building Code. Many times, this interpretation results in increased construction costs. If 
elected, how would you propose to address this situation? 
 
Steve Cummings 
I’ve heard the comment many times that builders do not like building in the city because of our 
City’s Inspection Department.  The builders I’ve talked with recently do not seem to have major 
issues with this department.  On the contrary, I’ve heard some builders mention that when building 
outside of the city they are given almost a ‘green light’ because they build to Oshkosh standards.  If 
our codes ensure that something is built right the first time, I would think building costs in the long 
run would be contained.  I believe the city and builders should work together to achieve codes that 
are realistic but also rigidly enforced. 
 
John Hinz 
To some extent, this answer also fits the second part of question one. I think the city needs to do an 
anonymous survey of past and present business owners in an effort to see where they've done well, 
and where they're doing poorly. I truly feel that anonymity is important for current owners, because 
of the valid concern of "making an enemy in City Hall." Please know this, I refuse to be a part of 
the machine that's failed Oshkosh. If we have issues that need to be fixed, and we can find out the 
root causes of these problems, then I'm more than willing to be the squeaky wheel. We need a city 
staff that is fair and enforces the codes equally for everyone. 
 
Jessica King 
(no response) 
 
Richard O'Day 
(no repsonse) 
 
Tony Palmeri 
The City Council should hire an outside auditor to determine if the City’s Inspection Department is 
in fact interpreting the State Building Code in a manner that is arbitrary, overly harsh,  and/or out of 
line with the manner in which the Code is interpreted in other Fox Valley or comparable cities. If 
the audit finds that our Inspection Department is out of line, then City Manager Rohloff must 
intervene to fix the situation. If at that point Mr. Rohloff failed or refused to make changes in the 
Department, then the Council should fire him and hire someone who will make the necessary 
changes. 
 
 
 







Bob Poeschl 
Frankly, this comes down to a management issue.  The City Manager should address this issue with 
a goal setting and evaluation process that outlines the path of which the City would like its 
Inspection Department to follow. If that path is not followed, a change in personnel should be in 
order.  I would be open to a survey or audit of inspection services to assess the situation. 
 
 
 
3. Recently, the City adopted a 29% Storm Water Utility rate increase that was needed to address 
storm water management issues, both quantity and quality. Many commercial and industrial 
property owners have addressed runoff issues to reduce storm water runoff to pre-development 
levels. In cases such as this, what is the appropriate storm water credit these property owners 
should receive? 
 
Steve Cummings 
I’m not sure how equitable these rates are to begin with for either the home owner or commercial 
and industrial property owners.  I would like to revisit this issue once on the Council before I state 
what credits should be issued to these property owners.  I would like to know which property 
owners have not adequately addressed the issue thereby creating problems for others. 
 
John Hinz 
It's my thought that a business working with the city to reduce storm water runoff deserves to be 
compensated accordingly. I'm against excess taxation or fees and believe that we serve the people, 
not the other way around. 
 
Jessica King 
(no response) 
 
Richard O'Day 
(no repsonse) 
 
Tony Palmeri 
According to current city policy, the current maximum peak flow control credit available for 
commercial and industrial properties is 40%. That strikes me as appropriate, though I am open to 
hearing arguments as to why the credit should be higher. I will not support additional credits for 
non-residential properties unless residential property owners are offered similar credits. 
 
Bob Poeschl 
I would be open to the discussion of credits for commercial and industrial property owners as well 
as for property/home-owners. 
 
 
 
 
 
 







 
 
4. Define the role of the City Council within the current City Council/City Manager form of 
government. Do you support the current separation of duties and accountability under the current 
form of government?  
 
Steve Cummings 
I view the City Council as a board of directors whose responsibility is to conduct city business in a 
manner that does the most good for the greatest number of people.  They must be visionaries who 
have a sense of the past and a firm grip on the present but with an eye to the future.  The City 
Council along with the City Manager and key department heads set objectives and milestones for 
measuring progress.  The City Manager and his department heads establish strategies and tactics.  
The Council must deal with major issues and opportunities as they arise and must be open to all 
citizens of the city as well as those working for the city but it can not micromanage.  Members of 
the Council must not endlessly debate the obvious but must act as leaders in the community. 
 
John Hinz 
At all levels of government, there is a system of checks and balances in place. The City Council is 
there to be the check against the city staff. The council is voted in by the people to represent them 
and make sure that City Hall isn't pushing issues through without being questioned. I feel that the 
separation of duties is vital to that process working effectively. Because of that separation, it's 
important for the Council to have an appropriate amount of time when issues are presented to the 
Council. Council members are not expected to be experts on everything, but they are expected to do 
their due diligence and make sure that city staff is acting in the best interests of everyone. By 
raising questions at a public meeting, the council holds department heads accountable and lets the 
public know of their concerns. 
 
Jessica King 
(no response) 
 
Richard O'Day 
(no repsonse) 
 
Tony Palmeri 
Under the current City Council/City Manager form of government, the Council’s role is similar to 
the Board of Directors of a corporation. As such, the Council should provide direction to the CEO 
(i.e. the City Manager) and provide the stockholders (i.e. taxpayers) with a suitable return on their 
investment. In a municipal context, suitable return on investment means wise and responsible use 
of tax dollars to protect core services like police and fire, rebuild and maintain infrastructure, 
stimulate economic development, and support quality of life items like parks and the public library.  
 
The Council/Manager form of government works best in cities where there is a high degree of 
consensus on key issues related to how we should best use tax dollars. In Oshkosh we do not have 
such consensus, resulting in a frequently divided Council and a City Manager who is damned if he 
does and damned if he doesn’t. The form of government in Oshkosh clearly is not working, but that 







can only be changed by a citizen led referendum movement. I am not interested in changing the 
form of government on the basis of a vote of 7 Council members. 
 
Bob Poeschl 
Ultimately it is the role of the City Council to instruct the City Manager to follow the plans that 
have been laid comprehensively for the City through various plans.  I have some challenges with 
the fact that we have a Mayor and a City Manager, who in some fashion, play the same role.  This 
could easily be addressed by another referendum.  With that said, I do feel that the current city 
manager is doing quite well under the great and dire circumstances that our city is in. 
 
 
5. Do you support the City’s use of Tax Incremental Financing to assist in development and/or 
redevelopment of areas within Oshkosh? Why or why not?  
 
Steve Cummings 
I support the use of Tax Incremental Financing in most instances but feel there is a need for caveats 
and closer scrutiny of those given funding. 
 
John Hinz 
Yes and No. As we've seen in the past, throwing TIFs around doesn't guarantee success. I think our 
city needs to take more time and make sure that all of the i's are dotted and t's are crossed before 
granting TIFs. I'm all for growth and redevelopment in Oshkosh, and I think TIFs are but one tool 
at our disposal. Judging by the questions asked of me already, both here and by the NE Wisconsin 
Realtor's Association, I would say that making our city staff more user-friendly is at or near the top 
of the list of things to improve. We need to make sure that we aren't relying on TIFs and TIFs alone 
to improve our city, and that our city staff is welcoming to new entities. 
 
Jessica King 
(no response) 
 
Richard O'Day 
(no repsonse) 
 
Tony Palmeri 
I support Tax Incremental Financing for projects that clearly meet the purpose of TIF as identified 
in state statutes, that have public support, and that would not be done “but for” the existence of the 
TIF. I supported the TIF for Brian Burns’ apartment development on Main St. because I was 
persuaded that the project met those criteria. What we need is for the City Manager to develop a 
point system to help in determining which projects are worthy of TIF support. So for example, a 
project that comes with the promise of living wage jobs would get more points than a retail project 
that doesn’t.  
 
 
 
 
 







Bob Poeschl 
I will support the continued use of TIFs if the district meets the criteria of the state statute.  I do 
believe that the City should layout expectations that come with the district i.e living wage jobs, 
LEED designations and more. 
 
 
 
6. How do you propose to bring City employees’ benefit packages in line with that of the private 
sector? 
 
Steve Cummings 
I would work closely with city management to help negotiate better contracts in light of the current 
economic situation. Both the private and public sectors need to face reality.  I would like to see the 
City implement a LEAN training program for all employees which would become the foundation 
for goal setting and performance evaluations. 
 
John Hinz 
This is the year to deal with this issue, as we enter into negotiations with the city worker's union on 
the new contract with them.  
I think we need to take a firm stance on how much of a burden the city has for employee benefits. 
It's my hope, regardless of whether or not I am on the Council, that we get them more in line with 
the private sector. We're in rough economic times, and rough times mean that we need to get the 
most out of every taxpayer dollar. 
 
Jessica King 
(no response) 
 
Richard O'Day 
(no repsonse) 
 
Tony Palmeri 
City of Oshkosh employees’ benefit packages should be comparable with our peer cities. If our 
bargaining position as regards bringing employee benefits packages more in-line with the private 
sector is significantly out of line with the position of our peer cities, we will end up in a costly 
arbitration process and lose. It would be irresponsible to get us to that position in the first place. 
What we need to do is end the city’s current practice of paying an outside negotiator tens of 
thousands of dollars to handle our collective bargaining negotiations. Hiring the outside negotiator 
is costly, usually prolongs negotiations without getting a better deal for the city, and creates long-
term resentment among the represented workers. Ending that outside negotiator practice would 
“clear the air” and allow for more open, collegial discussions of how to reform benefit packages in 
tight budget years. 
 
 
 
 
 







Bob Poeschl 
I believe that as long as the City of Oshkosh has a municipal workforce that is not being 
outsourced, those workers should be competitively compensated with at least a living wage and a 
benefits package that is in comparison to municipalities similar to Oshkosh’s size.  
 
 
7. Oshkosh has traditionally relied on a strong public-private partnership for economic 
development programming. What would you do to enhance this partnership? 
 
Steve Cummings 
The City and especially the City Council should actively embrace and champion theses projects.  
As a member of the Council I would actively search for partners for any and all projects and let it 
be known that this is the way we like to do business.  I believe these types of projects are to be 
nurtured and given full creative freedom at the conceptual stages. 
 
John Hinz 
First and foremost, improve the lines of communication with these entities. By improving 
communication in both directions we can come up with realistic long and short-term goals for the 
city. We also need to do a better job, as a city, of playing to the strengths of these groups, and our 
city. If we can get everyone on the same page and actually working together, then Oshkosh will 
reap the rewards. 
 
Jessica King 
(no response) 
 
Richard O'Day 
(no repsonse) 
 
Tony Palmeri 
Public-private partnerships can be enhanced via greater transparency. Most citizens currently are 
not aware of the various ways in which the public sector assists the private and vice-versa. The 
public also suspects—rightly or wrongly—that much partnering takes place in secret. Lack of 
awareness and suspicion of secrecy breeds cynicism, and cynicism makes it more difficult to 
develop support even for worthwhile partnership projects like the Convention Center renovation. 
Consequently, the best thing I or any Councilor can do to enhance public-private partnerships is to 
demand that government is as open and transparent as possible according to both the letter and 
spirit of the law. 
 
Bob Poeschl 
First, we need to promote the great work that these partnerships do as part of the stable foundation 
of Oshkosh.  Second, we need to maintain the sustainability of the fruit of those partnerships by 
making sure that the City of Oshkosh is properly marketing, promoting and encouraging the use of 
these community enhancements. The next challenge for current and future partnerships will be the 
need to prioritize and balance the wants and the needs of the community while maintaining an open 
and transparent process. 







Responses from Winnebago County Executive candidates 
 
1. As Winnebago County Executive, please outline specific proposals that you plan to initiate over 
the next four years to reduce County government spending? 
 
Mark Harris 
The significant new proposals to control spending over the next four years include the 
implementation of Family Care to replace the current waiver system for providing services to the 
frail elderly and developmentally disabled, a joint approach to meeting the jail capacity needs of 
Winnebago, Outagamie and Calumet County, and collectively bargained changes to the details of   
our health insurance coverage including the addition of deductibles. 
 
Jay Schroeder 
Well let me first say from a historical perspective when the county was faced with a $775,000 
deficit in 2006 both my philosophy and my opponents became evident which demonstrates how we 
will operate in the next four years. The choice couldn’t be clearer. I am the conservative in this race 
(my opponent belongs to Pac named www.progressivemajority.org once there you click on 2009 
candidates and you will see where he braggs about defeating a conservative incumbent in 2005 
which must mean he was the liberal in the race.) namely when that deficit was presented I prepared 
a report to the county board outlining nearly $1 million in cost reductions. The current executive 
turned to a $11 million dollar sales tax increase. If that increase were in place now it would have 
meant $39 million dollars in new taxes the county would have had to bear. 
 
A. Choose &promote a fringe benefit medical insurance plan to save $2million in premiums.  It 
will be accomplished by merging the two insurance plans into one.  This can be a certain savings 
given the ability to communicate the new plan to the employees and the true need to reduce the cost 
of the existing plan.  Savings will be ongoing because the future increases estimated by the 
County’s Insurance Broker/consultant to be 14% for 2009 which is 1.5 million in increased 
insurance premiums .That could mean $250,000 in insurance premiums per year. 
 
B. Utilize the Personnel Function Review Committee 500 page report that was done in 2007 and 
now all in does is collect dust in the court house.  It would require departments to reduce their 
percentage of the budget to come to a 1% REDUCTION WHICH WOULD SAVE 1.65 MILLION. 
It would use department heads expertise to downsize. 
 
C. Upgrade employee benefit programs with a merit pay system that once certified as a cost savings 
by the finance director productivity and safety achievement awards could be given. In addition 
suggestion awards, service awards, educational assistance, pre-retirement counseling, enhanced 
wellness programs(state data suggests that $3.48 is saved per worker on health insurance costs for 
every $1 invested in wellness.  Winnebago County pays $14 million in insurance premiums per 
year now just think of the savings here!!!!!!!! 
 
We have the UWO here which is beyond me why we don’t utilize their Masters Degree in Public 
Administration to create interns such as legislative assistant to the county board such as Outagamie 
has which saved millions of dollars in expenses. 
 







D. Be more cognizant and sophisticated about economic forecasts so that overfunding for “fuel in 
the 2009 budget of$500,000” does not become the norm. It is in the 2009 budget I question the 
overfunding of fuel not in 2008 as my opponent claims. 
 
 
 
 
2. Identify areas where you plan to improve the delivery of County services. Please provide the 
metrics for your suggestions.  
 
Mark Harris 
The implementation of Family Care will allow Winnebago County to continue to serve the target 
population without waiting lists and at a lower local cost. The addition of new technology in the 
Sheriff Department, Courts, Register of Deeds and Human Services will allow for the delivery of 
services throughout the County to a larger population without increasing the number of employees. 
In light of current financial realities the focus is likely to be on how current levels of service can be 
maintained at a lower cost rather than on any new or enhanced services. 
 
Jay Schroeder 
We own and operate a state of the art Nursing Home with all private rooms and of a design with 
neighborhoods that permit the isolation of populations.  This is an ideal arrangement for a partial 
conversion to a “Psychiatric Specialty” section which would be able to generate substantial income 
to the county.  Second , it will save the County money because our resident-patients who need 
psychiatric care can be serviced within the county. this would help to bring revenue into the county 
to help offset the $7,000,000 of tax levy which is applied to Parkview today.  What a great 
opportunity to increase revenue.  
 
Partner with other counties and local municipalities to reduce duplication of services and obtain 
economy of scale.(a) Joint jail project with Outagamie County; (b) Seek to establish joint 
Winnebago-Outagamie-Calumet County partnership in delivery of UW Extension services on 
campus at UW Fox Valley.  UW Extension and UW Colleges are under the supervision of one 
Chancellor.  A successful effort will include bringing Calumet County in partnership in operating 
the UW Fox Valley Campus. 
 
In reorganizing departments after the 2010 Census and Redistricting: (a) Establish a Transportation 
Department to include the Highway Dept. and Airport. This could permit efficient use of personnel 
at EAA Convention time and promote use of joint equipment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







 
3. The State of Wisconsin imposes revenue restrictions on the County. What level of revenue 
restriction is reasonable? 
 
Mark Harris 
The revenue restrictions should be sufficient to cover the expenses incurred by the application of 
state mandated mediation and arbitration laws. They must also allow for replacement of revenues 
discontinued by the State and Federal Government. I believe the current proposal for an increase 
equal to the greater of new construction or 3% is probably at the upper limit of what property 
owners are willing to pay. It will have to be sufficient even if, in future years, it is less than the 
inflationary cost to continue. 
 
Jay Schroeder 
Under my management, Winnebago County will have more than a figurehead county executive.  
We will be capable of delivering services to its citizens irrespective of the revenue restrictions 
proposed by the State of which we have little control over.  The KEY TO BALANCING THE 
BUDGET is to weed out duplicate, ineffective, and uneconomical programs. This has not been 
demonstrated not even once by the present regime. A proper budget would separate wants 
 
type of budget. Nonetheless, we have the PERSONNEL FUNCTION REVIEW COMMITTEE 
REPORT to use as a “guide” The REAL NEED IS FOR LEADERSHIP to undertake that effort. 
We can not have a county executive that is looking to the next job interview for higher office as 
Mr. Harris is according to the web site progressivemajority.org. How can one be focused on 
running the County when he wants a different job? I will provide the leadership putting the “WIN” 
back in Winnebago County. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. As County Executive, would you ever propose or support instituting a ½% county-wide sales 
tax?  
 
Mark Harris 
I have in the past proposed the implementation of a 12% reduction in the property tax paired with 
the adoption of the county option sales tax. This proposal was met with strong opposition by both 
the County Board and business groups in the community. There is no reason to propose it again. 
 
Jay Schroeder 
Absolutely not!!! I will not propose a sales tax and if one is passed I will veto it. Mark Harris 
Proposed the largest tax increase in Winnebago County’s history (which as of today would have 
been $39,000,000 yes that’s 39 million in new taxes). only demonstrated my opponents lack of 
understanding the budget of Winnebago County. As he stated the sales tax would have lead to 
property tax relief, well the Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance says otherwise, once passed a sales tax 
only has a 30% chance of leading to property tax relief, not good odds when government is 







involved with your money. The sales tax issue will not be behind us unless my opponent pledges to 
not impose one. The choice is simply if I am elected Winnebago County will not have a sales tax in 
the next 4 years. Can my opponent say that? I guess that is the $11,000,000 question. 
 
Thanks to the Chamber for the opportunity to tell the conservative side of the election. 







Responses from Oshkosh Mayor candidates 
 
1. Outline your agenda for change. Include your top three priorities for the future of the City of 
Oshkosh.  
 
Paul Esslinger 
Economic development is paramount if Oshkosh is to move forward. Increasing retail jobs in 
Oshkosh is fine, but we need to retain and recruit family sustaining jobs to this city. Without good 
paying jobs, people won’t be able to afford the “quality of life” projects that some want. We need 
to have serious discussions on how to better retain and recruit these jobs. The way things are 
handled now isn’t working satisfactorily. We also need to focus on our storm water issues. I believe 
that one of the roles of government is to make sure the taxpayers are safe and secure. Currently, 
people have little confidence that if we have any substantial rain that their basements won’t flood 
again. This is unacceptable! The City Council MUST address these issues now and stop putting 
things off to a later date. In the years my opponent has been on the council he has voted to spend 
$4,000,000 of taxpayers’ money for the yet to be built roundabout on the corner of Jackson and 
Murdock, $1,000,000 for a parking lot on Jefferson St. and $1,000,000 to purchase, tear down and 
put a road on top of the Chamber of Commerce building. That money should have been used to 
fund infrastructure items. Finally, the City Council must place more attention to fixing the streets. 
Far too many streets are in disrepair. We have made strides in this area, but much work still needs 
to be done. I think that we must listen to what residents tell us. A survey was recently sent out with 
the water bills and residents overwhelmingly said that street repairs, flooding issues, garbage/snow 
removal and police and fire protection are high priorities, while TIF’s, purchase of land and 
buildings, etc. are low priority. The council needs to start listening to what their bosses’ are telling 
them. 
 
Frank Tower 
Our city government has seen many changes in the past two years.  Not just a new City Manager 
was hired – new department heads in finance, legal and transportation were also brought on board 
and a reorganization of our purchasing and media services took place.  I’ve personally seen 
increased communication and outreach into the community take place from the Council and City 
staff. 
 
My priorities for our city are straight-forward:  economic development and our employment 
environment, infrastructure and quality services.   
 
Economic development and a positive employment environment are vital to our community.  
Moving forward we must continue collaboration with our economic development partners pushing 
for increasing our tax base, retaining current companies while attracting new, and better 
communication with the public.  In addition our new comprehensive economic development must 
be completed prior to this fall with rapid implementation of actions that are identified. 
 
For a healthy community we must also have vibrant neighborhoods.  Looking to immediate future 
our implementation of the Neighborworks initiative and review and change of our housing codes 
will are priorities as well. 
 







The next few years will present Oshkosh with challenges and opportunities to infrastructure and 
facilities – one only needs to look to recent flooding events and other roadwork that requires 
completion.  We must continue to address storm water management, decrease poor roads and 
complete plans for our new central garage.  Oshkosh will also see two major road projects that will 
shape our future.  Main Street will be reconstructed next year and Highway 41 construction begins 
this year.  Both projects are high priorities given their positive impact for Oshkosh and our 
economy. 
 
We must better understand the city’s impact on our environment and our use of energy. Our 
sustainability plan is in its beginning stages and I look forward to its completion and 
implementation. 
   
The city of Oshkosh must always look to improve how services are provided.  A city is nothing if it 
cannot deliver quality services when needed to serve its citizens.  Working with the Council, City 
Manager and staff I will to continue to look for additional efficiencies and better ways for service 
delivery.  Given the great success of our community policing program further implementation will 
also be a priority.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What is your plan for holding the City Manager and Department Heads accountable? What 
metrics do you propose to gauge performance? 
 
Paul Esslinger 
I will continue to do as I’ve done in the past.  If I believe that a department head is not performing 
up to the standards that are expected by Oshkosh residents, I will talk to the City Manager about it.  
If the City Manager does not do anything about an underperforming Department Head, then the 
City Manager should be disciplined accordingly.   
 
The criteria that I would use to determine if the City Manager or the Department Heads are 
performing to what citizens would require are really subjective and depend on the department.  
Receiving input from the citizens on how they feel the staff is performing is very critical to me.  So 
In essence, Citizen input along with my observation on how things are progressing / not 
progressing in various areas are the main gauges that I would use. 
 
Frank Tower 
The Council, working with the City Manger, must first outline specific goals and objectives that are 
to be accomplished.  Gauging performance by the Council and community then becomes a question 
of how well the goals and objectives were achieved.  Much of this is done through our annual 
budgeting and continuous planning processes.  Ultimately the Council is responsible to citizens to 
look to new City management if necessary.  
 
 







 
 
 
3. Define the role of the Mayor within the current City Council/City Manager form of government. 
Do you support the current separation of duties and accountability under the current Council/City 
Manager form of government?  
 
Paul Esslinger 
Now, the mayor is the person that runs council meetings, goes to ceremonial activities on behalf of 
the council and nominates people to be on our boards and commissions. My vision for the office 
would be to have a person that is elected by the citizens and has more influence. This person would 
also be in charge of going to Madison to lobby our state legislature to the needs of Oshkosh. This 
person should also have an office where citizens could contact him/her during business hours to 
help them with issues that confront them with city government. 
 
Frank Tower 
I support our current form of government as it provides for a professionally trained manager 
working in cooperation with elected representation.  Key to this form of government is 
communication and trust between the Council and City Manager.  While the entire Council works 
with the Manager and staff, the Mayor must act as a liaison and conduit between the Council and 
Manager.  Further, as the elected leader of Oshkosh, the Mayor must work within our community 
performing duties that achieve collaboration and cooperation between citizens, groups and 
organizations. 
 
 
 
 
4. What is your highest priority for economic development? What would you suggest the City do to 
achieve your priority? 
 
Paul Esslinger 
My highest priority for economic development is recruiting family sustaining jobs to Oshkosh.  I’m 
suggesting that the City take a serious look at forming a division that would house Economic 
Development, both manufacturing and commercial. 
 
Frank Tower 
My highest priority of economic development is completion and implementation of our 
comprehensive economic development plan.  We must understand our strengths and where 
improvement can be made to how we retain and attract companies, organizations and, of course, 
create employment opportunities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 







5. Recently, City adopted a 29% Storm Water Utility rate increase that was needed to address storm 
water management issues, both quantity and quality. Many commercial and industrial property 
owners have addressed runoff issues to reduce storm water runoff to pre-development levels. In 
cases such as this, what is the appropriate storm water credit these property owners should receive? 
 
Paul Esslinger 
I believe that a policy should be set up that would have a direct correlation with the amount that the 
business reduced their storm water runoff.  For example, if a business was found to reduce its storm 
water runoff 25%, then they should get a 25% reduction on the fee that they pay. 
 
Frank Tower 
If companies are reducing storm water runoff, addressing both quantity and quality, to pre-
development levels a credit system could be appropriate. 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Do you support the City’s use of Tax Incremental Financing to assist in development and/or 
redevelopment of areas within Oshkosh? Why or why not?  
 
Paul Esslinger 
TIF is a good tool, but like any tool, it has to be use for the task that it was created for.  Before I 
support using TIF for any area, I need to either know that the area is truly blighted, the proposal is 
low risk, the project will create good paying jobs, that the “but for” clause is TRULY met., and I 
have to be assured that the property would not have been developed for the prescribed time the TIF 
is going to exist.   
 
Frank Tower 
I have supported and will continue support tax incremental financing as economic development 
tool.  With the adoption of pay-as-you-go tax incremental financing districts redevelopment can 
occur while protecting tax payers.  Looking to the future we must provide more information and 
better engage the public on how our districts are performing and our justification for new districts. 







Responses from Oshkosh Area School Board candidates 
 
1. Do you support the three School District questions on the April 6th ballot? Identify and discuss 
the questions that you support and/or oppose.  
 
John Daggett 
(no response) 
 
Dennis Kavanaugh 
The OSAD has participated in a process to better define the district through the 10-year capital plan 
adopted by the board. This was a comprehensive process that allowed for a variety of stakeholders 
in the community to participate.  The board is now moving forward to implement the capital 
improvement plan in incremental steps. It is another opportunity to communicate to the broader 
community what is needed to accomplish parts of this plan. The current state funding legislation 
requires that the board take this to the community to seek resources to move forward. The board is 
moving forward with this request to the community to obtain the resources and move this portion of 
the 10 year plan forward.  Considering this information, I support moving forward to request of the 
community the required resources to continue to move the district forward to meet the educational 
needs of the students. 
 
A) I support the effort to replace Oaklawn and Sunset schools into a new consolidated north side 
elementary school. This school is of a size to efficiently deliver quality education that is resource 
sensitive in the classroom and in the physical structure. These factors will contribute to better 
stewardship of the limited resources well into the future. 
 
B) I support the effort to ask the community to exceed revenue caps to allow an accelerated 
approach to providing more timely maintenance to multiple buildings operated by the district. 
While we have increased the budgeted amount of the maintenance budget, it has not been able keep 
up the need, factoring into account the age of some our facilities. For example, realizing that the 
district has over 40 acres of roofing surface to maintain, we have allocated dollars in recent years to 
address a portion of our roofing needs.  
 
C) I support the effort to ask the community to exceed revenue caps to fund capital projects to 
address safety concerns that were raised by the community when we developed the 10-year capital 
plan.  The district in entrusted with the dual responsibility to provide an environment that is 
educationally sound and physically safe for the most precious resource that a community has … the 
children. 
 
 
 
Michelle Monte 
I do not support any of the questions as written.  I do not feel it is the right time for our community 
in today's economy with a declining enrollment to build a $15 million megastructure when I know 
it is possible to take care of Oaklawn at a significantly reduced cost to taxpayers.  Unfortunately 
any alternative ideas brought to the BOE fell on deaf ears.  I support money to maintain our 
buildings but cannot support question two as I fear to provide this bailout to our current board will 







allow them to take money already budgeted for maintenance and use it for nonmaintenance 
purposes as they did a few short months ago.  I cannot support question three as I know there are 
government grants specifically for the purposes of school security through the Department of 
Justice. We do not need to go to taxpayers for this money. 
 
Ben Schneider 
Question 1)   I do not support building a new school when our district is in an enrollment decline.   
If we are to build a new school, the location of the school should be suitable and located in an area 
in which children could walk to. 
 
Question 2)  I support increasing the allocation of maintenance dollars from our existing budget to 
the capital improvements.   The board spends about $ 10,000 per child annually. Of that amount 
less than $ 80.00 goes to Capital Improvements.   To put in perspective, the board spends about $ 
500 per student on Administration so you can scale the board’s priorities and the need to make the 
tough decisions and allocate existing resources to maintenance on an ongoing basis before asking 
the community to trust the board for more money.   
 
Question 3)   I feel that safety and security are of utmost importance to our children and feel 
secured entrances can be better accomplished with technology.   I don’t feel spending $ 2,500,000 
to relocate offices is the most effective method of increasing the security at our schools. 
 
Wayne Traska 
I support all three referendum questions for many of the reasons that the Chamber has expressed in 
their letter of support.  The three questions take great strides in removing several barriers to equity 
of educational opportunities, increasing our efficiencies in staff and energy use, and addressing 
some of our most pressing maintenance and security needs. 
 
Matthew Wiedenhoeft 
1. New School: Yes. I was initially against the construction of a new school on Ryf 
Road. However, I did not wish to oppose the plan without offering a better solution. 
I gave myself until March 7th 2009 (1 month before the election) to develop a plan. 
Obstacles to my plan also involve location and community support and for those 
reasons I chose to support the current request for a new school. The solution I 
developed is discussed below under question 2 and is one I would revisit if this 
referendum fails. 
 
2. Deferred Maintenance: Yes. The back log of maintenance for the existing facilities 
is long and needs to be addressed. I would even be in favor of a higher dollar amount 
on this referendum issue or a second referendum to combat more of the maintenance 
issues sooner provided that a plan is also developed which ensures that future 
maintenance will be performed as needed to prevent the loss of infrastructure. 
 
3. New Entrances and security cameras: Yes. Although the perception of danger is 
much higher than the actual instances of child endangerment, it is a sensible 
precaution to allow the administration within any school to determine who enters the 
building when students are present. However, what is being achieved needs to be 







clarified to the public. A heavily armed individual will not be prevented from 
entering the building by the modifications being suggested, nor is it warranted to 
spend the funds that would be required to fortify our schools against such an attack. 
Multiple entrances are more importantly multiple exits to allow students and staff to 
flee should such an attack occur or to flee in the event of other more common 
emergencies. 
 
 
 
 
2. If all or any of the three referendum questions fail, what would be your suggestion to address the 
District’s current facility problems? 
 
John Daggett 
(no response) 
 
Dennis Kavanaugh 
The BOE is a stronger position to address this question because we now have a  
 
Capital plan in which we will need to reprioritize the areas of concerns. With the limited resources 
available, we would then determine what might become revenues for the reprioritized concerns. 
The BOE has recognized that the district needs to change to meet student needs with the ongoing 
limited resources. I believe that we need to continue emphasize the classroom and insure that the 
resources are there to meet to student needs. The classroom needs to be ready when the student can 
best maximize the learning. There are not make-ups for the opportunities missed. 
 
Michelle Monte 
My suggestion if all or some of the referendum questions fail is to go back through the budget and 
see where we should cut. With a declining enrollment, we should have room to cut staff and 
possibly one or more administration positions from the largest part of our budget.  We need to take 
a close look at what programs are being used actively and weed out the ones with little to no 
student interest or are no longer meeting the needs of our students.  Finally we need to look at 
creative revenue generating ideas like a school district foundation to take available community 
funds and funnel them directly into our programs relieving some of the pressure on Fund 10, our 
general fund. 
 
Ben Schneider 
The 2008-09 school budget is over $ 117,000,000.  Of that, approximately $ 800,000 will be spent 
on Capital Improvements.   I feel reprioritizing and reallocation existing resources and directing to 
the maintenance budget is needed.  
 
Wayne Traska 
If the community chooses not to support the referendum questions, our next step will be to reassess 
our 2009-10 proposed list of projects.  This is why I recommended amending our bid list originally 
brought before the Board, which was supported 7-0 by the Board.  Having this already in motion 
will give us better numbers to assess project costs. 







 
We need to go deeper into our operating budget to tackle deferred maintenance because the 
referendum does not address all of it.  Without the permission to exceed revenue limits we will 
need to dig deeper still into the operation budget.  Already facing an estimated $2,000,000 shortfall 
in the upcoming budget, this will be tough, but necessary. 
 
Regardless of the referendum outcome, revisiting the long-range plan to reassess and begin 
planning our next steps will be on our agenda. 
 
Matthew Wiedenhoeft 
a. New School: If this referendum item fails to pass I would recommend implementing 
the K-3 and 4-8 redistricting plan previously approved by the board. This would close 
Green Meadow, Lincoln, and Smith elementary schools. This does not resolve the 
deficiency issues of Oaklawn Elementary which would still need to be addressed. The 
attendance area for Oaklawn covers a wide area on the north side of the city. While 
the Ryf road site is at the western edge of this area, the existing Oaklawn School is at 
the far southeast corner of its attendance area. Most of the walkable area to the 
south and east of Oaklawn is not part of its attendance area. Looking at the 
attendance maps there is a location across from the prison on Jackson which was 
viewed and rejected by the school board. Although the prison is viewed in negative 
terms when locating the school, there is actually a group of citizens in this area 
which would be well served if a new school were located here, and whose children 
could then walk to school. Neighborhood schools work more effectively when their 
attendance areas surround them more evenly. If this plan was unable to gain the 
necessary support the district would need to pursue land acquisition then I would 
revisit proposed additions to the existing Oaklawn Elementary. 
 
b. Deferred Maintenance: The back log of maintenance for the existing facilities is long 
and is unlikely to be overcome with the yearly maintenance budget. If this 
referendum fails I would be in favor of increasing the existing maintenance budget, 
prioritizing the maintenance and establishing a long range plan (20 years) with cost 
projections to be provided in each year’s budget, and which would be adjusted each 
year for those items which were not addressed when indicated. Increased funding 
for this budget would need to come from savings realized in closing some of the 
existing elementary schools and savings in the largest portion of the budget which is 
personnel. 
 
c. New Entrances and security cameras: If this item did not pass it would indicate that 
it is not a high priority with the public and the work would not be performed. 
Security at the various schools affected by this question would need to be 
reevaluated to determine if anything else could be done on a smaller scale to help 
the staff determine who is entering and leaving the building such as video cameras 
and buzzers which are utilized in schools in Fort Wayne without redesigning the 
entrances. A solution which would involve only cameras is not nearly as affective as 
staff does not watch the monitors regularly. 
 







 
3. What is the proper budget allocation that should be made to the annual maintenance fund? How 
would you propose to keep that fund restricted for maintenance only and not have it shifted to other 
budget areas? 
 
John Daggett 
(no response) 
 
Dennis Kavanaugh 
The maintenance budget, with about $900,000 allocated for larger projects of the $2.1 million, 
continues to meet most  needs. The district properties vary in maintenance needs greatly.  The 
capital plan calls for reducing the amount of property maintained by the district as a means of 
reducing the need for the maintenance dollars.  The current method of funding public education, 
allows for the district to request of the public the resources to have equity in all of our facilities. 
The maintenance budget has been modified once, that I can recall while I have been on the board, 
and that was last year to address a shortfall which we became aware of after the start of the 2009 
school year.  
 
Michelle Monte 
Consultants, including architects and engineers, have told the school district that millions of dollars 
each year need to be in a dedicated maintenance fund. I would estimate based on our need and 
annual shortfall that $3 million is an appropriate start.  The Board needs to create a policy that 
designates a dedicated maintenance fund that can only be drawn on for maintenance needs.  With a 
policy in place it would more difficult for the board to raid the fund. 
 
Ben Schneider 
It has been suggested that over $ 3,000,000 should be directed to capital improvements.   The board 
budgets about $ 800,000 for capital improvements.  The proper allocation should be an 
identification of the most pressing needs and the board and district leaders then rolls up their 
sleeves and go to work on making the necessary budget adjustments and priority shifts to fund.   By 
budgeting for maintenance on an annual basis, there wouldn’t be a problem with the board raiding a 
fund to fund other areas. 
 
Wayne Traska 
I am a member of the Facility and Finance committee, and we are revising the way deferred 
maintenance and CIP needs are categorized so that everyone has a clearer view of the district’s total 
needs.  Mapping this out over a timeline will define the needs by upcoming budget years.  The 
Board, Administration, Staff, and the public should be able to have visibility to this information at 
any time so we can demonstrate planned and actual progress.  This will be the outline for defining 
what an “appropriate” amount is.  Frequent tracking and reporting will help maintain Board 
discipline in this area. 
 
Matthew Wiedenhoeft 
Obviously, it should increase every year with the inflation rate of the construction 
industry as apposed to the general inflation rate which is often lower. The precise 
“proper amount can be determined through a physical needs assessment (which the 







O.A.S.D. has had performed) and continued yearly updating of the 20 year projections. 
Currently the O.A.S.D. has a plan which only forecasts ten years out. In the state of 
Indiana the funding for different areas of a school districts budget are predetermined by 
the state. There is a percentage for maintenance, a percentage for teacher’s salaries 
and benefits, a percentage for instructional materials, etcetera. Under those terms the 
maintenance budget can not be reallocated for other uses and the districts spend the 
money accordingly. This is not true in Wisconsin and it is up to the board to perform 
their due diligence to ensure that the money necessary is allocated. The current 2.5 
million dollar budget for fund 508 allows only $750,000 for capital improvements such as 
boilers and roof replacement. My guess would be that this area would need to increase 
at least three fold to properly maintain the current infrastructure. I know of no way of 
restricting the funds for maintenance other than through proper decisions of the board 
except the possible creation of a trust. Currently the O.A.S.D. has a small trust fund 
which was started in the early 1900’s and whose yearly interest is placed into the 
budget. If it is possible under current law this may be an avenue which could be pursued 
to create a fund which would be restricted to maintenance and capital improvements 
only. 
 
 
 
4. In the State Budget, the Governor proposed removing the Qualified Economic Offer provision 
that is placed on public schools. Assuming this survives the State Budget process, how do you 
propose the Oshkosh Area School District control salary and benefit expenditures?  
 
John Daggett 
(no response) 
 
Dennis Kavanaugh 
This is an ongoing part of the state budget process. The public funding formula is currently a 
balancing of 3 components: Revenue limits, Spending limits, and the qualified economic offer 
(QEO). This is a delicate balance. The removal or modification of the parts creates an imbalance. 
The current formula allows 3.8% spending on salaries and the 2.1% increase in revenues. The 
district must  attempt to balance the budget on that portion of the budget that in not covered by 
salaries or benefits in the current funding package.  I would hope that should the QEO be 
eliminated that other components of the state funding also be adjusted. I would suspect that an 
effort would be made to more closely build a budget that balances the revenue and expenses in all 
items. Elimination of the QEO, would push more contract negotiations toward arbitration. In this 
scenario, both sides are depended upon the arbitrator ruling and effectively lose control of the 
process. 
 
Michelle Monte 
If QEO is abolished, the school district can control salaries and benefits by negotiating contracts 
based on the available budget dollars and the ability for our community to support tax levy 
increases.  Simply sticking to a budget would go a long way.  While it can be argued that we would 
lose effective teachers by not paying more, throwing money around will guarantee that we have 
effective teachers at all. 







 
Ben Schneider 
The board is bound by collective bargaining and will continue to bargain labor contracts.   Before 
any contract negotiation begins, the board would be well served by looking at what is “in the 
budget” for the respective labor group and then work to offer a contract within the budget 
parameters.  The board can control expenditures in this area with responsible negotiations. 
 
Wayne Traska 
This year, more than ever, the QEO’s 3.8% level is telling in regard to how out of line with 
economic reality it is.  With people being forced to take unpaid furloughs, pay and benefit cuts, or 
entirely losing their jobs,  combined with declining home values, retirement funds, and other 
investments, how can a 3.8% increase be justified?  The reality is that under QEO, if we offer less, 
or offer an insurance plan that is not completely identical to the current one, we will to binding 
arbitration, which historically does not favor Administration. 
 
If the QEO is simply eliminated, it is unclear to me what other components may, or may not 
change.  Will binding arbitration remain as a component in some fashion?  Easing the revenue 
limits, as the Governor proposes, is a way to address this, but that answer means spending more 
money, so it is the wrong answer.  I would like to see a first step in the form of a modified QEO by 
tying it to a meaningful economic indicator, coupled with some flexibility in insurance benefit 
offerings. 
 
Unfortunately, as things stand today, the only significant lever we have to pull to control staffing 
costs is headcount.  This issue is not unique to Oshkosh as you are seeing layoffs announced by 
many other districts throughout the state. 
 
Matthew Wiedenhoeft 
The elimination of the QEO means more uncertainty for both teachers and the 
community. Contracts would still be negotiated with the teachers union but current caps 
on the ability to increase the mill rate would shift a greater portion of the budget toward 
salaries and benefits. Negotiations in good faith with wages and benefits equal to those 
of other similar school districts would be used as they are now to determine an adequate 
compensation package through initial negotiations or through arbitration. Salary and 
benefit expenditures would remain dependent upon the contract negotiated with the 
teachers. These negotiations for the next two year contract are occurring right now. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







 
5. The current compensation packages offered to school district employees is far more costly than 
that provided in the private sector. How do you propose to bring school district employees’ benefit 
packages in line with that of the private sector? 
 
John Daggett 
(no response) 
 
Dennis Kavanaugh 
The compensation package is part of a bargaining process between the two parties. The current 
labor law regarding the teachers union is that the compensation package is negotiated. The benefit 
portion of the compensation package is directly impacted the cost of those benefits.  As an 
example, a higher per cent increase in the cost of health insurance, would effectively eliminate a 
salary increase.  Here again any changes to the law will push more cases to arbitration. 
 
Michelle Monte 
Due to current union contracts, it is difficult to make any changes that will help reduce the cost of 
benefits in our district.  One cost free measure is to annually look at group plans form other 
carriers.  In addition, I would propose a two-tiered contract that keeps the current plan for those 
already in it and puts new employees into a less expensive plan more in line with the private sector. 
This would also reduce our debt to retiree benefits in the future. 
 
Ben Schneider 
I propose changing the board members who negotiate with the unions.   The two incumbents up for 
election have supported labor contracts without regard to the affordability question.   A few years 
ago, they both supported a 4.67% raise for our second largest group despite the revenue that year 
increasing about 3.6%.   Obviously, this creates a revenue shortfall and when 87% of the budget is 
labor expenses, these dollars add up. 
 
Wayne Traska 
We have made some small steps with insurance deductibles and co-pays, but they are no where 
near the levels that most employees in the private sector experience.  One of the reasons for this is 
also tied to the QEO equation.  I do not believe that rolling the taxpayer’s dice in binding 
arbitration is a good bet here.  The goal is to negotiate towards meaningful and realistic benefit 
packages.  
 
I would like to see us as a state move towards getting more dollars in the paychecks of teachers, 
particularly to those at high levels of performance, but not by spending more money.  I believe that 
a redistribution of benefits can go a long way towards this goal, but unfortunately we are not going 
to be able to make significant progress very quickly at the local level alone without changes at the 
state level. 
 
Matthew Wiedenhoeft 
Being in the private sector myself I do not wish to bring district employees in line with 
the private sector. Benefits in the private sector are often poor. I would prefer to bring 
benefits such as health insurance in line with the benefits currently offered to state 







employees. Good health care benefits can be provided as they are at UW Oshkosh while 
lessening the burden on an especially tight budget. It is my understanding that we could 
in fact join the state plan with a potential two million dollar savings per year. Under a 
QEO contract of roughly 3.8% these savings are not realized by the O.A.S.D. but are 
instead balanced with salaries and other benefits to produce the 3.8% contract. 
Considering the current state of the local economy if the QEO were to be eliminated I 
would vote to place the savings from such adjustments into the annual maintenance 
budget. 
 
 
 
 
6. Identify initiatives that you propose to improve student learning. 
 
John Daggett 
(no response) 
 
Dennis Kavanaugh 
The district has a capital plan in place which will address facility needs into the future. The BOE 
can now  better focus on issues that directly impact the classroom. The district has been diligently 
working on the Rigor, Relevance, and Relationship as presented by Dr. Willard Daggette.  It puts 
the emphasis on the students and the teachers in the classroom. I had the opportunity to hear Dr 
Daggette at the UW-O last spring and have been participating in the ongoing presentations the have 
been held in Ripon.  This concept pushes higher standards for all students, a strong emphasis on 
how the learning is applied in the real world, and finally the role that a strong relationship between 
a teacher and the student has on the learning process. In this model we can explore increasing 
graduation requirements and not just more credits. Another area that should receive an emphasis is 
inclusion of all students including those in special education into the classroom. For this initiative 
to be successful, cooperative cross training between the regular classroom teacher and the special 
education teacher is an essential component. 
 
Michelle Monte 
To improve student learning, I would propose the following: 
 
a.  Implement SAGE initiatives like additional reading time and Lighted Schoolhouse at all schools 
as those programs appear to have a positive effect other schools can benefit from. 
 
b.  Increase core graduation requirements at the high school level. 
 
c.  Return Instructional time to the school calendar and include snow days in each semester to 
reduce lost instructional time due to weather. 
 
d.  Increase the use of technology at all levels and develop a more cross-categorical curriculum that 
combines and utilizes core skills in every academic area. 
 
 







Ben Schneider 
*Change the school calendar and restore the lost minutes due to the early dismissal days.      
* Increase the High School graduation requirement in the areas of Math and Science. 
 
Wayne Traska 
I believe we have continued to make strides in improving student learning.  The adoption of the 4K 
program, the implementation of several charter schools, as well as changes in graduation 
requirements have are all efforts made towards that goal.  
 
With new faces in key Administrative positions, now is the time for us to evaluate many of the 
initiatives that have been put in motion the past few years and assess what is working effectively 
and what may not be.  We need to glean what we are learning from our Charter and SAGE schools 
and develop ways to incorporate their successes into our other sites. 
 
Matthew Wiedenhoeft 
I would like to see the reading and math standards for our students increased to the 
levels of states such as Iowa, Massachusetts and South Carolina. I am not proposing 
trying to change the state standard since this would be beyond the limits of a school 
board member, but within the O.A.S.D. we could still set our standards at the level of 
these other state. 
 
I would like to see East High School moved to Lincoln elementary where a gymnasium 
would allow for physical education on-site. 
 
Initiatives proposed by the Partners In Learning (PIE) council based upon the Dr. Dagget 
lecture last year are currently being worked into the curriculum. Increasing the ability to 
cross reference ideas and concepts in multiple areas from math to art and show the 
relevance of the material being taught is being pursued directly. Receiving input from 
groups such as PIE is one way non-educators such as myself can remain abreast of 
curriculum improvements which should be considered. 
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Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce Monday Memo

For October 27, 2008


For a complete list of community events, log on to www.oshkoshevents.com.


This week on the Web


Make sure to check out the Oshkosh Chamber’s Web site at www.oshkoshchamber.com for the latest news and events.  This week, by checking out Latest News, you’ll learn:


· How entrepreneurs will learn, network at E-Connect


· 2008 Oshkosh Chamber Holiday Parade details


· Why the Oshkosh Chamber supports TIFs


· How to explore business opportunities in Mexico


We also encourage you to log on to GE’s Web site at www.ge.com, where EAA’s AirVenture is featured.


Today’s headlines


Last chance to register for this week’s Fall Seminar Series session

Oshkosh Chamber, WOSH host candidate forums October 28-30

Oshkosh Chamber co-sponsors workplace fraud seminar

Grow your business by attending the Entrepreneur’s Connection

Festival Foods CEO to keynote Excellence in Leadership


Last chance to register for this week’s Fall Seminar Series session


Registration for this week’s Fall Seminar Series session ends Tuesday morning.


The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce and the Small Business Development Center of UW Oshkosh are co-sponsoring a four-part seminar series aimed to help businesses be more profitable.


The series will be held from 8 to 11 a.m. at Robbins Restaurant, 1810 Omro Road.  

This week’s session is:


October 30: “Smart Marketing Builds Business Momentum”


John Ingala, Willems Marketing


You don’t need a big budget to do effective marketing.  Start with a plan that outlines your core activities and strong, simple messages that grab attention.  Don’t let a tight budget ruin your image—put money where it counts, like business cards, Web site and promotional materials.  Put your time into delighting your customers and networking with the right people to boost sales.  You may just be surprised by who you meet and what you find.  Marketing your business is an ongoing venture, so don’t forget to track your results and measure your performance.


Upcoming sessions include:

November 6: “Boost Sales by Taking Your Web Site from Passive to Active”


Jim Dobinski, Stellar Blue Web Design


The use of internet and email marketing technologies within your business can be overwhelming.  But, it doesn’t have to be.  Jim will help you capture the most effective uses of technology that will help your business grow.  Jim’s “idea starters” answer the question: “What are the critical things I need to communicate to my customers using technology?”  Learn about the ways you can virtually interact with your customers—from email to blogs—and how your message is perceived.  Make your virtual communication so attractive that customers seek you out as a source. Don’t just put your brochure online and hope someone sees it; learn how to create online solutions that deliver revenue to your company’s bottom line 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 


November 13: “Performance Coaching for Results that Count”

Lisa Raabs, Right Management


Do you look forward to performance review time?  For most, the answer is “no.”  When conducted effectively, the performance review or appraisal can be an invaluable tool in giving employees a good sense of their past progress, strengths, weaknesses and development targets.  Unfortunately, most managers miss this golden opportunity to coach, instead viewing the appraisal as a “logistical requirement.”


Coaching employees to higher levels of contribution throughout the performance period is a key element of the overall process.  It is an effective way for managers to provide direct reports with the regular, ongoing support and guidance needed to achieve performance objectives that will positively impact business results.


The cost for the entire series is $125 or $35 per session.  Register by contacting Kelli Karpinski at 303-2265, ext. 20, or kelli@oshkoshchamber.com. Or, register online at www.oshkoshchamber.com. 

Oshkosh Chamber, WOSH host candidate forums October 28-30


Become an informed voter of local issues and where the candidates stand on those issues by attending a candidate forum series, sponsored by the Oshkosh Chamber and WOSH radio.

The forums begin at 7:30 a.m. with a meet-and-greet with the candidates.  Questions for the candidates will begin at 8 a.m.


The series includes:


Tuesday, October 28


State Senate District 18 – Republican Randy Hopper and Democrat Jessica King


Wednesday, October 29


53rd Assembly District – Democrat Jeff Mann and Republican Dick Spanbauer

Thursday, October 30


54th Assembly District – Incumbent Democrat Gordon Hintz and Republican Mark Reiff


All forums will be held at Robbins Restaurant, 1810 Omro Road.  If you plan to attend, please register by calling the Oshkosh Chamber at 303-2266.


The forums also will be broadcast live on WOSH 1490AM.  The Oshkosh Chamber encourages employers to allow employees to listen to the debates so that they can be informed voters.

Oshkosh Chamber co-sponsors workplace fraud seminar


“Workplace Fraud: What You Need to Know to Keep Your Business Safe”


8 to 9:30 a.m. November 11


LaSure’s Hall, 3125 S. Washburn St.


Presenter: Bill Ritchay, Schenck Business Solutions


Fraud does not just affect large companies—in fact, the median loss due to fraud for businesses with less than 100 employees is greater than that of businesses with more than 10,000 employees. Attend this workshop to learn the basics about types of internal fraud, the importance of segregation of duties, and the key elements of preventing and detecting fraud in your business. This workshop is a must for all businesses!

To register, log on to http://www.schencksolutions.com/content/events/registrations/20081017143659/register.php?linkback=true.


Grow your business by attending the Entrepreneur’s Connection


Entrepreneur’s Connection 2008

4 to 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, November 19


EAA AirVenture Museum


Cost: $30 per person


Are you wondering how to get your product off the ground?


Have you dreamed of working on a business plan or starting your own business?


Are you an entrepreneur who would like to connect with others like you who face the same challenges?


Then E-Connect 2008 is for you!  Register today to learn how you can launch your business idea or grow your existing small business.


Learn more by contacting Melissa Hunt at 303-2265, ext. 28, or melissa@oshkoshchamber.com.


Register online at http://events.oshkoshchamber.com

The Entrepreneur’s Connection is sponsored by:


· Platinum: Culver’s Cumulus Broadcasting, EAA, Fond du Lac Reporter, Oshkosh Northwestern


· Gold: 4imprint, CitizensFirst Credit Union/Business Lending Group, Fratellos Waterfront Brewery & Restaurant, New North B2B, Wisconsin Business Development


· Silver: Associated Bank, Clifton Gunderson LLP, M&I Bank, Northwestern Mutual, Wipfli


· Bronze: 44 ° North, Anchor Bank and US Bank

Festival Foods CEO to keynote Excellence in Leadership


Excellence in Leadership Seminar & Luncheon: “Winning at Business”


Thursday, November 20 • 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.


Hilton Garden Inn, 1355 W. 20th Ave.


Presenter: Mark Skogen, Festival Foods


Cost: $30 per person or $230 for a table of 8 by October 28, or $35 per person or $250 for a table of 8 after October 28

The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce and Excellence in Leadership are proud to present Mark Skogen, president and CEO of Festival Foods, as the keynote speaker for Excellence in Leadership, a Christian values-based seminar.


Skogen, the third generation of Skogen grocers, was raised in Onalaska, where his grandfather, Paul, opened his first store. Skogen stayed close to home, graduating from Viterbo University in 1992, and in 1993, pushed his father, Dave, to buy an old Rainbow Grocery store in Marshfield. The move started a rapid growth of successful Festival Foods stores across the state.


Mark became president in 2006 and today, these 13 single-unit stores are number one or two in every market they serve. Skogen attributes this to his associates who carry out the mission of Servant Leadership. They live out the “Boomerang Theory,” which focuses on making decisions that will “bring the customer back.”


Registration forms can be downloaded from the Chamber’s Web site at http://www.oshkoshchamber.com/uploads/EIL.pdf.
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STATE BUDGET :60 RADIO SCRIPT 

THE COST OF DOING BUSINESS IN WISCONSIN IS ABOUT TO SKYROCKET. OUR STATE GOVERNMENT IS PREPARING TO PASS A BUDGET THAT WILL RAISE PROPERTY TAXES BY $1.3 BILLION, AND WILL TRANSFER BILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF WEALTH FROM THE PRIVATE SECTOR TO GOVERNMENT BY TAXING YOUR TELEPHONES, INCREASING FUEL PRICES AND DOUBLING LANDFILL FEES.  YOU'LL EVEN SEE AN INCREASE IN AUTO INSURANCE. 


AND THAT'S NOT ALL. THIS BUDGET BILL CONTAINS ITEMS THAT WOULD RESTORE A BURDENSOME JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY LAW, SOFTEN OUR COLLECTIVE BARGAINING LAWS AND EXPAND THE PREVAILING WAGE, ALL WITHOUT HAVING ANY IMPACT ON OUR BUDGET DEFICIT.

EVERYONE IN OUR REGION HAS AN INTEREST IN PRESERVING A SOUND BUSINESS CLIMATE IN WISCONSIN, YET, THIS BUDGET BILL WOULD IRREPARABLY DAMAGE OUR ABILITY TO COMPETE.  

 


NORTHEAST WISCONSIN HAS SIX LEGISLATORS IN THE MAJORITY WHO CAN RESTORE SOME FISCAL SANITY TO THIS BUDGET. PLEASE CONTACT SEN. DAVE HANSEN OR REP. PENNY BERNARD-SCHABER, GORDON HINTZ, TOM NELSON, JIM SOLETSKI OR TED ZIGMUNT THROUGH THE LEGISLATIVE HOTLINE. CALL 1-800-362-9472 AND ASK THEM TO AMEND THIS BILL OR VOTE NO TODAY! CALL 1-800-362-9472. 

AUTHORIZED AND PAID FOR BY THE FOX CITIES, OSHKOSH AND GREEN BAY AREA CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE. CALL THEM FOR MORE DETAILS.
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 The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce  Prosperity Project        
Welcome to the Wisconsin Prosperity Project
Your online source for information and resources on issues, legislation and elected officials







Federal Issues Alert

Employee Free Choice Act - H.R. 1409 and S. 560:

Join the U.S. Chamber's Virtual March Against Card Check
Save the Secret Ballot Resources
George McGovern on the Employee Free Choice Act 


 


State Issues Alert

 Wisconsin State Budget:
Budget Analysis 
Sign the Petition Against $3 Billion in Tax Hikes 


Cell Tax Fairness Act:
WMC Alert
Mywireless.org Coaltion Alert 









About the Prosperity Project
What is it?

The Wisconsin Prosperity Project (P2) is a non-partisan, not for profit organization that educates Wisconsin business organizations, their employees and associates about issues that affect their job security, economic competitiveness, and their own prosperity.


The Prosperity Project represents more than 3,811 Wisconsin companies and nearly 385,961 employees who want to be informed on the issues that matter most to them. We are a partnership of leading businesses - the State Chamber, trade associations, and local chambers of commerce that are dedicated to informing Wisconsin's workforce. Expert guidance, sophisticated internet tools and winning strategies are available to you with just a click of the mouse.


The Prosperity Project supports actions that improve the economy and foster new opportunities.  Use this site to say informed on the jobs issues that concern you most.  As Congress and the Wisconsin State Legislature take action in the coming weeks and months, we'll tell you how they're doing, and how you can express your views.


Why do we need it?


Every day, through laws, regulations, and court rulings, our state and federal elected officials make decisions impacting Wisconsin companies and their ability to survive and compete in the global marketplace.  This directly impacts you.  Your job, your wages, your family, and your future. 


The Wisconsin State Legislature is in session.  This year thousands of bills will be filed for our consideration.  In Washington, DC, Congress faces hundreds more.  How will your legislators vote on issues that will grow the Wisconsin economy, and the nation's?


A strong state needs a strong voice, and elected officials need to hear from you. And the Prosperity Project provides you with the tools to do just that.











  

FEDERAL ACTION ALERT! -- Card Check
Listen to former Democratic Presidential Nominee George McGovern on Card Check








  
















Special Video Message on Economic Growth and American Prosperity
Cornerstone Video Series


Sustained economic growth is the single most powerful factor that leads to the prosperity and well being of Americans.  Economic growth affects everyone -- directly through job security, paychecks and health coverage, and indirectly through education, energy and tax policies. The issues in these videos will most strongly support sustained economic growth.



The Cornerstone Initiative


		
 		View the entire series of videos, and read more about the Cornerstone Initiative Issues...


		Introduction

		Energy and the Environment

		Workforce and EducationTax and Regulatory Policy
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Supplementary Information 
 

Applicants can use this page to enter or attach supplementary information not required 

by the application.  

 

Please note that the U.S. Chamber of Commerce will review the material, but does not 
score supplementary information either as a part of the application process or as a basis 

for designating the chamber as Accredited, Accredited with 3-Stars, Accredited with 4-

Stars, or Accredited with 5-Stars.   
 

Supplementary information may be awarded up to five discretionary points as deemed 

by the Accreditation consultant for exceptional policies or best practices.     

 
Comments can be entered in the space below. 

 

 

 
 

 

Additional documents can be attached here : __________________________________________ 


Section 4. Government Affairs Minimum Requirements

A. Governmental Issues

1. The Chamber utilizes its Government Affairs Committee and Task Forces to formulate the Chamber’s legislative and public policy issues. The Committee makes recommendations to the Board of Directors in this regard. The Board of Directors reviews all public policy recommendations and either endorses, modifies or opposes their recommendations. Additionally, through the Northeast Wisconsin Chambers Coalition (NEWCC), a regional public policy agenda is established primarily for state-wide issues. This policy agenda is reviewed and endorsed by the Chamber Board’s Executive Committee and is provided to the Board as information. 


2. The legislative and public policy agenda is widely distributed through various channels including Legislative Dialogues, newsletters, press releases, weekly Friday Reports, emails, Monthly Newspaper column and the Chamber website. In addition to distributing this information to the Board, Government Affairs Committee, General Membership, Elected officials and the media, we have established special interest groups that include professionals from human resources, transportation, aviation and international trade. 

A 4.1 is a copy of the Chamber’s legislative or public policy agenda.

3. On a monthly basis, our Government Affairs Committee meets with our local, state, and federal representatives.  These meetings have been effective from the standpoint of giving our members direct access to area legislators and providing the business view point on pending legislation. Also, on a quarterly basis, our Past Chairmen of the Board, along with other select business leaders meet with Congressman Tom Petri. This group was formed through the U. S. Chamber of Commerce business advisory initiative.


4. The Chamber has conducted forums on public policy issues in the past. Forums included topics on Air Quality/Ozone Attainment, NEW Chamber Coalition’s Agenda, Highway 41 Project, Candidate Forums, to name a few. Further, we have participated in the annual Business Day in the Capitol.  The day-long forum provides an opportunity to meet with state legislators and discuss issues of importance. 

5. The chamber communicates its positions of priority issues in a variety of ways including: email, direct mail, group and individual meetings, Action Alerts, press releases, direct testimony at public hearings, and visit to legislators’ offices in Madison and Washington, DC.

6. The Chamber does inform our membership about policy decisions that the State and U. S. Chamber have taken. Information is disseminated on high priority issue items. While both organizations do outstanding work representing the interests of business, not all policy decisions of each organization are directly communicated. Annually, through our Governmental Affairs Committee, legislative staff of each organization is invited to make presentation concerning each Chamber’s legislative agenda.


7. Chamber staff routinely monitors federal and state legislation. The source of most of the state and federal information is the U. S. Chamber and Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce. We very regularly forward information/legislative alerts from the U. S. Chamber of Commerce and WMC. Staff has attended the U. S. Chamber Regional Public Affairs Conferences. Direct staff interaction is less frequent with U. S. Chamber regional staff. Proximity to Madison allows for more frequent interaction with and in WMC events including Business Day in Madison and bi-weekly legislative briefings conducted by WMC. 

B. Grassroots


1. The Chamber’s grassroots program is best described as a “just-in-time” approach to grassroots lobbying. We have established several special interest groups around very broadly defined category such as Human Resources, CEO/General Managers, International Trade, Aviation, Transportation, Manufacturers Council, Safety Council, Education, Board of Directors, Government Affairs, to name a few. As legislative action is needed, we engage appropriate interest groups to communicate directly with government officials on our behalf. We have found that this approach is far more effective to get business people to respond to specific issues. 


2. Recognizing that not all members will actively involve themselves in all legislative matters, members are asked to communicate and to advocate on high priority items. We attempt to target specific issues to certain classes of industry or person within organizations. This method has proven to be more effective than just mass emailing the membership.  This is our means to develop grassroots support relative to pending legislation. When receiving Legislative Alerts, members are encouraged to communicate positions on issues directly to our elected officials. We very regularly forward information/legislative alerts from the U. S. Chamber of Commerce and WMC. On local issues of concern, we create and disseminate those documents. Collectively, we have over 250 individuals on specific special interest groups that are asked to engage in our grass roots efforts. This group represents roughly 75 member businesses and organizations or roughly 7% of our membership. 

3. The primary tool used by the Chamber to communicate and request legislative action is email. We do use our newsletter and website, along with other chamber publications and web-based communications tools.


4. The number of times we activate our grassroots network varies depending upon the issues at the moment. Since we engage the special interest network within our membership, certain groups of members maybe asked to communicate on our behalf more than others. It is safe to guess that each special interest group is asked to participate at least 1 – 3 times annually. Groups like our Board of Directors and Government Affairs participation on average is over 7 times annually. These two groups are asked to engage in all legislative action. 


Section 4. Government Affairs Additional Criteria 


1. We have a Government Affairs Committee that functions separately from the Board. However, the Committee can not adopt public policy positions on behalf of the Chamber without that policy or legislative position being reviewed and approved by the Board of Directors. On a monthly basis, our Government Affairs Committee meets with our local, state, and federal representatives. These meetings have been effective from the standpoint of giving our members direct access to area legislators and providing the business view point on pending legislation.  The primary role the Government Affairs Committee is to develop and recommend positions on pending legislation for Board consideration.

2. In addition to the Government Affairs Committee, we have a number of other Committees that do engage in recommending and developing policy position on local, state and federal issues. Those Committees include: Aviation, Transportation, Partners In Education, Human Resource Council, and Safety Council.

3. The Chamber’s point staff member for government affairs is the President and CEO. Additionally, the Executive Director of the Oshkosh Area Economic Development Corporation, the economic development arm of the Oshkosh Chamber, is actively involved in government affairs through their state-wide economic development association.

4. The chart below is the supplemental budget information pertaining to the Chamber’s government affairs program activities. This program budget reflects program expenditures only and does not allocate any administrative expense. The direct government affairs program expense is approximately ½% of the chamber total budget.

Name of Committee/Board: Governmental Affairs Committee, Board of Directors


Overall Objective:
To identify and represent business and community interest on issues and projects of importance.


Responsibility: John Casper


		

		
Date to be

		
Budget



		Program/Activity

		
Accomplished

		Revenue

		Expense



		1. Take positions on issues affecting the business community.

		On-going.

		     - 0 -

		     - 0 -



		2. VotersVoice Program. (1)

		On-going.

		     - 0 -

		     $ 2,000



		3. Business Advisory Council to Congressman Tom Petri.

		Quarterly. 

		     - 0 -

		     $   200



		4. Work with WMC and US Chamber on business issues.

		On-going.

		     - 0 -

		     - 0 -



		5. Periodically meet with our State Representatives.

		On-going.

		     - 0 -

		     - 0 -



		6. Participate in developing the WMC and US Chamber Business Agenda.

		On-going.

		     - 0 - 

		     - 0 -



		7. Community Sounding Board.

		On-going.

		     - 0 -

		     $  500



		8. Washington Fly-In.

		April 2008.

		     - 0 - 

		     $ 1, 500



		Total

		

		     - 0 -

		     $ 5,200





(1) This is a grassroots lobbying tool to enable our membership to easily communicate to all local, state and federal elected officials. 


Name of Committee/Board: Governmental Affairs Committee, Board of Directors 


Overall Objective:
To identify candidates to run for elected office that share the Chamber’s mission and vision. 

Responsibility: John Casper


		

		
Date to be

		
Budget



		Program/Activity

		
Accomplished

		Revenue

		Expense



		1. Sponsor Legislative Forums.


2. Conduct Candidate Forums.


3. Conduct candidate review.


4. Organize a process to recruit pro-business candidates.

		Periodic.


March 2009.


March 2009.


December 2008.

		     $ 1,000


- 0 –


· 0 –


       - 0 -

		     $ 1,000


     $  500


· 0 – 


     - 0 -



		Total

		

		     $ 1,000

		     $ 1,500  



		

		

		

		





5. The chamber and the NEWCC sponsor separate State Capitol trip each year. The chamber is part of the Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce Business Day in Madison. We sponsor a trip to Washington, DC. In May 2009, we collaborated on a Washington trip with member chambers (Green bay, Fox Cities and Fond du Lac) of the NEWCC. 


6. The State Capitol trip is twice annually and held in February as part of Business Day in Madison and in May as part of the NEWCC capitol meeting with our regions state legislators. The Washington trip is held annually in April or May. 

7. The Chamber has not been formally recognized for its governmental affairs program in the sense of receiving an award. However, it is generally accepted and recognized that the Chamber is actively engaged in governmental affairs. The Chamber is recognized as the voice of the business community. 

8. The Chamber represents the collective view of the business community and does provide input into the legislative process. We carefully prioritizes items as it relates to issue advocacy and providing direct testimony to a legislative body. Most instances occur before local units of government, such as City Council, Board of Education and Winnebago County. There have been instances where staff has testified at State proceedings, such as the Transportation Projects Commission, Senate Committee on Economic Development and the Assembly Committee on Public Utilities. We have also testified at various regulatory agencies of the Department of Natural Resources and the Public Service Commission. 

9. The Chamber has used the media to advocate for its position of public policy issues. The degree of media advocacy varies depending upon the issue and its impact on the business community. For instances, the Chamber was extremely aggressive in its opposition to a proposal to implement a 1/2-cent county wide sales tax. Our campaign against this proposal included letters to the editor, a meeting with the Editorial Board to gain their opposition, radio advertising campaign, and participation in public debates concerning the issue. We generally issue a media release concerning our position on public policy issues. The local newspaper has given the Chamber a monthly column on the Sunday op-ed page. We use this space to educate the community about community issues, such as the recent School District referendum and the pending State of Wisconsin Budget. 


10. See the application.


11. See the application. 

B. Grassroots

1. In 2008, the Chamber purchased the VoterVoice advocacy program for the purposes of creating a seamless connection to our Federal, State and local legislative representatives. Our plan was to use this system to aid our grassroots advocacy network. However, due to timing and problems encountered with the upgrade of the Chamber’s website, we were unable to fully utilize the system and consequently had no data to measure its success and/or usage. Upon renewal, we requested VoterVoice to allow us to use the system during the first three months of the new legislative session to determine its effectiveness. VoterVoice would not allow this request so we end our relationship. Since that time, the Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce (WMC) has rolled out the Prosperity Project and is allowing local chambers to co-brand this service. We are currently using this system and is accessible through our website at http://www.oshkoshchamber.com/legislative_watch. 

2. Our data base is segmented by issue interest groups including Human Resources, Manufacturers, International Trade, Aviation, Transportation, Education, CEO’s & General Managers, Retailers, Restaurants, Financial Institutions. 

3. Moving to the Prosperity Project system, we will not be able to track the grassroots network’s activities. 


C. Elections and Political Affairs


1. The Chamber monitors the voting record of our State and Federal elected representatives. We rely on the WMC and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce to measure elected representative voting records. Annually, we publish their voting records on critical state and federal legislation. 

2. Several years ago, our Board of Directors voted to discontinue the practice of endorsing candidates. Previously, the Chamber through its Political Action Committee endorsed candidates seeking office primarily for City Council, Board of Education, County Board of Supervisors and the County Executive. We did also endorse for State Assembly and U. S. President. 


3. We have sponsored and held Election Forums and Debates for candidates seeking elected office. We do remind and encourage our members to vote on Election Day. After the conclusion of an election, we publicly acknowledge and congratulate the winners in our newsletter or Monday Memo. This is promoted to our membership in our NewsWave Magazine, Member Matters Newsletter, and the weekly Monday Memo. The Chamber does actively recruit candidates for office. Throughout the year, we are actively looking out for individuals that have the motivation to run for elected office. In addition to chamber members, we search the ranks of the graduates of the Leadership Oshkosh program for individuals to run for office. The chamber recommends candidates for appointment to public office and local government committees/boards. The Chamber recommended several candidates for appointment to Cabinet level position with the Governor’s office. Routinely, we recommend Leadership Oshkosh graduate to serve on various City Government Committees. The Chamber President has been on the hosting committee for many candidate fundraisers. This activity however is not sanctioned as a Chamber function. 


mark
File Attachment
GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS.doc



 
                                                
i Legislative or public policy issues agenda:  A formal document outlining the chamber’s major 
legislative or public policy issues for the current year. This document will address public policy issues for 
the local, state, or federal level.  For sample legislative or public policy agenda, refer to the best practices 
Web page at http://www.uschamber.com/chambers/accreditation/best_practices.htm 
           Return to Page 11 
 
ii Grassroots network:  An active network of chamber members and supporters that the chamber 
engages in the discussion and action of public policy.  The chamber has the capability to blast e-mail or 
fax this network policy issues updates and calls to action.  The network can consist of volunteers, the 
board, the legislative committee, or even the entire membership list.  Return to Page 13 
 
iii Dedicated government affairs staff:  A dedicated government affairs staff is someone whose primary 
duties are devoted to working with elected officials to promote the chamber’s legislative or public policy 
agenda. The chamber president/CEO does not constitute a dedicated staff member for the purpose of 
determining compliance with this standard.  However, hiring an outside lobbying firm will constitute 
compliance with this standard.       Return to Page 14 
 
iv Grassroots database segmented by issue interest:  This standard goes beyond using the 
chamber’s member list as the basis of its grassroots database.  The chamber should have a separate 
database that segments the chamber’s grassroots network by issues and interests so that the chamber’s 
grassroots activists only receive updates on the issues and policies they specifically ask for.   
           Return to Page 15 
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	EQ#1: The Northeast Wisconsin Chambers Coalition (NEWCC) serves as the lead to developing our annual legislative and public policy agenda. The Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce led an initiative to create NEWCC, which consists of the four chambers (Fond du Lac, Fox Cities, Green Bay and Oshkosh). NEWCC is committed to giving this region a stronger voice in Madison to influence legislation affecting the Fox Valley and its businesses. The benefit of forming the NEWCC is to strengthen the business climate by increasing the clout for our region by working collaboratively relative to important public policy issues. The coalition’s mission is “to coordinate the efforts of the four Chambers of Commerce and other business partners in Northeastern Wisconsin, with the immediate emphasis on advocacy of public policy to create a unified voice and to increase the political influence of the region.” The NEWCC has developed and successfully advocated for a Legislative Agenda to control government spending, provide regulatory relief, and stimulate the economy. The basis of the NEWCC Public Policy Agenda is feedback that the four chambers collectively receive from our members. The Chambers conduct periodic surveys to ascertain issues of importance to our members.  The results of this information are used as a basis of our legislative agenda for the year. In addition to periodic surveys, we actively engage members through our Government Affairs Committee. This group leads and formulates the Chambers legislative and public policy issues. Additionally, the Chamber forms Task Forces to investigate and analysis issues. An example of this would be our Storm Water Utility Task Force. This group led the Chamber’s effort on this community issue. In all cases, the Government Affairs Committee and Task Forces make recommendations to the Board of Directors in this regard. The Board of Directors reviews all public policy recommendations and either endorses, modifies or opposes their recommendations. As an organization, the chamber is extremely agile as it relates to responding quickly to high priority legislative issues. On a regular basis, the membership receives information in the NewsWave, Member Matters and/or Monday Memo that outlines pending business-related local, state or federal issues/legislation. The source of most of the state and federal information is the U. S. Chamber and Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce. On high priority issues of critical importance to the Chamber (local, state, or federal), we will do a special legislative alert to the entire membership outlining the same, along with a call to action. Recognizing that not all members will actively involve themselves in all legislative matters, we have been very selectively when asking members to contact legislators or government officials to advocate for a specific position. We attempt to target specific issues to certain classes of industry or person within organizations. This method has proven to be more effective than just mass emailing the membership.  This is our means to develop grassroots support relative to pending legislation. When receiving Legislative Alerts, members are encouraged to communicate positions on issues directly to our elected officials.  We very regularly forward information/legislative alerts from the U. S. Chamber of Commerce and WMC. On local issues of concern, we create and disseminate those documents. On a monthly basis, our Government Affairs Committee meets with our local, state, and federal representatives.  These meetings have been effective from the standpoint of giving our members direct access to area legislators and providing the business view point on pending legislation.   
	EQ#2: The Oshkosh Chamber engaged its grassroots network during the most recent State of Wisconsin Budget debate. This Budget debate was one that we have not seen in many years. For the first time in 25 years, the governor’s office and both State houses (Senate and Assembly) were controlled by the democrats. This majority does not line-up well for business associations. Years of being in the minority created the perfect storm for the democrats to enact several liberal initiatives. Additionally, in Wisconsin, it has been a common practice to include within State Budget Bill non-fiscal, policy initiatives. This practice has been used to advance specific legislation that would otherwise die in Committee and/or as a means to garner support of specific legislators. These non-fiscal items don’t belong in a Budget Bill and deserve separate public hearings. Given the fact that our efforts to have meaningful affect in changing the course of the fiscal items, we concentrated our efforts to remove the non-fiscal, policy items. One of these items was a Joint and Several Liability provision that would change Wisconsin law to make parties liable even if the party was only 1% responsible. Current law states the party would need to be found at least 51% responsible. We engaged our Chamber network that included our Government Affairs Committee, Board of Directors, Manufacturers Council and Human Resource Council and targeted our local (democrat) Assembly Representative. We were successful in our efforts. This provision was removed from the Assembly version of the Budget Bill. Our legislative network was fully engaged in the U. S. Chamber’s led campaign to oppose the Employee Free Choice Act (EFCA) – the Card Check Bill. While this was not an Oshkosh Chamber initiated campaign, our engagement did have an impact. The proponents of this Bill were attempting to generate support locally from the Oshkosh City Council and our County’s Board of Supervisors. As these bodies took up resolutions to support the EFCA, our network was asked to communicate opposition to this legislation. Locally, resolution to support the EFCA failed to make it out of the County’s Legislative Committee and a similar resolution failed at the City Council level. Additionally, our network was asked and did communicate to our congressional delegation opposition to the EFCA several times during this campaign. 
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